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SOCIAL CONFLICT & NECOTIATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
Instructional Design
Interim Version, September 1976

FIRST,DAY MORNING SESSION

Time Activit Ob eetives Materials ' Instructions to Participants Notes

15

10

55

15

100

IS

,

.

,

1. Introduction

sL

'

2. Guided reflection

1. Cullage on conflict
(20) Collage
(10) Sentence completion
(25 Sharing

,4. Associations to conflict
(15) Associations

.

Al ,

5. YOTA

(10) PI

(10) Croups and reading
roles

(15) Planning
(25) Role Play
(30) W-2 and discussion
(10) Read P2

6. Orientation to workshop

'

Introdgee staff, general
orientation to workshop,
groundrules regarding
breaks and taking care of
personal needs

. .

.
\

Allow participants to

re-experience and reflect on
eeeingsabout4Ming to
workhbp and on conflict

Express reactions and
feelings about conflict on
paper and share with others

Total grimp activity to
explore associations to
conflict

,

.
/ ,

To experience own behavior ,

in a conflict situation

To familiarize participants
with some concepts, agenda
and perspective on workshop

N1 Agenda ,`

IS1 Workshop Procedure
and Intro-
Reflection

IS1 Intro- Structured

Reflection

v
W-1 Description of

My Col/age/Drawing
,

,r.
..--

IS2 Procedures for
Associations to
Conflict

P1 Introduction to
YOTA

HIA-1D Roles for YOTA
W-2 Response to YOTA
T2 Some Aspeces of

, Conflict \
\
\\\

\

\
\

P3 Orientation to the
Workshop

1. a. Introduce staff
b. State general purpose

of workshop
. c. Croundrules on breaks

,.. (See IS1)
'd. Make any announcements
e. Answer questions
f. Hand out participant

manuals

2. See Instructional /0

Supple ent 1

,

3. a. IS1 gives instructions
for collage and W-1

b. Fill out W-I
c. Share in groups

(per IS1)

4. a. Trainer leads group-
associations to
'conflict,

b. Refer again to ground
rules on breaks if yap
notice people having
trouble taking care of
themselves

5. a. Read PI

b. Cet participants into
4 groups. Hand out
one role per group

. c. Each group reads role
and discusses strategy

d. Move Into 3 groups
composed of each of
the 4 roles

e. Begin role play
f. Fill out W-2 at con-

\\ cc)Irtaisl17(onfotrecatharlyt is
\ two pages)
\g. Read P2

6. Rend P3
h. Answer questions

\

s

,

1

I

.
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AGENDA:,FIRST DAY MORNING SESSION

Introduction

Guided Reflection

Collage on Conflict (20 minutes)*

Associations to Conflict

Yota Exercise

Orientation to the Workshop

O

1

*Add timing to newsprint at appropriate point.

9
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Instructional Supplement 1
Page 1 of 3

INTRO-STRUCTURED REFLECTION

I. Workshop'Procedures and Announcements

1. Announce time schedules, length of lunch break (11/4 hours is
the minimum needed by trainers during the two days of NOG

, rounds), and starting on time.

2. Tell participants there will be no scheduled breaks during
ohs, workshop. Give them an idea of times when they can take
breaks for themselves and permission to do so. Ask that
they try to:

a. Keep in mind that others will be working, so it is
important to move around and in and out of the room
without asturbing them.

1,1

. ,b. Pay attention to when their absence for a few minutes
will be minimally. disruptive to the ongoing work of
the subgroups or-learns they are members of at that time.

3. Announce arrangements for coffee. Be sure that hot water
and other refreshments will be continuously available so
that the policy on breaks can be maintained.

4. Ask them to try to keep phone calls, conversations with
other participants :abOut outside work, etc. confined to
lunch times and after workshop hours.

II. Intro-Reflection

We are going to begin the workshop with a structured reflection
followed by each .person doing a collage or drawing. Therefore

would ydh each get a piece of newsprint and some materials,to
work with before we start the structured reflection?

(After all have their materials:)

I would like you to find a comfortable place in the room and take
a relaxed posture. Some people find they can get into the reflec-
tion'better if they close their eyes. If this is, comfortable for

you, please clOse your eyes. If not, please fina.a spot on the
wall on which to focus your eyes so that you are not distracted
vor are others distracted byyou ,(e.g., eye Contact).

I will be asking you several questions to answer and reflect on
silently.

I ti 3
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Instructional Supplement 1
Page 2 of 3

1. Think back to the two or three dais preceding this time.
Consider the various activities that you went thrOughein
preparation for coming to the workshop:. As youremembei
each one, attempt to create an image of the event or
activity and the feelings'that are associated with it.
Then observe it--face awai. In other words, bring each
event or activity to mind and then let go of it until you
come to the present time. \

2. Reflect on your feelings...fears...hopes...concerns...and

expectations you have had about coming to this workshop
on Social 'Conflict & Negotiative Problem Solving.

-

3, With each of the main feelings, hopes and fears, which
do you want to occur, which do you want not to occur,
and-for which does it make no difference whether it occurs?

4. Which of the,feelings relate to conflict in some way?

5. Now think back to a recent situation which you experi-
enced.a fair amount of conflict with other individuals.
Identify the situation, the individuals involved and
what the conflict was about.

6.. Identify the various feelings you experienced throughout
this situation--at the beginning, during its progression,
towards the end and after it was over.

7. How did these feelings'affect your behavior?

8. What other ways might you have behaved in thlituation?
(Pause) What factors affected your not choosing these?

9. What was the outcome or resolution to the situation? (Pause)
What feelings, .regrets, expectations were associated with
the outcome?

10. Silently.spend-a few,minutes summarizing your experiences
with-and reactions to conflict.

1. 'Now without talking, take your piece of newsprint and
materials to: (Have below on newsprint.)

Make a collage or drawing that symbolizes or
expresses your experience with conflict.

You will have approximately 20 minutes to complete your
collage/picture:

11
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Instructional Supplement 1
Page 3 of 3

III. As individuals in the group draw to a close in their drawings or
construction--when rustling starts and before chatter begins- -
quietly interrupt:

"When you have finished your work, take time to look'
at and enjoy your creation. Before showing your
collage or drawing or talking to anyone, turn to Paper W-1
and write a description of your product and what it means
to MI. When you have finished your writing, follow the
directions at the bottom of the page.

C

iv
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W-1

DESCRIPTION OF MY COLLAGE/DRAWING

Please write a short paragraph (3 to 5 sentences) for each incomplete
-OehtenCe stem.

I. My collage /drawing shows...

a

4

The partof my experience of conflict my picture represents best...

a

3. What seems to he missing in my picture of conflict...

4. I-Was'surprised by...

0

. Right now I would sum up my feeling's and ideas about conflict...

0

When yap have finished, form groups of 6 t§ 8-with your neighbors. Each
of you will show your art work to the others and either read or say aloud
what yOu wrote in, your description: Yoy will have 25 minutes, so be sure
'each person in your group has his/her fair share of time on stage.

13
4.
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Instructional Supplement 2

PROCEDURE FOR ASSOCIATIONS TO CONFLICT

Total Group Discussion

Trainer Asks the group:

"When I say the word ' conflict' what associations come to mind?"

Allow time for a wide range of responses to be made. Then summarize by
observing that many are negative connotations, Although some have neutral
or positive meanings.' (You may want to ask them about positive, negative
and mixed associations represented in their collages as part of this
process.)

Next trainer asks the total group:

"How would a world without conflict be?"

Allow time for a range of responses. :Again, look at connotations--negative,
neutral, positive.

Trainer then points'out the apparent contradiction we carry in our heads,
conflict is negative, yet a world without it would be boring, etc.

O

ti
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Paper 1
Page 1 of 2

INTRODUCTION TO YOTA

So far, we have been exploring our associations to and feelings about
conflict.- While our previous experiences may not accurately predict our
behavior in each new situation, they-do represent the "luggage"'we carry
with us. This "luggage" comes from many places: 'society, parents, family,
schools, our sex or our race, the community we live in, or our personality.
Although some individuals may want to examine carefully the locus or
"origin" of different pieces of the luggage, the focus of theWorkshop is
not on "where did it come from" but instead on "what is some-of it?"

begi.n to understand our "luggage "' when we can identify some of tie
fears, hopes, patterns of behavior and expectations that different ?'con-
flicts trigger in us. Some of this luggage may be helpful (facilitate,
surviVal,or alert '<us to our Tights) and some of it may be problematic,,
(lock us in to certain inappropriate assumptions or limit our perceived
alternatives). In either case; our luggage influences what we perceive.
in the situation, the constraints and limits we place on ourselves, our
peiCeived alternatives and our responses.

While the previous activities focused on our thoughts and,feelings about

associations to conflict, the next activity, YOTA, provides an oppor-
tunity to experience and observe one's behavior in a conflict situation.
During the YOTA role play, attempt to be aware of when you experience
conflict, the feelings elicited, and how you behave in the different
conflict situations.

°Instructions

1. Read page 2 of this paper which gives the general information about
YOTA.

2. When all have finished page 2, we will divide into four groups, each
bf which will receive one of the 4 roles.

3. Each role group will have some time to plan strategy and understand
its role before we begin the role play.

15 8



Paper 1
Page 2 of 2

Yota Role Play

e, t
You are all members of the local chapter of "Your Own Thing AsSociation"
(YOTA), a national. group committed-to suppOrting each member's personal
aspirations and deelopment. One of the benefits of membership is a
very large discount in'the cost of using the:-:eommunfty's resources
(recreation facilities, theaters, movies, restaurants, schools, etc.).
Another benefit is the wide variety of contacts with exciting and
stimulating people in the community. .Neither of these benefits is

, available through other organizations in your.nommunity.

YOTA is governed by a board composed of members of the association.
This board is presided-over by a chairperson, elected by the governing
board,_ Although no salary is involved, the chairperson is provided
with travel and expense funds and a small budget. The chairperson is
expected to attend the National Convention of YOTA, to represent the
local association to the National Board, to ,Proyide leadership to the
governing board, and to represent the governing board to the adminis-
trative staff Of YOTA.

An association such as YOTA has such a diverse membership, that conflict
is inevitable from time to time. The governing board has generally tried
to stay above these conflicts, primarily by maintaining a laissez-faire
policy with regard to the activities of the,membership. The motto might
be "You are responsible for doing your own,lhinifg'-.--

Recently, however, gome polarization has occurred in the association
between members. One side seems to see YOTA primarily as an organiza-

... tion for DOING THINGS. They see YOTA as a group to facilitate and
organize theater parties, recreation leagues, dinner clubs, etc. The
other side appears to see YOTA primarily as a plate to support BEING
to facilitate personal growth. They believe YOTA should support
ctivities such as self-expression, dance classes, physical fitness,

yoga, meditation, encounter groups, discussion groups, etc.

The Doing Things side wants YOTA to organize and support doing things
already out in the community. The Being side wants YOTA to hire leaders,
facilitators, teachers,'etc., to support personal growth. I

At the Board meeting the elected representatives can convenient1 rbe
classified from one of four groups:

Wealthy elite
Committed backbone
Personal growth advocates
Young people A

As a team from one of these four types, you will have a short time to plan
strategy. Then you will meet with others in the board to elect a chairperson.
By tradition a member of the committed backbone has always been elected chair-
person, and one member of that group will chair this organizational meeting.

16 9



Handout 1A

BRIEFING FOR WEALTHY ELITE

O
,

The group you represent, while small in number, contributes heavily to

the financial coffers. In fact, your group makes possible underwriting

of many of the organization's activities. For the most part, your

members are conservative and want to make sure any changeq are really

improvements before supporting them.

Members of your group mostly enjoy the recreational programs and dinner
and theater parties sponsored by YOTA.. In particular,, you enjoy the

prestige of financially guaranteeing or sponsoring these types of events,
even though most events end up being self- supporting.

Your group has little interest in the "personal growth" activities, but
will support wholesome activities for Young People, esperzially family

type events. You rely most strongly_on the energy and leederhip of
the Committed Backbone to carry out the mission of the organization.
You will support electing the chairperson from that group.

In summary your group's self-interests are to:
7z.

1. Support efforts which increase opportunities for

DOING THINGS

2. Support the Committed Backbone,

3. Stay in the background on leadership

0
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BRIEFING FOR COMMITTED BACKBONE

Handout 1B

You probably represent the largest constituency. It is from your ranks

that most of the leadership for YOTA emerges. The organizing, the
contacts, the busy work, etc., of YOTAare mostly done by members of
your group. And Doing Things, is what your group likes best. Sports

and recreation, the arts and good food, activity and good fellowship

are what you want. Of course, YOTA should provide for all, members in
some wan you believe the leadership of the Committed Backbone has
managed to walk this middle road, bridging between the Wealthy Elite,
whose financial support and recognition for sponsoring DOING type
thingsyou acknowledge is crucial, while still including activities
for the Young People and Personal Growth types. You try to do what is

best for all.

The Chairperson of the Board has always come from your group, and you
expect this to occur agaiu. You, as representative for your group, are /,

mbst familiar with all aspects of the organization. One of you will

chair the-upcoming-meeting to-elect-a-chairperson. .

The Wealthy Elite have always supported the Committed Backbone, and you

want- to keep their support.
A

In summary, your group's self-intereSts are to,:

1. Support efforts which increase, opportunities fot

DOING THINGS

2. Become chairperson of the board,:,

3. Keep the support of the Wealthy Elite

Cj

16 11
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Hand Out 4C

BRIEFZNG.FOR THE PERSONAL GROWTH' ADVOCATE

You represent a growing minority membership in YOTA, whose interests
until now have been met with only token offerings. You have a vision
of reorganizing YOTA into a model organization for delivering or
providing Personal Growth oriented activities. The need in the community
is urgent, and the traditional activities of YOTA don't meet this need.

In order to bring this vision to reality, the strongly coordinated efforts
of the Board will be needed, under new leadership with different values
than the traditional Committed Backbone. Your group has members with
the combination of vision, energy and leadership required, and one of
you will be a candidate for the role of Chairperson.

The Young People are generally favorable to your efforts, and you will
need to keep their support.

In summary, your group's self-interests are to:

1. Support efforts which increase opportunities for BEING

2. Develop more influence in the organization by becoming
Chairperson of the Board

3. Maintain the support of the Young People

19 12
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Handout 1D

BRIEFING FOR THE YOUNG PEOPLE

i

The Young people represent a significant minority in'YOTA. 'Most of

you enjoy the activities traditionally prOvided, but increasingly a
larger segment is desiring more-personal growth and inner directed
type experiences such as meditation training, yoga,,rap sessions, etc.

1

Aiso young people are looking for more oppOrtunities to act
- responsibly and participate to a greater extent in YOTA. You think

i

1 that a rotating chairperson might be a good way to achieve this.
Shared leadership should contribute, to YOTA's overall health as an

\\

organizatdon by making it more responsivelto all members., .1*.

You find that the Personal: Growth Advocates support similar directions
as\your Own -for YOTA. YOU are suspicious of the Wealthy Elite,- and
would like tO see the almost complete control of YOTA removed from the
,ommitted Backbone and more widely shared.

1 .

1
. . .

I1
\

n summary, your group's, self-interests are to:

\

1. Support efforts which increase opportunities for BEING

2. Implement greater shaking of leadership by having a
rotating chairperson t

t

\

3. Support the'personal growth advocates.

ti 0

0

er$

o
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W-2
Page 1 of 2,.

RESPONSE TO 'YOTA

You have just participated in an experience where you had a chance to
observe your own responses to a particular conflict situation. Take the
next few minutes to work by yourself, without talking to anyo'ne, to
describe and analyze what you felt and did.

Write a short paragraph, 2 to S sentences, for each of the following
'questions:

1. What were the most important observations you made about your behavior
ani: feelings in dealing with conflict in this situation?

2.i What were the major 'conflicts you observed? Which were worked on and
which were=ignored?

o

3. What feelings did you recognize in yourself as you saw these conflicts
being handled by the group?

,...,. ...'!, ':.: - ,

',..-%-
\.-e:, < ,N . .

4. What did-lou do to work orior avoid working on the conflicts you
recognized?

0 2i
14



5./ What did you do that you feel most atisfied with?

What did you do that You feel least satisfied with?

W-2 '

Page 2 of -2

j

7. What would you like to try to do or try to avoid-doing another time?

A

When.you, have finished, join ihe other members of your YOTA group.

If you are willing, read what you have written to the othersor, say it if
you are more comfortable just talking inEtead of reading. When you have
finished your say, ask no more than two others to give'you a specific
example of your behavior Which expands and adds to thd observations you
have made of yourself.

When every member of your group has had a chance to say,hOw she/he saw
herself/himself and has received two examples from othertitake a few
minutes to answer the following question:

Where are you nos4 in your thinking about v)ur own response to
different kinds of conflict situations?

22
15



Paper 2
Page 1 of 2

SOME ASPECTS OF CONFLICT

As people consider their associations to 'Conflict, they often come to-
recognize their,own and other's:basic ambivalence about conflict.

.Sometimes it is,experienced as negilive;-sometiines as positive; and -
other times aa combination of positive and negative. This ambivalence
indicat4 severald.mpprtiWasnects about conflict.

1. Conflict in7and.of itself is not negative or positive. In
a sense, Conflitt'is. But becauae.of the various emotions
we feel and-the various outcomes that occur in different
conflict situationk, we'often experience conflict as either
positive or ne3ati4 Two parts of this process are relevant
to understanding conflict.

TirSe, both what we bring to the situation and what we perceive
to-be operating in the situation determineWhat is "present"
in the situation for us. Foi example, in one role someone in

-YOTA may be perceiving conflict and feeling it as very negative;
someone in another role may-Inot perceive any conflict occurring;
and a person.in'a thiid role might also perceive'conflict'but
see it A constructive.or positive. All three.people are
involve4 in the same situation_, but are experiencing and
perceiving it differently.

Second, we generally tend to perceive conflict globally as
either positive or negative, though in some cases it may be
perceived as neutral. This tendency to view conflict ora
particular conflict situation as positive or negative can

, 'lead to,,a variety of.complicating conclusions: some people
. are good and-others in the situation are bad; negative

situations are to be avoided or eliminated; the "others in
the situation" are the problem;, or only two choices exist-= -

either the good way pr the bad Way, or either my way or
theirWay, or whatever "either-or" becomes relevant. While
this "either-or" framework occurs frequently, what is

'important is becoming aware of the process'and how it can
constrain one's perceptions in the situation.

2. Conflict is inevitable. Each of us is involved in interdependent
relationships whether these be among groups,..roles, individuals,
nations, organizations or'associations. Each part of the inter-
dependent relitionship or system will have some goals, needs,
roles, expectations,. authorities and so forth which differ from
Other,parts. Dice to ±he interdependence--one part of the system -

his consequences for all-other parts- -these differences will
become salient, at times, and conflict will occur., Thus, conflict
usually occurs in the context of interdependence, and is inevitable.

23



Paper 2
Pee 2 of 2

3. Since conflictAs inevitable, how it is handled can ream
force or change one's original orientation to conflict.
The outcomes can be productive, destructive or a combina-

A stion of both depending on what's at stake in thtuation,
one's values anO self-interests or the goals-6f the parties
to the conflict. However, if,a person perceives all con-

.

flict.as negative and 'thereby- avoids, denies or suppresses
any sign of conflict,, that itidiVidual will continue to have
the original orientation reinforced ad is unlikely to
experience the possible productive outcomes.

4. While the-aspects discussed above certainly do notinclude
all issues relevant to how we experience conflict, they
are intendeeto provide some handles for understanding the
various reactions we'have.. Yob, might review your previous
assessments about how you respond to conflict in terms of
the aspects presented in this paper:

s

24.
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Paper 3
Page 1 of 2 '

ORIENTATION TO THE WORKSHOP

The focus orthis workshop is on helping individuals to (a)perceive more
clearly the phenomena they encounter associated with conflict in their
organizations and theMselves; (b) experience and understand organizational
and interpersonal processes that .encourage the use of negotiative problem
solving; and (c) develop skills and insights in dealing with more openly

', with conflict... You will have multiple opportunities to get involved in
learning about conflict at personal, interpersonal and organizational
levels.

Jhe training heie is not designed to find ways'to make conflict "good!'
r', or. ,t9 avoid those things which make conflict "bad." Rather,

it provides opportunities to accept and,understand conflict for what,it
is. It does not assume a Consensus on ultimate goals, or that thete is
a singlettruth; or a erne best-way, but accepts differences as legitimate
aneoutcomes,as plurali'stic. s

Expectations AboutYour Role .

1

In this workshop we expect participants to take maiorresponsibility for
their learning with minima. dependence on the trainers. The trainers
will provide the structure and directions for your work. Conceptual

. 'materials, inputs and theory discussions will be presented in thebry
papers which you will be asked to use in subsequent activities. We

- encourage you to establish and pursue your own learning goals and to
allow yourself and to support others in self-inquiry, risk-taking and
experimenting with new behavior. The, design and structure of the work- 4

shop will provide time and support far personal reflection and integration.

This workshop will employ a simulated conflict situation, in which yoil
will be asked to play the part of members ofafictional society called
NOG. Some participants are initially "put-off" by what they perceive
to be "game-playing." We look upon these exercises as tools for learning

,-about significant social processes. Although they involve simplifications'
and abstractions-from reality, our'interaction0 and feelings while
engagidem.are always real. We hope you will enter into the acti-
vities of the workshop in a..spirit of inquiry, reflection and enjoyment.
However, if at any time you choose not to participate, letus know..
We may be able to suggest an alternative act,.ity or an observer role.

About the Facilitator Role
)

The developers of this design do not assume future faeilitators using these
materials will necessarily have expertise in handling conflict or using
negotiative problem solving skills. As a result, except for debriefing the
various simulation exercises, facilitators wile not generally fulfill the
rcle of expert, resource person or teacher in this.workshop. Instead we
hope.that, with a willingness to risk and explore, you will use the train-
ing design, conceptual materials and your own resources to make this an
important learning experience for yourself.
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Morning
8:30 - 12:00

Afternoon °

1:30 - 5:00

SOOIAL CONFLICT-AND NEGOTIATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING WORKSHOP.

Schedule of Activities
4

0

DAY.1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5

,

Introduction
Guided Reflec-
tion

Conflict
Collage

Some Aspects of
Cofiilict

Yota Role
Pla I

0

Introduction to
NOG Simulation
Basic Concepts
of Power

Outstanding
Paun Exercise
. ,

NOG Round 1
Review of
Learnings

Diagnosing
Conflict

,

°

Bargaining
NOG'Round 3
Review of
Learnings

.-

Cross,Team
Analysis and
Review of Con-
flict and

,Negotiations
in NOG

Fishbowl
Analysis .

EeSsion

c LUNCH
°

Interpersonal
Styles of
Responding to
Conflict

Yot# Role
' Play II

Negotiative
Problem Solv-
ing Process.

0

Identifying
Self Interests

NOG Warmup

.

Assertiveness
NOG Round 2
Review of
Learnings

Team Shaiing
NOG RoUnd-4
Review of
Learnings

Workshop
Review and
Integration

Closing
Activities

.



0

FIRST DAY AFTERNOON SESSION

Time

65

90

30

0

28

Activity Objective Materials Instructions to Participants Notes

1. Agenda

2. ConfliFt self-assessment
(20) ill out instrument

A'
(10) 'core instrument

(25) Discussion
(1 Fill out W-3

3 Three Approaches to
Conflict/

4. Yota Role Play

(5) Review P1 and
II1A -D, 112A-D

(5) Form new groups
(15) a. Select and

brief observers
b. Others choose

approach and
plan

(15) Role play
(25) Observers report

and discussion
(10) Response to Yota II
(15) Discussion of W-4

5. NPS Process
(25) Read

T

(5) Fill out W-5

Through a structured conflict
instrument introduce Concepts

and information regarding:
styles/orientation to

conflict
Examine our style of dealing

with conflict.

Introduce key conceptual
distinctions about colla-
borative, negotiative and

win-lose strategies

Provide experiential basis
for working distinctions
among collaborati%.:,
negotiative and win-lose

,...

Introduce basic ideas of
NPS process

N2 Agenda
0

P4 Questionnaire on
Conflict Styles

PS Scoring Form
W- 3.Rcsponse to Styles

Questionnaire
P6 Self-Assesiment

Discussion

P7 Three Appraoches
to Conflict

0

IS3 Yota Role Play II

P1

II1A -D Yota Briefings

112A-D Supplemental

Yota Briefings
PB Yota Planning

Guide & Observa-
tion Form

W-4 Response to
Yota II

P9 NPS

W-5 WhereAm 1 Now

Review Agenda

2. a. Fill out P4
b. Score using P5
c. Fill out W-3-, .-'

d. Discuss with others
when finished scoring
as directed on P6

3. Reawdh

4. See Instructional
Supplement 3

...

5. a. Read Paper 9
b. Fill out W-5

,,.....

.

2ii



'AGENDA: FIRST DAY AFTERNOON SESSION

Conflict Self-Assessmept (P4, P5, P6)
.00

Three Approaches to Cipflict (P7)

Yota II Exercise

NPS Process (P9)

)

30

N2

21
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UESTIONNAIRE-ON-CONFLICT §iYUS--

Introduction

Paper 4
Page l' of 5

Whether we especially like it or not, conflict is a pervasive aspect of
our lives. How we think about conflict, how we feel about it, the ways
in which we behave when faced with conflict, have important consequences
for'our understanding of ourselves when we encounter conflict.

This questionnaire on conflict has been'developed to give you some infor-
mation about yourself, and to provide you with some ideas you may wish-
to pursue during the course of this workshop.

The questionnaire consists of five items which focus on some aspect of
conflict at the person, interperson, group or intergroup level. 'There

Are no "right" or "wrong" answers. Rather, you should consider each
response and the degree to which it best describes or is most charac-
teristic ofyour approach. Probably you will find some alternatives more
desirable than others'. Howeyer, try not to let this influence your
attempts to describe yourself. No other participant will know your scores
unless you decide to share them.

Read-all six alternatives for each item and attempt to identify the one
most characteristic of your approach. Place the letter designating that
alternative (A, B, C, D, E or F) on the scale provided somewhere toward
the completely characteristic end. Next, select the alternative which
is least characteristic of your approach and place its letter somewhere
toward the completely uncharacteristic end. Finally, place the letters
of the other four alternatives on the scale according to the degree to

,401 which they are characteristic of your approach.

Example: Your response might look this:

Completely : a:.. : : : d : b : Completely
Characteristic 10 9 8 7 '6 5 4 3 2 1 Uncharacteristic

Or, like this:

Completely : : :a:c: :f:e:d:b: : Completely
Characteristic 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Uncharacteristic

Please do not place more than one letter on each scale value.

22
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Piper 4
Page 2 of 5

0

1. Over the years each of us has come to a personal view about conflict.
How characteristic is each of these for you?

a. la am impatient with people, who hold out for their own position

on an issue. I'm a reasonable person and I work hard to take,
the other4tergon's feelings and ideas into account. If we'd

just be willing to look for the middle ground most_conflicts
!

would work out for the best.

b. I find arguing frustrating and useless. Someone always ge't

hurt. Time and subsequent events will usually take care oCthe
,!'differences so I tend to want to let sleeping dogs lie and not

b'ring up disagreements.

c. I'm not afraid of a good fight. At the least, arguing can clear
the air and when I feel strongly about something I want,to win: --

Win or lose, conflict is an important par:t of life and I like

being in the middle of things.

d. I am really uncomfortable es take

g. ven when I feel strongly about
,rather give in than risk making an/enemy out of
by making it a fight.

e. I don't necessarily like conflict but it's real
are important. I feel-best when I take care of

concerns and the other' person/takes care of his

of us being used or compromiged.

f. I find disagreements are/Usually the result of not being cleat.

about the issue. I feel best getting all the information and
feelings on both sides out in the open; then we can rationally
decide what's the best way.

precedence over
something I'd
the other person

and differences
my needs and
without either

Completely : Completely

Characteristic 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Uncharacteristic

a.



Paper 4-

Page 3 of 5
0

2. In some interpersonal situations, one party may be obviously more
powerful and/or possess more authority,_ e.g., a parent and a child,
-a manager with a subordinate, a teacher and his/her students. When
you-are the person with the greater power or authority; how do you
handle the_ situation when there is conflict?

a. I am responsible for reasoning with the others, listening to
theirfeelings and potation and explaining what they are not
aware of or...taking into account. I'm satisfied when we both
give a little and reach a middle ground between thestwo sides.

b. Itm responsfble for setting up conditions where the others have
the power to participate in making decisions if they choose to
do so. If my children, students or subordinates aren't willing
to take the initiative, and there is a clear
us, then I'll invo erent ways, depending on how

con lict is surfacing.

c. I'm responsible for, pointing out the limit's-or rules and,the\
. consequences of different decisions. As a'parent, teachebi or

manager,,,I believe in clearly-laying outthe guidelines and
then letting others find out for themselves whether they're

u right or wrong and suffer the consequences.

d. I try to put myself in the other person's position. I'm respon-
sible for understanding hcw they are feeling and seeing the
-situation and for supporting their making the decision. As a
manager, teacher or parent, I see myself as a resource, a
facilitator and helper rather than the decision maker.

,e. I see my responsibility being to get all the material, feelings,
information, etc. on the-table, to see that we're in agreement
ebout go#IS in the situation and get the, 3ther people working
with me5=6 find the most sensible way to reach those goals given
all the facts.

f. In the end-,i'm responsible if something goes wrong. I try ito

use my experience, judgment and authcrity fairly, but Lam inot
willing to abdicate my right to make the fineiodecisien-based s,
on my own assessment of the,situation.

Completely
Q

Characteristic 10 9 8 7 6 5'

Completely
2 1 Uncharacteristic



Paper 4
Page 4 of 5

(3. Individuals who are part of the same team or work group sometimes
'find themselves viewing things differently and experie'cing conflict.
When you find yourself disagreeing with other members onoin important
issuei how do you approach the conflict?

-\1,;

a. As a member of the group I see my responsibility to be working
toward a middle ground on which we can reach consensds or near
consensus. I have, and exercise, the right to try to convince
the others to support'my point of view, but I will support a
strong majority on .a middle position rather than continue to
press my concerns.

b. As a member of the group I see my responsibility being to estab-
lish the .points we agree on first. With those in place), we an
consider thedisagreements and the reasons for them and work to
find alternatives that take everyone's views into account.

c. I usually go along with the rest of the group iti-Ordet to avoid
blocking progress. Even though I may feel strongly; I don't
feel I have the right asne member to keep the others from
doing what they think best and 'getting on 'with the job.

d. I try to-avoid being put ou. the spot, keeping my disagreements
11 to myself. I don't participate very actively in the decision.

e. I see my responsibility as a member of the group to be pushing
fora thorough exploration of our differenceshow we see the
issue and why. I feel I have -the right to attempt to get my
position accepted and included in the decision, and every other
member has an equal right to stand up for their views and concerns
and get something of what they want.

f. I'm responsible for making as strong a case as I can, for using
my influence with other members to get them to support my posi-
tion over others. I will hold out as long 'as I-can and fight
hard to win.

Completely : : :

Characteristic 10 9 8 7 6 '5

0

Completely
2 1 Uncharacteristic

4
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Paper 4
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4. As a manager, when you see a conflict arising in your group, what
action do you usal3y take?

a. I attempt to see that the conflict is surfaced and confronted.
After the natureof, the conflict is explored and the various
positions clarified, I test to see if we can tolerate the
differences, or push'to work out a resolution.

b. I push for.compretiOn of the task; conflict is inevitable, Zlut

we don't need to spend too much time"on it.

c. I stay out of it; you have to expect differences and it's up
-------E5ihose involved to work it out for themselves.

d. I share my perceptions with the group to test if a conflict is
emerging; if there is, I attempt to open thingeUp so all the
feelings and issues are considered and the problem solved.

e. I try to avoid outright nfrontations; I steer toward middle

ground and stress riles fo leaking deadlocks.

f. I try to forestall conflict through humor or suggesting a break.
,I attempt to turn discussion to things we can agree upon.

Completely

Characteristic 10 9 S 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Uncharacteristic

Completely

5. Often decisions of one group need to be reconciled with decisions
of other groups. In choosing a member of your group'to'hegotiate
with others, what kind of a person would you likely choose?

0

O

a. A person who could, establish n L:iendly.relationship with the
other side, and geesome of our positions incorporated in the
decision witholt alienating too many people in either group.

b. A person who could,present and support'our side, but who could
also listen to and 'evaluate the'positions of others and would

__-
work collaboretivelyon common concerns yet press vigorously on '
the differences to bring the outcome as close to our side as,

0 possible.

c. A person who best. presents our side, but who 5.ould,also evaluate
the positions.of others and place ultimate emphasis on solVing

, the problem rather than sellihg our group's position.

d. A person skilled in interpersonal' relationships ono is.able to
avoid alienation of the other group. *\.,

e. A person vrho will press vigorcusly for oUr, side, who can explain
our position clearly and defend its rationale, and will not
compromise its basic features.

f. It probably doesn't matter, but a person who would make sure we
were not put in an untenable position, put otherWise keep things
running smoothly.

1 CoMpletelY : Completely

Characteristic 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 Uncharateristic
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Paper 5
Page 1 of 3

'ICORING FORM

Step 1.: -in-the spaces provided below, write the scale value number
WWich -Corresponds to the space in. which you placed each of
the alternative letters for each of the conflict situations
described in the Paper 4 questionnaire. Letter designations
for the six alternatives -are not arranged in alphabetical
order in the form below. Therefore, you will haveto look
for the letter of concern and place to its 'right the scale
number you have used in characterizing that-item's utility.
Complete this section before going to the nextstep, which
will be totaling the score's. The procedure for that task
will be,explained at the bottom of this page in Step 2.

I II III IV V VI

1. B D C A F - E

2. C D F A E B

o

3. D C F A B

4. C F B E D A

5. F D E A

TOTALS
0

I II .IV V VI

Step-2: Once all scale values have been-entered into.their proper
spaces .on the scoring form, total up the value in each column.
Each column represents a p'ittern,style or orientation toward
conflict. To interpret and use the scoring form, turn the
page ,to "Using the Scoring FOrm and Results."

9.. O
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` USING TIE SCORING FORM AND RESULTS
0

Paper 5
- Page 2 of 3

It would be useful if this survey provided information about-your:behavior.

in conflict situations. But it is unlikely that it does in any clear or

direct way. Instead it reflects your orC1entation toward conflict, the
vaned You hold, your experiences and how you-have been taught to think.-

about conflict. Conflict is one of many areas where oueideals, our
intentions and our-actual behavjor are seldom congruent..

At this point, the questionnaire is very experimental. It has not been

used yet by many persons. We do not know a great deal about what these

sores mean. We would like you to think about the possible meanings they

might have for you.'

Wehave-grOuped each of the items under a heading indicative of a
particular orientation toward conflict. These six are described 'below.

I. Avoid. In general, conflict is avoided. Impersonal tolerance

of differences might be an ideal here. Differences are natural,.

but beyond the realm of influence.

II. Accommodate. Keeping the relationship viable by accommodating

to others. Differences serve to drive people apart. To differ - ;,4
is to reject. Conflict requires self-sacrifice and placing the

importance of the relationship above one's personal needs.

III. Coerce. Generally, a win-lose orientation; right versus wrong;
mii,ht versus weakness; truth and beauty versus falsehood and

ugliness. Differences are to be expected, one owes it to
himself or herself to rely on his or her own judgment, and to

pursue his or her own ends, self-interest. Competition and

coercion are common forms.

IV. Compromise. Differences should be seen in light of the common

good. At times one must yield to the majority. Everyone should'

state his views and feelings, but no one should block progress.

It's unrealistic for everyone. to be satisfied, a mutual give and

take. Compromise or splitting the difference.

V. Collaborate. Conflicts are natural and usually symptoms of
tensions in relationships." When interpreted correctly they can

usually be'resolved. Resolution requires confrontation and

objective problem solving. Working conflicts through can produce

creative solutions and strengthen relationships.

VI. Negotiate. Conflicts result from compelling alternatiyes not

amenable to integrative solutions., Conflict requires clarity

of self-interest and vigorous pursuit within the limitations

of maintaining the relationship. Parity of power, or equal

vulnerability to the other is a requirement. Conflicts provide

opportunity to reassess our interests which are relativistic

in nature. sst"
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How Your Scores Compare With Previous Workshop Participants*

Percentile

Rink

Rev Score

Avoid Accoimodate Coerce Compromise

99

95

9C

31

28

38

g
31 *

36

32

30

41

37

4
.1111MI

IMIMD

MMM 1111.1.

75 24 28

mgmm.

26 32

(.1

aMINIM

60 20 25 23 29

IOW

50 19 22 21 28,

4 21 20 26

13 19 16 23

10 13 15 13 18

5 9 14 10 16

1 7 9 6 13

Collaborate Negotiate

49- '48
aMml,

oam

47 45 r

46 44

Wm=

34 33

MP.

30 27

28

21 17 -

*This table is based on 193 participants from 8 workshops during 1975-76.

For each category (e.g.,avold, accommodate; etc.) circle the number or
line corresponding to your raw score. Than, look to the first column to
sae your equivalent percentile rank. For example, if you have iraw score
of 31 for "avoid" then your percefitile rankfrom column 1 is 95. This
means 952 of the people who completed the questionnaire scored lower on
"avoid" than you did. Circle your score for each column and vou will have
a profile of how your responses compare with previous workshop participants.
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RESPONSE TO STYLES QUESTIONNAIRE

W-3
Page ^1 of 1

Take a Moment to look back at your art work and your responses to the
YOLI experience. When you are ready, answer each of the following.
With a short paragraph.

. How are,your answers to the Styles Questionnaire similar to or
different from what you thought and exptessed in your collage?

2. How are your answers to the Styles Questionnaire similar to or,
different from the way'you feel and behave,in the YOTA Role Play?

3. I was surprised by...

.s.

.4. I am most likely to responl o a conflict situation in a way I don't
like when...

5. I am most lil'ely respond to a conflict situation in a way I feel
satisfied with when.

6. At this point, I would summarize my reactions to conflict

When you have, finished, turn to Paper 6 and follow the directions given.

r
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Paper 6
Page 1 of 1h

totipiums-yoR SHARING YOUR WORK ON THE STYLES QUESTIONNAIRE

When you have finished scoring the questionnaire and written your responses
to,Wv.3, select two of the individuals with whom you have shared your work

t' before and-form a trio. 0

In selkcOng individuals with whom to work now, attempt to choose people:

.

. WithmhOm you can share openly
,1 Who' w(2.1 be supportive,of you

4 Who will'Help you clarify and understand how yoil use
your styles

tciu:have-rie datafrOm the round of sharing after Yota to help yod decide
whot tpthnose."

Whenyou have formed-your trio, read dr say any of the answers you have
. written on W-3 you are willing to discuss. Discuss with each ocher the

implications your findings have for you personally in-terms of.future
'behavior, what yould,likt. to try out, what you'd like to avoid, what you'd
like to 'strengthen anChow you mightdo that.

°
4

O

40
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THREE APPROACHES TO CONFLICT

Yon have just completed a personal assessment of your own orientations or
styles of dealing with conflict. These six styles involve your personal
valnesr conceptual orientation and interpersonal behavior regarding how
you deal with conf- All of the styles are more or less available to
you to use. FeW s are all one way..

In contrast to -these styles, the three approaches to conflict we are
about to discuss' areipresented as broad models or analytical descriptions
of processes for handling conflict. We, shall be discussing and illus-
trating these prOblem solving processes from the level of groups. As a
consequence(, in,dedcribing a negotiative approach between two gronps,-Say
teachers and school boards, it is possible that the representatives for
each.side may use all six interpersonarstyles at one. time or another.
Similarly, a group of scientists, attempting to collaborate on ,setting a

. research agenda for Federal policy support May also use each of six
interpersonal styles.

The three approaches we shall diicuss are:

C

el

Collaborative
O

Negotiative,

i Win-Loge

Each of these'approaches has several things in common. First, each is a
proactive approach, that'is, the initiative for planning and action re-
'tides with both parties, rather than one doing all the initiation while
the other simply reacts after the fact. Second, each approach is inter-
active, involving-a sequence of interdependent acts among two or more
parties. Finally, each approach arises out of the implications of
different-combinations of elements in the definition of conflict.

Our definition of social,conflict nvolves:

(a) two or more human parties in

(b) an interdependent relationship faced with a choice
involving

(c) incompatible or mutually exclusive alternatives
where the, differences regarding each parties'
commitment to one alternative or the other are
based upon

(d) incompatible self-interests or values.

41
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Because of our interdependence and the complex nature of the social systems
or groups of which we are a part, almost-:every relationship involves a set
of choices in which all parties Of the relationship are in agreement, and
a set of choices in which some or all parties are in conflict. The point
to be emphasized is that in most relationships there are some things in
which we are in agreement, and some on which we are in disagreement
all the time. Each of the three, approaches to be discussed, tend to focus
one way (on similarities) or the other (on differences). 'However, in the
interdependent contexts in which,we live, both are almost always present.

We shall present the basic components in our definitions of these three
apprOaches in table form below. Each involves a definition of the
situation, a process and an intended outcome of that process. The
definitions, themselves, follow the table.

TABLE 1

Components of Definition of These Approaches

Approach Situation Process

Collaborative Work on common Cooperation
goals despite
difference

Negotiative
/

Win-Lose

Work on joint'
outcome with
strongly held
divergent self-
interests

Final single-

solution where
each party has
strongly held
divergent goals

Collaborative

Bargaining

Competition,
coercion
authority
(commands)

Intended Outcomes

Find commonality or
complementary to obtain
the best outcome

Find pluralistic
alternatives which
maximize gains and
minimize loses for
all sides

To win, command,
control; to attain
your side's position

When two parties join together to work on common goals despite
their differences, we call the process a collaborative one,
if using a process of cooperation to find ways to mutually
enhance each-other, the focus is upon findlw commonality or
complementarity in the relationship to obeita- the best outcome.
With collaboration overt conflicts tend to be de-emphasized,
side-tracked, avoided.or ignored.

33
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Negotiative

When two parties come together to work out joint outcomes-in
which they have strongly-held but divergent self- interests,
goals or values, we call the process a negotiative one, if
usinga process of bargaining to seek ways to meet diverse
self-interests, the focus is upon finding pluralistic

'alternatives which maximize gains and minimize loses for
all sides... With negotiation conflict is overt and legitimate.

Win-Lose

When two parties come together to find a solution to a
situation where each has a strongly held but divergent goal,
we call the process win-lose, if using a process of competition
or coercion (contests, fight or achieVement) to seek ways to
dominate, win or succeed, the focus is upon each party's
attaining their right, best or most valued solution. With
win-lose conflict may be overt, disguised or subtle.

Another way all three approach6 to problem solving conflict situations
can be viewed in terms of a six-step basic process. These six steps
and a brief description for each approach is included in Table 2.
In actual everyday use, these steps arenot necessarily sequential or
linear, and the process is seldom as "rational" as the table may imply.

-Note also that while many of ud originally learned these six steps in
the collaborative mode, and may think of them primarily in this mode,
these steps may be approached in many ways, as illustrated in the table.
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Steps of Prob1ekSolvin1

Problem"IdehtifiCation.

Diagnoils

Planning

Problem Solving

- Implementation

Assessment

TABLE 2

Description of Three Approachesto Problem Solving

Collaborative

Oa basis of:

N eeds Assessment or Break-

down in the Organisation

Both parties join together
to provide shared data on
the "problem"

"Brainstorming" and other
alternative generating
procedures; feasibility
testing

Full discuXsion using
shared criteria; consen-
sus decision making

Carrying out the decision
with personal coumitment
to its integrity

Feedback on adequacy of
outcomes and process to
achieve shared goals

roach to Problem Solvint_,
Segotiftive

As due to:

Incompatible Self-Interest.
and/or Values

Each party from divergent
systems of belief engages
-in separate assessment of
own and others self-
interests/values, power,
resources: likely
approaches

Developing strategies, t
tics; preparing the case
setting objectives;
mobilizing resources

Negotiations, bargaining,
compromise .

Follow through on agree-
ments uaually with a moni-
toring process to assure
compliance

Feedback on adequacy of
outcomes'and proiess to
meet self-interests.
Periodic reassessment of
the conflict situation,
own and 'others power, etc.

In termsof:

itigbt4rong;.Threat;
Becoming the Best

Each party separately
assessing strengths and
weaknesses in self and
other.

Developing the game plan;
mobilising resources; -

practicing

Playing6the.gime;
ing, contesting coercing,
competing

To the victor got the
spoils; accepting the
fruits of victory, the
agony of defeat

Leparing outcomes with
original goals. Reviewing
process to improve one's
part, how to win next time
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Diagnostic Comparison of the Three Approaches

Each of these approaches is appropriate under certain circumstances.
Below we have identified some elements in any specific situation that
might have a bearing on which approach you would choose. For each eld-

. .

ment we discuss the f4ctors which would dispose one to choose a dollabOr-
atf%e, negotiative or win-lose approach. This information is summarized
in Table 3.

O

Basis of the Conflict

Collaborative: If the basis of the conflict is actually (you
must get beyond.appearance) due to misunderstanding, lack of-'
complete_ information, or a less than adequate commitment to
the relationship, then 'COLLABORATION may be an appropriate
approach. Such efforts might involve exploring feelings which
block adequate communication, examining communication processes:
in use, and so forth.

y
Negctiative: If she basis of the conflict is due o,,legititaie

but diverse and incompatible needs and VII4da.,.then(NEGOTIATION
may be appropriate. Such efforts' to--44d eXChanges whereby
both sides give up something in orderIto;:partialAy:aaiisfy
mutually exclusive'self-interest.

Win-Lose: If the basin of the conflict pliears, to be right vs.

wrong, a matter of the one best way, or W beiproduC'ts of the
other side's ignoranz:e, deception or unt, stwO,Ohin:ess, then

WIN-LOSE may be appropriate. In ,Such ef oria;;OnWone side
can win, and losing is a very undesirable option

Nature of the Outcomes

Collaborative: If both parties can envision creative, joint
outcomes, or are willing to support a best way for all, then
-COLLABORATION maybe-appropriate.

NeRotiative: Should the alternative outcomes' appear to be
pluralistic, (separate ones appealing to different groups)
divergent, and not zero-sum (that is, each possible outcome
has different worth to each side depending onwtat is at
stake, and tradeoffs between alternatives are not simply an
equal loss for one side and an equal gain for another side),
then NEGOTIATION may be an appropriate approach. \*

Win-Lose: Should the alternatives be either/or, polarized
dichotomies or zero-sum (what you lose, I gain) in which only
one side can win, then WIN-LOSE may be appropr...ate

45.
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Power Requirements

Collaborative: If the power necessary to resolve the conflict
is based upon the resources to solve the problem, and can be
expected to emerge from the participants in the situation, then
COLLABORATION may be appropriate. Power usually'resides in the
hands of technical experts, managers or authorities. Overt
displays of power are avoided, except to facilitate the process.

Negotiative: If the power necessary to resolve the conflict is
in the relationship such that each party can prevent the other
side from unilaterally attainingits goals, then NEGOTIATION
may be appropriate. Relative power equalization among the
partievbecames a major dynamic.

Win-Lose: If the power necessary to resolve the conflict re-
sides in the hands of one party, so that their' will can be
attained unilaterally, then WIN-LOSE may be appropriate. Will-
ingness to unilaterally exercise power is a significant factor.

Organizational Context

Collaborative: If the conflict involves how the group or
organization is put together to achieve its goals, for example,
what each role is expected to'do and there is. a broad consensus
on those goals, then COLLABORATION may be appropriate.

Negotiative: If the conflict involves groups under stress and
attain due to incompatible expectations of -a function of roles
and/or differing interests and values, especially where a
general consensus on common goals is nonexistent, NEGOTIATION
maybe appropriate.

Win-Lose: Where the conflict involves hierarchially organized
groups highly polarized, with low interdependence or there is
competition for limited resources, WIN-LOSE may be an appro-
priate strategy.

The next set of factors are more descriptive of the three approaches, and
may be more useful in diagnosing, iwhich process is being employed, or for
diagnosing problems in the way an approach is being implemented.

Communication,

Collaborative: Collaborative processes are characterized by
open, clear and accurate communication.

Neg-iative and Win-Lose: Negotiative and win-lose processes
involve communication which is more guarded, controlled and
partisan.
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Trust

Paper 7
Page 7 of 8

Collaborative and Negotiative: Trust is essential for both
collaborative and negotiative processes. For the former it is
based upon shared interests, or benevolence and'is'ihterpersonal.
in nature. For the latter it is based on adherence to the rules
or procedures and noris,of the'process, aneis functional or
role based.

.

Win-Lose: Trust 3s not essential in moat win-lose situations
and may be dysfunctional. However, public or apparent adher-
ence to the rules-is often portrayed.

Ideal. Decision Making Process

Collaborative: A shared, consensus-based decision-making pro-'
cess is often employed in collaborative processel.

Negotiative: A shared, negotiated decision process occurs in
negotiations; or a voting procedure.

Win-Lose: The winner, leader or expert decides in win-lose
approaches.

Matching Interpersonal Conflict Styles

The following interpersonal styles appear most complementary to the three
approaches:

Collaborative: cooperation, accommodation

Negotiative: negotiaticn, compromise

Win-Lose: competition/coercion, avoidance

Referring to the information in'Table 3, the eight elements can be seen
as useful diagnostically and prescriptively. Diagnostically,_one can use
the diagram to assess situations in terms of each particular approach with
the goal of providing you with some basis for using one approach or ono-
ther. However, not all elements need be present to employ a particular
approach. Other factors such as your own values, needs, resources, time,
and skills enter in.

Used prescriptively, the eight elements suggest some'areas to attend to
when you haVe decided on a particular approach. The descriptive material
can be considered as guidelines for what is, or what needs to be present
to more effectively implement t'lat approach,

In any case each approach has its appropriate place, if conditions war-
rant, and onehas the understanding, skills and will to utilize it.
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TABLE 3

Diagnoitic Comparison of Negotiative, Collaborative and
Win-Lose 'Approaches to Conflict

ilbients " . Collaborative

Misunderstanding, incomplete
information, less than adequate--
commitment:to-the reliiionship

Disis of Conflict

liatut,e- of but comes

PowerPower

Organizational Context

Communication

trust

Dectsion
Making Process

'matching
,interpersonal
Styles

Negoetative

Creative joint outcomes, best
way, beat for total group

Emer4ent,.based on possession
of 'resources to iolve'problek;
resides in the hands of-experts,
managers or authority; overt`
forms of power avoided, except
to facilitate ,

Interdependent roles organized
to Ochleire consensually sup-
ported goals

Open, sccurate

Essential, based upon shared4N
Interests or benevolence, 9NA,

interpersonal

Shared; based on consensus

Cooperation

Legitimate but- diverse self -

needi and values

Multiple, pluralistic, non-
zero sum

Each side can unilaterally
prevent other side from
Achieving:goals; power is
overt; resides in both sides

Interdependent roles with
incompatible self-interests
and available alternatives
which satisfy' egitimdte
diverse needs

Controlled, partisan.

Also essential; based on
adherence to rules of the
game; functional or
procedural

Shared, based on negotiation

Negotiation', bargaining

Win-Lose

4.

Only one can win, right vs.

wrong, my way isbabt, other's,
irtorance, selfishness, lack

of +kill, or untrustworthiness

,Polarized, either/or, zero
sum, only one winner

One side controls resources
to dominate other side or to
unilaterally attain goals;
residesin strong leaders
willing to exercise it

Hierarchically organized
role groups with limited
interdependence and competi-
tion for limited resources

Partisan controlled

apnessentiai; probably
dysfunctional; public
adherence to rules of game

Winner, leader or expert
decides

Competition,. coercion
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YOTA ROLE PLAY II

a
InstructiOnal Supplement 3
Page 1 of 2

.

0 ,

Preparation:
...

.
1. Make,up a set of rolq name-tags (wealthy elite; etc.) for each

role play, as close sto one-fourth the participants in each
-group as possible. . -

4

-
, ,

2. Prepare adequate space and arrange chairs and tables if
'necessary. :

. s

'Forming Groups: . .

. -, .
':

,

3. When you are ready to start.thiS exercise, exilain.to partici-
pants the purpose of this next session is.to provide., some
experiedce with the various approaches to conflict. To this
end, they will form new groups and enter. into another Yota

.

role play.,

4. Ask participants to review Paper 1.,. Introductloa to Yota, and
decide which role they would prefer to play. To the extent
possible, they will be given a choice. .

5. Give them a minute or two to review and decide, then tell them
you have (so many) tags for each role. You will give them out
to those who raise their hands for each role as you call it out.
Starting with any role, ask for hands,and'pass out tags until
they are gone,- or until no more hands are down. (If all the
slits are not taken, tell them how many are left.). Then, go on .

co r":..1 next role. If you have any left over at the end, ask
who hr.sn't :hosen and tell them the choices (if any) left to
them. 111...s:,n each role group a corner (or section) of the room
and have grips congregate.

Planning,

, .

6. Get them quiet and give the follow_ng instructions:

a. Divide into 2 (3) teams in each role. Teams should be
trios or quartets to allow each team to select an
observer and still have a pair to play the role. Assign
each team one of these letters: A 'ol: B (C).

b. Each team select do observer (e.g., 2 (3) observers from
each of the foul roles).

c. Ask all observers to meet with one of the trainers to
receive instructions. As Lhey convene, other trainer
passer out appropriate handoncs of original briefings

4:1

I
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Ingtructional Supplement 3
Page 2 of 2

HJA-D and supplemental briefings H2A-D to each role group
° and. refersieach team to Paper 8, page 1, "Yota Planning

Guide." Tell them they have 15 minutes to plan. (Write
time on newsprint.)

d. In the meantime, observers are going over Paper 8, page 2
and 3 and getting obser4ation assignments. (Trainers select
these, being sure no one is observing their own team, and
instructs obsdrver to sit opposite [facing] the team he/she
is to observe.) -Observers rt.(mrn to their teams to help
with planning, or use time to review Paper 7, and work on
their observation assignment.

ti

At the end of the planning period have all A teams from each
group meet in one spot, all B teams meet somewhere else
(C_teams in a third). Remind observers to sit Qpposite the
eam,they will observe.

8. Beg n role play in all groups simultaneously and let continue
for 5minutes. Observers record.

9. ,Call ti e and allow observers to complete reverse side of
observation form. Participants reflect on events, using
concepts n Questions 1 and 2 of the planning guide to focus
their thoughts. 5 minutes.

Discussion:

10. Observers share out a summary of their observations, using the
observation form as a guide.

11. After all observers share, allow groups to discuss reactions
and analysis.

12. Ask each participant to fill out -4.

13. Participants meet with other role partners to discuss W-4.
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SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING FOR WEALTHY ELITE

Handout 2A
Page 1 of 1

From time to time Yota is approached by various organizations to sponsor
their representatives in some form of activity. One type of request
comes from Eastern groups who send spiritual leaders to present their
.ideas to the West.. From your perspective, ,these groups often are of
dubious character, promoting quick enlightenment for the masses, and
makihg a fortune in the process. You resent the duplicity and do not

. . want to see Yota affiliated with any such nonsense.

'

The Board will meet to select.a new chairperson, and you wish to see
continued the tradition of strong leadership which has characterized
'ota to date.

,_.

',

v

... :-..,..

r
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Handopt
Page 1 of 1

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING FOR COMMITTED BACKBONE

You have heard via the grapevine that some of the Personal Growth Advocates
want to sponsor a gtiruiteacher who comes from the East for a visit to: N...\

your community. You are skeptical that there is much substance to the
person, and don't want to be caught sponsoring a charlatan. Besides you
doubt there is much interest in the community; You feel strongly that.
inadequately thought through activities should be avoided within Yota.
Any suggestion that Yota support this particular person you believe should
be very carefully investigated.

The Board will meet to select a new chairperson. You don't want this issue
of sponsorship to sidetrack or otherwise Interfere with this process./

/1

6

r
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Handout 2C
Page 1 of 1

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFINGFOR PERSONAL GROWTH ADVOCATE

A famous guru/teacher from the East is planning to make another journey

to the U.S. and have received a letter inquiring whether anyone in
your community would be interested in sponsoring the visit. You believe

this could be a significant event for Yota, providing a usefui service
to the community through the opportunities to learn more about Eastern

approaches to life and personal experience.

The Board will meet to select a new chairperson,.and you know that unless
the chairperson supports this activity, you will not obtain the funds
from Yota to sponsor the event.

Here is the opportunity to implement that vision of 'iota that you hold.
However, you arealso aware that some other groups on the Board are
supicious of non-Western ideas and teachers and are likely to oppose

sponsorship..

r
J

Q

O
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G.

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING` FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

Handout 2D
Page 1 of 1

You have just learned that a famous teacher/guru from the East is coming
,to the U.S. and would be !interested in visiting your community. You
think it would be fantastic if Yota could sponsocr the visit. You belive
that many young people would welcome the opportunity to receive some
teaching from this wise person. You-also know some other groups on
the Board are suspicious and likely to oppose sponsorship.

You think Chi; opportunity is extremely iMportani, but you know that
---untessthe---chairpersonsupports-you, you wilt not get the funds needed.

-The Board is about to meet to select a new chairperson.
6

.0

C
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YOTA PLANNING GUIDE

Use your responses to this guide and Table 3 of Paper 7 to plan your
approach.

1: From your Perceptions describe:

Paper 8

Page 1 of 3

a. The basis of the conflict(s):

b. The nature of the outcomes you desire:

c. What can you do to keep each of the other groups from taking
unilateral action to keep you from getting what you want?
(What power do you have and how will you use it?)

d. The organizational contextwhat does your group contribute to
the organizationwhat do you have. that the rest needs? What
do each of the others have that you need 1.2. order for the
organization to continue? What does that liaply for how you
work on the issues in the upcoming meeting?

2. The approach we will use is: (circle one)

Collaborative Negotiative Win-Lose

What does your group neeCto do about

Power:

Commitment:

Trust:

Interpersonal style(s):

Decision making process:
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YOTA OBSERVATION: FORM

Bogr 8
Page 2-of 3

Use this form to record your observations of different approaches to
problem solving, specifically collaborative, negotiative, win-lose.

Symbols:

Role I will observe:

C = Collaborative
N = Negotiative

WL = Win-Lose

Description of Behavior, Approach

Example:

Leaning forward and shouting threateningly: "If
you vote that way, we'll leave and form our own
organization."

Win-Lose

1

a
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Paper 8
Page 3 of 3

Fill in at end of exercise:

1. In general, how would you characterize the relationships among the

four groups?

C) 0 Open Conflict
(E)

01 )0 Support

o- '.11 Q Avoids Conflict

0 ? - Don't Know

2. For the group you observed, the basis of the conflicts (both open and

those avoided) appeared to be: 0.

3. For the group you observed, the nature of outcomes they seemed to be

working toward were:

.1-

4. For the group you observed, the approach they chose seemed to be:

(circle one)

Collaborative Negotiative Win-Lose

Be prepared to briefly describe their behaviors concerning:

Power:

Communication:

Trusts

Interpersonal style(s):

Decision-making process:



flk

4

SECOND YOTA ROLE PLAY RESPONSE

W-4
Page 1 of 1

Think back through what happened for you during this second round of Yota.
Then, write a sentence or tWo in answer to each of the following questions.

1. What were--you personally trying to do during this role play?

O

2. What contributed to your success or failure in accomplishing your aim?

3. What did you find out about the three different approaches to conflict
resolution?

-

When you have finished writing, join two other people from your Yota
role play group. Try to focus your discussion on examples which illus- .

trate the differences: (a) among the three approaches to Conflict
resolution, and (b) between any of these approaches and various individual
styles of responding in conflict situations.

49
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NEGOTIATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

Paper 9.

Page l'of 7

gab

The Negotiative Problem Solving (NPS) process is a unique approach to deal-

ing with interpersonal and intergroup conflict situations. In some cases

NPS may be used as a more effective alternative to collaborative problem'

solving, while there are other situations where it alone is especially

suitable. We shall briefly discuss a set of conditions needed to support
the NPS process, and concludes with a summary of the six-step process.

In a period'of increased and legitimate participation in the educational
decision making process by diverse groups, there are many problems in
education that might more effectively be resolved if everyone recognized
at the start that no one solution was best from everyone's point-of view,

or stated differently, the best solution depended on your point of view

(your self-interests). With this understanding, and strong commitment to
broadly based participation in decision making processes, conflict, is an
inevitable, but not insurmountable, part of the process, if conflicts can

be surfaced and negotiated.

Some of you might say, there is another view; that of a "rational" world,

in which if we were to calmly and unemotionally view the entire situation,
we could find a mutually preferable outcome. However, the problem situa-

tions we are discussing involve conflicts Of values or self-interests and,

as a result, two or more sets of "rational" views can be developed leading

to preferences for incompatible goals or outcomes. This as we have said

before, is the negotiative problem solver's perspective.

What conditions are needed for two or-more parties in a group or organiza-
tional context to be able to use conflict productively through a negotiative
problem solving process? This issue is addressed in the next section.

Conditions Necessary to Support Negotiative Problem Solving

In order for negotiative problem solving to take place certain conditions

need to exist. If these conditions are absent, it will be difficult or

impossible to deal with social conflict by negotiative problem solving.

1. The parties involved have real, basic differences of
self-interest (goals, values, needs) on the issue in

question. It is clear or becomes clear to all that,
no matter which course of action prevails, the interests

of some parties'; will be met at the expense of other

parties interests.

2. A mutually acknowledged basis for maintaining the
relationship exists. Usually it is a functional one, .

e.g., based upon;,the interdependence of specialized

functions, in an prganization. Therefore, the parties
! have a stake in Maintaining the relationships among
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Paper 9
Page 2 of 7

them and thus must consider their long term as well as
their short run interests. Strategies and actions taken
to meet short run needs have long term consequences as
well. Conflicts are seldom solved. Rather they are
renegotiated periodically as the issue becomes salient,
or the power distribution changes.

In addition:.

3. Parties have a knowledge of and commitment to partisan
values and interests. That is, parties are clear about
their self-interests and situations where their self-
interests are similar to or discrepant with others. All
relevant actors recognize the legitimacy of multiple
interests (both within and between).

4. The parties in c3nflict understand and agree that con-
fronting their differences from a partisan position is
a more appropriate and _po'tentially constructive thing
to do than is working together to find a mutually best
solution or each tart com etin in a win-lose fashion.
It is extramaly difficult to engage in negotiative problem
solvihg (or collaborative problem solving for that-matter)
unilaterally. Both must agree that the situati[61/Calls
Vfor negotiation.

Points 3 and 4 are important. E; definition the cdnf ict situation is
one of different self-interests. CollabCirative appWo ches are based on
finding overriding similar self-interests. coWict exists, if it
is not legitimate to admit to basic differences;\some parties will not
have the opportunity to strive for their needs; as,4 result, angry,
destructive actions are inevitable.

5. Among the parties concerned, there is either relative
power equality or relatively equal vulnerability to the
power of the other. For example, students and adminis-
trators do not have the equal authority or equal access
to resources or other forms of power. Yet, if students
walk out of school in large numbers, administrators may
become quite vulnerable to what power students have
because the community expects them to keep schools open
and functioning, andto be expert At dealing with young
people..

In negotiative problem solving, the parties present solutions that meet
their self-interests, and use whatever power they have to influence the
actions that are taken on the issue. In a negotiation, power is seldom
given up, although it may be shred.

60
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Page 3\ of 7

6. The social norms and procedures in the environment are
generally supportive (or at least not suppressive) of
openly confronting and dealing with conflict. They need
to be clear and usable. When they're not, people tend to
do "unfair" things, "misunderstand" each other, or, at
least feel they were treated unfalrly. In many cases
procedures and norms are not clear, or do not exist. Or
they may be clear but ineffective. Establishing effective
norms and procedures for dealing with conflict situations,
acceptable to all parties involved may take a great deal
of energy and time.

Formal ground rules for dealing with conflict such as those embodied in
laws, or policies and procedures manuals, are not in themselves adequate,
although they may be extremely helpful. Informal norms also exist in all
cultures concerning conflict, and these may or may not be at variance with
formal procedures. Awareness of both and their congruence is important. \

7. An adequate incentive structure exists. The situation
need be one in which the parties have a considerable
amount at stake and outcomes are worth the effort required.
Negotiative problem solving requires considerable invest-
ments of energy, time and resources on both sides, both
to'create and maintain conditions that enable the process
to work, and to work the process.

8. There is adequate time to work the process. Negotiative
problem solving takes time: time to clarify interests,
build and maintain power bases, prepare on specific
lames, present and clarify own and opposing parties'
solutions, probe assumptions, bargain, caucus, weigh
alternatives and make decisions, and time to implement
decisions. If the time is not available, the benefits
of the process are jeopardized, as inadequate prepara-
tion and hasty decisions will produce inferior outcomes;
unworkable decisions, frustrations and breakdowns in the
process.,

61
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Summary

CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR NEGOTIATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

. Real, basic differences of self-interest (goals, values,
needs) exist on an issue.

. There is a mutually acknowledged basis for maintaining
the relationship.

. All parties are knowledgeable about and committed to
partisan values and self- interests.;

. All parties agree that confronting differences from a
partisan position is legitimate and appropriate.

. Relative power equality ,6r vulnerability exists among

the parties.

. Norms in the environment support dealing openly'with
conflict.

7. There are sufficient rewards for'all parties to make
the effort worthwhile.

"8. Enough time exists to work the process.

53
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Summary of the Six Steps in a Negotiative Problem-Solving Process

Please observe that this process is not linear or sequential. You don't
start at step .one and work a step at a time to six. It is almost always
more complicated than that. The material below is an elaboration of the
middle column of Table 2 in Paper 7.

ONE: IDENTIFYING THE CONFLICTS e,

Here information is gathered to cleiermine,if possible,
the type of problem being encountered. This information
should also enable you to:

A. Begin to define the substantive domain and: scope
of issues and establish broad objectives..

B. Identify the basis of the conflict and the context
in which it occurs.

TWO: DIAGNOSIS

Here attention is focused on a diagnosis of the sitwition.
,, What is going on? Data is collected on your group's

self-interests, your power, resources available, approaches
that are appropriate. Information about the other side
is also collected.

A diagnosis includes:

A. A dynamic description of each party (system) to the
conflict (that is, each party is viewed as a complex
system of'sub-parts, each part related to all others
in some active and coherent way), their stake in
maintaining or changing the situation, their resources
and power. The material below is an elaboration of
the middle column of Table 2 in Paper 7.

B., The process, or set of events, that led up to the
current state of affairs.

C. The nature of the conflict and its "causes." Almost
always the causes are multiple.

D. Analysis, including the "leverage" points in the
situation that might be employed to bring about change
(e.g., reducing, restraining forces).
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THREE: PREPARATION AND MOBILIZATION

The dual activities at this stage are planning
strategies and tactics and developing and maintaining
a power base (mobilizAtion).

PREPARATION involves:'

A. Defining objectives,'ioutcomes posed upon your
group's self- interests -arid valu0).

B. Developing defendable positions:

C. Assessing strategies.

D., Choosing tactics.

MOBILIZATION involves:

A. `Identifying a-constituency with common
self-interests.

B. Developing and maintaining support from the
constituency.

C. Establishing relationships with other interested
parties, either friendly or neutral.

D. Identifying and maintaining contact with
opponents.

FOUR: NEGOTIATIONS

This is a proCess including face-to-face meetings
between the parties of the conflict for the purpose
of attempting to readh a mutually agreeable resolution

to the conflict.

This generally involves three phases:

A. Establishing the bargaining' range.

B. Reconnoitering the range.

C. Precipitating the decision.

64
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9

FIVE: IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING

Agreements are implemented during this step. The monitoring

Of these agreements is important because:

A. Parties may find following through on an agreement is
in its self-interest only if it is monitored.

B. Unanticipated consequences of the agreement need
be noted and evaluated in terms of self- interest

and possible renegotiation.

C. Violations need to be documented and submitted to
appropriate grievance procedures.

SIX: ASSESSMENT'

Periodically; the outcomes, process and power of each
side Should be assessed against original objectives,
expectations and analysis. Mistakes and iearnings can

be artitulated to aid others.facing similar situations.,

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE CYCLES OR NEGOTIATIONS CAN BE

DERIVED.

STEPS OF NEGOTIATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

Problem
Identification

0 Problem
Identification

Diagnosis and Diagnosis and
Analysis Analysis

reparation and Preparation and
Mobilization Mobilization

Assessment

Negotia0 tions

Implementation.and Monitoring

0

65
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WHERE AM I NOW,

Of all the day's experiences, I pt the most out of...

I could have done without...

It was hardest for me to...

ts

I was surprised by...

Right now what' I've found our about myself and conflict...

W-5
Page 1 of 1

r

When you have finished, find A partner to share your responses with and
take a few minutes to review the day.
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SECON110DAY MORNING SESSION -

Activity

20'7:

20

15

50

60

6 r

I. Agenda

2. Introduction to NOG
(13) Read . -

(2) Intro to,Simulation
(1.0)Foim into 4 groups.

". and assign roles

3. Guided Fantasy

(IS) Fantasy
(5) W-6

4. Discussion in Role Groups
(MP, P. Ts0, Ovs)

5. Basic'Con6cilas of Power

(20) Read Paper II and
fill out Paper 12

(15) Discussion of
Paper 12

(5) Chock answers

6. Selection of Outstanding
Paun Exercise
(5) R461(1 Paper

(15) PlanninePeriod
(30) Exercise

4

7. Debrief

(IS) Paper 14

(15) Own Group

(1(1) Fishbowl

Objective

Begin familiarizing parti-
cipants with NOC simulation

To provide participants

with an identification and
familiarity with NOG

To share feelings,involved
with:membership In NOG

Introduce (high: Concepts of
Power

To experience and try
different types of power

To understand, analyze
which Lyptn; of power

were used

Materials

N3 Agenda

IS4 Introduction to NOG

PIO NOG: A Negotiative
Exercise

N4 Roles

1S4

W-6 Living on NOG

IS4

W-6

P11 Basic Concepts of
Power

P12 Application of
Types of Power

NJ Answers

P13 Selection of Out-
standing Paun
Exercise

155 Selection of (hit-

standing Patin Exer.

1'I4 Discussion of

r"Selection of Patin'

Exercise

Instructions to Participants Notes

I. Review

2. See Instructional
Supplement 4

3. See Instructional

Supplement 4

4. Share W-6 in own role
group

5. a. Read Paper II and
fill out Paper 12
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INTRODUCTION TO Nun AND GUIDED FANTASY

8 min. 1. Introduption and purpose for NOG.

Explain that we are moving into the next phase of the
workshop, a negotiation exercise, called NOG, which will
provide an opportunity to learn about How we respond to
conflict and to learn and practice some ways of coping .with

conflict.

Turn to Paper 10. Take whatever time you need to read
this overview of the ictional society in which you will
be living for the next three days.

2 min. 2. Introduction to simulation

You will recall that yesterday you read a paper on the
negotiative prdblem solving process. That paper described
the conditions for negotiative problem-solving. This

simulation is designed to explore the practical meaning
of those conditions. There are real differences in self-
interest and interdependence designed into the roles.
The activities provide opportunities for each group to
clarify and become partisan advocates of their own interests
and values as well as to analyze other groups' self-
interests and positions. You will be asked to determine
what approach--negotiative, collaborative, win-lose--best
suits the situation you find yourself in, to act on your
analysis, to review and strengthen or revise your strategies.
You will be faced with power differentials, and vulnerabilities,
and be asked to pay attention to what power is available to
you and others, and how each group choses to use it. You

will be asked to negotiate with another group within limits
and constraints neither group will like nor have control
over. Just as in the real world, there will be scarcity,
regulation, and red tape to compound the difficulties of
getting what you value and need out of the situation.

This simulation will continue for the next three days. What

you do now, in getting immersed in the situation and
becoming acquainted with your own and others roles, feelings,
and assumed history, will provide a basic background of
experience and attitudes for your activities during the rest
of the workshop.

10 min. 3. Form groups.

Now explain ,that there are four groups of people involved

in the NOG exercise. (Refer to Newsprint 4.) During most
of NOG exercise only two of these groups will be played:
Qverseaers and Toles. Ho'dever, to begin the exercise we
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want to help you develop a stronger identification with
the other groups: LY

a. Count off by fours and get all'l & 2's, etc.,
in separate places in the room.

b. Assign (or let groups select) one of the
four roles to each group.
OR
Use same procedure as for YOTA II to get
four groups and their assignments to roles.

c. When all groups are located, instruct them
to spend a few moments talking among them
selves about the roles they have been assigned
(or taken) as described in Paper 10, NOG:
A Negotiative Exercise.

20 min. 4. Guided fantasy.

Explain that we will begin the negotiation exercise with
a guided fantasy. The guided fantasy has been designed
to help set the stage for the negotiation exercise;to
help you-understand at an emotional level the situations
and conflicts in the exercise.

I want you now to get comfortable and relaxed. You may

want to leave your chair and stretch out, on the floor.
If you are willing, close your'eyes, or focus them on
some spot in the room away from others so you are
not distracted. Try to use this time to imagine that you
really are one of the inhabitants of NOG and leel your
own emotional response to being in the situations I will
describe. Now take two or three deep breaths-to relax
and to open yourself to the fantasy. Keep your mind focused.

Imagine now that you are members of the mythical society
of NOG.

Today is the day the Barks are arriving on their annual
voyage from the outside bringing the Paubs to be nurtured
this next year. You and most other inhabitants of NOG
are walking down to the pier. Take a moment to visualize
what you see as you make your way along the streets and
avenues. You pass the factory where NOG citizens make
food for the Pauns. You pass the study halls and Paun
dormitories, the homes of Toles and Overseaers. You

look beyond town to the two mountains rising above the herb

fields and playing grounds. How does it feel to live in
,..

this place?
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Some of you are mature,:Pauns. You will be leaving the
island when the Barks niake their return trip to the

outside.

If you are a maize Paun you have been partEculally valued
for your artistry and creativity, your intuitiveness and
your temperamental likeness to the Toles ;ho have nutured
you. How do you feel about leaving for the outside where
you have been told the purple Pauns are preferred and your
own qualities are not valued so highly.// How do you
feel knowing that the Overgeaers always develop'so many
more of the purple Pauns than they do of your own kind.//

If you are a purple Paun: you know your own competence
"and skill and you know that your reliability and assert-
iveness are particularly valued on the outside.//
for some reason the maize are better liked here OA the
isldand. How do you feel about the favoritism of the
Toles toward the maize Pauns. // What are you thinking,
Pauns, as you wait for your new brothers and sisters to
arrive? // What do you a"- icipate happening to you When

you reach the outside?//

Overseaers and Toles, what are you thinking and feeling
about these Pauns as you assemble with them at the Pier?

Some of you are Toles. You have been especially selected
from all of the citizens of NOG because of your particular
skill in working with and nurturing the new Pauns. //

As you approach the Pier ydu a-e thinking about last year's
group of Pauns and what you would like to be able to do
with the new Pauns just arriving. // On your way to the

Pier, you meet some of your best maize Pauns. How do you

feel about their leaving soon? // How would you feel about
having to raise all of the new Patina as purple? // How

do you feel about not having any control over whethex you
raise purple or maize Pauns, about not having any ,say in

the decisions? (Pause)

You Toles are also worried about your financial situation.
The cost of living has gone up 20 percent since you last
got a raise and all projections say it is still climbing.
What haves you had to go withcut? // What will happen
if you dOn't get.a raise from the next round of meetings
with-the pverseaers? (Pause)

You see s e Overseaers standing in a group by the speaker's

platform. A number,of purple Pauns are mingling with them.
You remem er that the Overseaers get a bonus for every
purple Paun they return to the outside. How do you feel
about that? // Wages are low, pod sizes are too large and

too many Toles are going without work: // Where does the
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'money go? // What good do the Overseaers do for you,
for the Pauns, for the island? //

Some of your are Overseaers. You've been here on the
island representing the outside world and supervising the
raising and development of Pauns for quite some time.
You know just, about everybody and feel at home here. 1/

You are proud of the difficult job you have done in provid-
ing the Outsiders with mature Pauns--especially the purple
Pauns. // Almost 75 percent of all matureaPauns on
the outside are purple. // But you have your worries too.
It has been difficult providing the Outsiders with their
20 percent management cost ratio. How do you feel about
their threatening to replace you if you continue to fall
short. // How do yau feel about the,Tolas increasing
demands for higher salaries, and their desire to cut pod
sizes, hire more Toles and raise more maize Pauns? //

There is only so much moeny, and the cost of shipping,
salaries and new Barks is so high these days. // How
do you feel about all the conflicting demands and having
to manage such a complex situation? // What is it going
to take to get a few more Barks so you can get enough
income to meet all these demands.? //

You are all gathered together now, watching the.Barks
as they approach. Five new Barks decked out for the arrival
ceremonies bringing 500 new Pauns. // Next year it could
be six Barks and 600 Pauns. What difference ydould that

make? // What would you gain, what would t cost you?

Your are all listening as one of the Overseaers is about
to,announce how many purple or how many maize Pauns are
going to be raised in this new batch coming in. What

are you hoping for? // What difference does is make
to you and your group, the other groups' (Pause)

Today you are a community gathered ro welcome the new
Pauns, but soon you will be Workin for your own needs and
goals as differences and conflicts arise. Reflect for a
moment on your situation here on NOG and the things you
would want to make your,life more satisfactory.

As you are ready, and in your own time, begin to come back

to the here and now and to this room.

5 min. 5. Writing assignment.

Before talking to anyone or losing your train of thought,
turn to Paper W-6 in your materials and write your answers
to the questions you find. When you are finished, follow
the directions at the bottom of the second page.

15 min. 6. Share statements in groups.

(.3
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NOG: A NEGOTIATIVE EXERCISE

Overview

You are members of the mythical society of NOG, nestled in'a verdant valley
between two tall Mountains, which spread their shoaders to somewhat ring
the valley and take up most of the island on which you live. One end of
the valley backs up to a saddle between the mountains, the other opens to
the sea.

The society of NOG is connected to and dependenton the Outside for its
suriival. The Outsiders payment for nurturing Pauns enables NOG residents
to secure the resources they need to nurture Pauns and support their
families and way of life. Despite its lush and lovely geography, NOG is
a oneindustry, labor intensive community without material or population
resources to establish other economic bases for livelihood. In many ways
the Outsider may be analogous to the general citizenry whose taxes and
donations support our own college and public school system.

On this island of NOG, two types of Pauns are nurtured, maize Pauns and
purple Pauns. Pauns represent a unique and cherished resource to the
citizens of NOG. Every season, long wooden barks sail into NOG from the
outside, each filled with 100 unnurtured Pauns, and each will be nurtured
as a maize Pauli or a purple Paun. The maize Pauns are generally preferred
by the residents of NOG and the purple Pauns have been preferred by the
Outside. After they have matured, the Pauns are returned to the Outsiders
providing an important source of income for the island of NOG.

Pauns are raised and nurtured by Toles. Toles are residents of NOG who
have become skilled at nurturing the Pauns and imparting to them the
subtle characteristics for which they are valued. Each Tole nurtures a
group or "pod" of pauns of the same type either maize or purple. Pod

sizes traditionally have contained 32 maize Pauns or 24 purple Pauns.

Among the members of NOG are two groups, intimately connected with the
nurturance of Pauns. One group, the Ts0 or Tole's,,Organization represents
the interests of the Toles. The other group, called the Overseaers, are
Outsiders chosen to represent the outside and has been assigned the
responsibility of supervising the overall nurturance of Pauns to insure
an adequate supply for the Outside. Members of both groups have met only
recently inLorder to deal directly with some of their long standing
conflicts.

Members from these two groups have agreed to meet prior to very season.
To date they have agreed to work on four areas over which there has often
been much conflict (other items can be added to the-agenda by mutual
agreement):

1. The number of Toles necessary to adequately nurture the
Fauns
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2. The compensation Toles receive for their activities

3. The conditions necessary to adequately nurture the Palms,
such as herbs, tutoring

4.,. To explore the possibility of negotiating on the issue c
number (quotas) of Pauns to be nurtured,as maize and purple
before they returned to the Outside

By custom and law, all Pauns must be nurtured, even though not all'may be
returned to the Outside. The supply of Pauns will vary depending on the
number of Barks available. Each Bark wil1 transport exactly 100 Pauns to
and from NOG. Assuming agreements are negotiated and conditions remain
generally favrable to the nurturance of Paling, the Barks will return
each season -filled with new Pauns ready 'co/be nurtured. Strikes, too
few Toles, toctamany Pauns (high pod sizes),Ilow Tole morale and/or Outside
dissatidfaction may adversely affect the number available in future
seasons-: Extremes of favoritism to one or the other type of Paun may
also have an adverse effect.

Failure to reach agreement on these issues bring on severe economic and
social consequences for the residents of NOG. One result is a less ade-

. quate job of preparing Penns, consequently, the Outsiders may provide
fewer resources for'future nurturance. It may deprive the island of
income and hence lower the standard of living. The,representatives of
both the Ts0 and the Overseaers lose status,and esteem from the community'
on NOG and the Outside. Failure to reach agrdement results in unhappy
Pauns and Toles.
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NOG ROLES .

Toles: Nurture Pauns for the Outsiders

/
Oversears: Supervise nurturance of Pauns

Maize Pauns: Creative, intuitive

Purple Pauns: Competent, assertive

,.,

40 -

N4
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LIVING ON NOG

i

Please write a short paragraph for each of the following:

Being a in NOG is...
(Tole, Overseaer, purple or maize Paun)

What I like best...

What I like least...

W-6

Page 1 of 2

0 .

The group on NOG, besides my own that I feel I have more in common with is...

Because...

The group on NOG, besides my own that I feel I have the most differences

with is...

Because...

,

The most important thing to work on for the welfare of my group is...

Because.%.

7./

YI

.
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When the Overseaer-Tole meetings start, I want...

What I'd most like to change to make my life on NOG as a(n)
easier is...

(Tole,. Qverseaer, purple or maize Paun) .

.b,

i

W-6
Page 2 of 2

%

When you have finished, join your NOG'.role group and read or talk about

what you've written. You will have approxithately 15 minutes for sharing.
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BASIC CONCEPTS OF POWER

As discussed in Paper 7, Three Approaches to Conflict,:understanding the
power relationships in the situation is both necessary to determining
which conflict approach may be appropriate as. well.as what kind of power
relationships 'allow for certain conflict approaches. Power thus becomes
critical to the concepts focused on in this workshop. For some people
power is pefceived as bad,' manipulative or a basic evil; but how one
uses power must not be confused with power itself. Power is a resource
that can be used in many different ways. This paper examines basic con-
cepts of power--what it is based on, forms and strategies of power, and
effectiveness of'different forms for groups and individuals.

Power occurs in relationships of one individual. with another, one group
with another, or one individual with a group. It is the relationship
among these groups or individuals that, provides the conditions for power
to exist. For example, a school in Calilornia has virtually no relation-
ship to a school in Georgia--thus power is irrelevant. But both schools
may be subject to laws by Congress. Obviously more power would be
possible in the relationship of the school to its own school district.

Although many definitions of power are available, for the purposes of
this workshop power is defined as "the ability to accomplish individual
and/or group goals within an organizational context overtime." Usually
this translates in an organization to the decision making structure or
the authority structure; where certain roles are assigned or encompass
the authority to make certain decisions.

With tilis definition, an important distinction, occurs between power and
influence. Influence, which could be considered as, personal power,
involves convincing another of your position or point of view and
generally, though not necessarily, occurs within a one-to-one context.
Thus, it is an interpersonal process. Influence may be part of the pro-

, cess to power but in-and-of-itself is not power as used in this workshop.
Power, which could be called organizational, power, imroives "clout" in
the serse of being tied to the organizational context and not dependent
on the particular individual who wields the power. For example, a

teacher may attempt to influence another teacher to change her/his
teaching style. This represents influence or personal power as long as
there is not a way to make the teacher change the teaching style. However,

when the change is tied to other parts of the system, such as a favorable
evaluation being tied to the change or the department chairperson indi-
cating that all teachers will incorporate a particular style; then the
situation involves power, or organizational power.

One last point about power concerns the belief system of those, involved.
While power occurs when a relationship exists, the belief system of those
in that relationship affects how power is distributed. Most generally we
give power to others because we think they are smart, important, would-
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otherwise hurt us, or they have a right to tell us what to do. When

these conditions exist, we allow them to influence us; thus, we often
give others power over us.

Bases of Power

French and Raven
1
discuss six bases of power which stem from relation-

ships among parties and our belief system: referent, legitimate, expert,

reward, coercive and information. Each of these is affected by what we

believe about'the other person or other groups.

Referent. Referent power occurs when one individual identifies with
another such that shethe behaves, believes,, and perceives as the other.
Often a feeling of oneness,exiets between the individuals. The other

can even influence the individual without attempting to do so--the indi-
i

vidual acts in ways she/he thinks the other wishes. The identification

can result from friendship, sarong respect, love, worship, etc. This

type of power generally occurs between individuals--rarely is it evident

between groups--and thud it is more often a form of personal power than
organizational power.

Legitimate. Legitimate power stems from an individual's internalized
\rabies which dictate that ano,ther has the right to influence the indi-'
vidual and the individual has'ar6obligation to accept that influence. 3

This base of power is usuallq%:Wached to an office or position in the '

organization, or is built'in;o.Ehe legal system as with judges. On rare

occasions individuals are granted legitimacy without holuing a particular

position. Groups can also have legitimate power, e.g., teachers have
legitimacy in negotiations. Thus, legitimate power is generally, a form

of organizational power.

Expert. Expert power is based on individual's belief that another has
some special knowledge,or expertise. The strength of this power depends
on the individual's attribution of superior knowledge to the other within

the specified areas that the individual finds relevant: Expertise can
be attributed to individuals, groups and organizations. When attributed
to individuals, it represents personal power; if i': is institutionalized
into a role in the organization, then it can represent organizational

power.

Rewards. Rewards serve as a base of power when the individual believes
that the other has the ability to mediate rewards for her/him. These

rewards must be ones that the individual values, and must be given out
now and thei forthe belief in them to continue. Reward power can be

used by individuals and groups to affect behaviors of individuals, groups

and organizations. While rewards can be present as personal power, it
most oftes tsied to certain roles in an organization and thus represents
organfzaiT6hapower.

.

pA,1);

1
French, i. R. P. and B. Raven. 1!-The Bases ,of Social Power." In Group

Dynamics, edited by Cartwright and Zander. New York: Harper and Row,

1968.:
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Punishment. Punishment power occurs when. the individualbelieves that
the other has the ability to mediate punishments. The strength of this
power depends on the individual's estimate of the magnitude of the possi-
ble punishment that occurs if she/he does not conform. For example, if
you were in prison and not returning to your cell on time meant that you

would be shot, you most likely would conform. Punishment is limited to

the beha;.rior which c individual thinks the other can see'or notice.
Behavior that is hidden from the other will not be influenced by punish-

, ments;. As,withreward power, it can be used by individuals and groups
to affect-behaviors bf individuals, groups and organizations. Similar

to rewards, while punishment can be personal power, usually it is
organizational power.

Information. The power of information results from the.sfi'aring and-with-
holding of information by the other in such a way as to affect the behavior

of the individual. For exam e, if the teachers are to have a meeting

with some administrators about sensitive issue, the teachers might

not inform the administration tha "they plan to bring their lawyer. The

intent is to catch the,administrators off guard. Information power can

be used by an individual, groups or organizations. -Within an organiza-
tional context, information represents a form of organizational power.

Forms and:Strategies of Power

Besides the six traditional bases of power discussed before, other forms
and strategies of power exist that relate to the amount of.interdependence

between individuals or gi'oups. Where parties occupy different roles in
the same system Such as-a school system, a 'company, asocial organization

, or a city government, the interdependency among those in the syStem is

fair to high.= fiut little interdependence exists when individuals are
located in different systems such as in city governthent or a school sys-
tem,,or are tangentially related to the-system as citizens of a community

' or parents without children in a school district.

When the interdependence among or between parties is fair to high, several

different forms and strategies of power cAn be utilized. Although some

of these reflect strategies that others.(many times those with the,most
powerY consider to be unfair or too threatening, these forms of power
-should be considered as possible and somettmes necessary. They can be

usedo gain recognition of an issue in order for-it to be discussed or
negotiated later, or as,a form of changing a policy.'

1. NoncomplianceKoccurs when an individual or group decide
not to obey a request, policy,'practice, rule or. procedure.

Noncompliance operates more forcefully when a group rather

than an individual disobeys. When the group includes all
the people affected by the policy;" their noncompliance'

takes the policy ineffective.

C
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2. Withholding services can be done by individuals or groups,
though it is more effective when done by a group. Various
servicesranging from perfOrmance of class duties to cer-
tain administrative duties--can be withheld. The effect
is to nullify some request, rule, policy, rractice or
operating procedure with the intent of changing it.

3. Sabotage, which can be dqpe by individuals or groups,
'occurs in a more destructive form than noncompliance or
withholding services. Generally sabotage refers to acts
that make a policy, request or rule less effective. For
example, a teacher might use onii-nonrecommended materials
in his/her classroom. Two things make sabotage different
from noncompliance or withholding services: (a) it is

----done-covertly-and-thus makes discovery of those involved
more difficult; and (b) sabotage generally undermines or
counteracts a policy, rule or request.

4. History and tradition operate in both overt and subtle
ways. They are used first of all to socialize; when being
used as a tactic Or approach, they are invoked to remind
?eople to "stay in line." On a more subtle level, history
and tradition tend to operate to the benefit of.those who
are in power and who wish to maintain the status quo: "We
must keep continuity with the past." "We've always done
it this way." Often their effect on behavior is not real-
ized until questioned. As reflectors of the status quo,
they can be a' help or a hindrance, depending on the situa-
tion and the issues.

5. Definition of the situation becomes a very powerful tool
during a crisis or conflict. Usually the media or those
with legitimate power use. this form of power to determine
what the conflict concerns. For example, the administra-
tion and teachers can call a fight between a black and a
white student a racial disturbance or an ordinary fight.
Each definition has different implications and affects
those concerned in different ways. Or a small group of
teachers may be protesting a policy by picketing. If the
administration defines the teachers as irresponsible hot-
heads rather than as people with a disagreement over polity,
the teachers may have to fight the image presented just to
get the policy issue on the table. But if all the teachers
suddenly walk out, they may have defined the situation for
the administration, since the administration must then deal
with the walkout.

6. Creating tradeoffs sets the stage for negotiations and may
involve any of the above forms of power. -Often one group
will not perform a certain task, which under other circum-
stances they would, in order to pressure for a change in
another area.. The trade becomes "we will perform this

72
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task again when you change that rule." Or each group
gives up something to get something else. One advantage
of this fOrm of power is that it allows each side a way
to save face.

7. Undermining the opposition's power generally refers to the
six bases of power discussed earliEr; however, it can also
apply to the other forms listed in this section. For
example, the person occupying a certain position in the
school may, by tradition, make a particular decision
(legitimacy); but a group of teachers or students may ques-
tion the right of that position to make that decision, and
thus attempt to undermine a source of power. Or a group
may bring in another expert fo question the opposition's
expertise, thus lessening the force of expertise.

8. Creating. own bases of power external and internal to the
organization means utilizing any public pressure and any
types of power listed. If several teachers desire open
classrooms in their school, they can garner the power of
expertise (open classrooms develop more self-sufficient
people), as well as mobilize parents and students (a base
of power external to the school).

When little interdependence exists'between or among parties, different
forms of power become relevant, and often are the first to be used.
Although the following four forms of power can also be used in the con- _

text of greater interdependence, they are generally used as a last resort.

1. Public sympathy and 2ressure generally come from those
outside the particular system. At the societal level, for
example, civil rights marches in the South originally
gained much liberal and Northern 'sympathy which pressured
for the enactment of certain laws. At the local level,
the dismissal of a well-liked principal might be grounds
for gathering much community and other school backing to
support rehiring.

2. Leaving the situation does not usually-.force a change un-
less many people leave. Leaving thsesituation could mean
going to a private' school or a different school system,
moving to another city or becoming inactive in a situation
where previously active. Generally leaving the situation
serves to protect the individual, rather than bring about
change.

Alternative structures are often utilized when leaving
isn't likely to improve the situation and other ways to
force change either do not or will not work. Alternative
sti:uceUres usually mean creating a whole new system,
rather than affecting a-portion of the original system.
Thus there are alternative schools, free schcols and
communes.
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4. Violence is often used when all else fails or the frustra-
tion built up over time needs release.- It can force the
desired change, or it can bring the issue to the attention
of the public.

Any of these forms of power can be used as needed. What becomes impor-
tant in the use of power is to select appropriate strategies in consid-
eration both of one's goals and the opposition's power.

. ,
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APPLICATIONS OF TYPES OF TOWER

Paper 12
Page 1 of 2

The following :situations 0:ovide an opportunity to apply the types and
for'ins of power discussed in Paper 11. For each situatiop, you are
answering the question, "What type of power is being used to produce
conformity (to the policy, demand, request, etc.), or what type of power
is being used to resist or change an existing policy, demand, request,
norm, etc.?" Although more than one type 6&,,power may be possible,
choose the one that is most apparent or most likely operating.

First, by yourself decide which type of power is repfesented in each

situation. Then when everyone in youi group is finished discuss which
type of pdwer each of you selected for the situations. A handout will

be given to each person after the discussion.. This handout indicates
which type of power was intended as the primary one.

Situations

1. Although all the baking was assigned and the lunch-toom reserved,
the bake sale had to be cancelle(, because an admiaistrator informed
me of a rule which states that no money can be raised during school

hours on school premises.

Type °I' power:

2. Two months ago the principal announced a new policy that teachers
should send any student who arrived at class three minutes or more

late to the ,rincipal's office. The principal can't understand why
the teachers have sent only two students to him, one of whom was
30 minutes late and the other was'35 minutes late.

Type of power:

3. Having spent twenty years at Wilton School, Ms: Smith was appalled
to see the ycunger staff eating their lunches with the students
rather than in Lite faculty lounge. She complained about their

behavlor to her friend at a recent meeting loudly enough to be
heard by the rest of the faculty.

Type of power:

4. When the principal requests something, Fred always does it; but
if I would request the same thing, he'd say it was a stupid'idea.

Type of yower:

8i
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5. An administrative committee has,been attempting to decide the nost
efficient route for school-buses. After deliberating for two weeks
they'brotight in their system analyst who provided the needed solution.

Type of power:

6. When following the Christmas break all the male students had mus-
taches, the administration was confronted with how to enforce the
policy concerning "facial hair."

Type of power:

7. Although Tony, the Assistant Principal, knew that teachers in the
district were expected to remain in the school until :30 p.m., he
and his two riders continued to leave by the.bauic door at 3:00.

Type of power:

8. John and Tom, who have been team teaching history together for five
years, have become very good friends. At a recent department meet-
ing, John proposed that one of the new teachers be added to his and
Tom's team. Since agreement by the current team teachers and the
new teacher is all that is required fat'a decision, someone asked
Tom for his opinion. Alnough,Tom resented having to add another
person to the team, he decided to go.along with John and agreed

.publicly.

Type of power:

f

0
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The type of power in each situation in Paper 12 is ds follos:

1. Information

2. Noncompliance

3. History and tradition

4. Legitimacy

5. Expertise

6. Define the situation

7. Sabotage

8. Referent

...

Q

.

t.

s

.

Handout 3
Page 1 of 1
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SELECTION OF OUTSTANDING PAUN

The following exercise allows for applying some of the types of power
discussed in the previous paper. In your role groups of Purple Pauns,
Maize Pauns, Toles and Overseaers plus the Committee,(a new group de-
scribed below), you may utilize whatever power strategies appear to be
appropriate or relevant.

Background.

Each year the Committee composed of one OvIrseaer and two Toles has
selected the outstanding Patin for the year. The composition of this com-
mittee, decided several years ago by tl:e Toles and Overseaers, was con-
sidered a fair way for determining the outstanding Paun since the Toles
have the most contact with the Pauns. Generally the Toles and Overseaers
provide suggestions of criteria for'selection or nomination of Pauns to
their particular representatives on the Committee. The award ceremony
traditionally takes place six days after the arrival of the Barks, on
the evening precedinglphe Barks' departure for the Outside. The Barks
arrived this morning and the Committee is now beginning its deliberation.

Roles
Fa

Purple Pauns: This group consists of those who have been nurtured as
Purplel Pauns.

Maize Pauns: This group consists of those who have been nurtured as
Maize Pauns.

b-1

Toles: The Toles are the individuals who nurture the Pauns as either
Purple or Maize.

Overseaers: The Overseaers live on'the island of Nog and represent the
"Outsiders in all negotiations witlythe

The Committee: The Committee meets each year to develop criteria for the
selection of the Outstanding Paun and to select the Paun to receive the

honor. Historically.Maize Pauns have received the honor.

Meeting Places

Each group has its own meeting place. This area is their private area.
Entrance of members of other role groups inpo the meeting area is at the
discretion of those whos,.. meeting area it is. In addition, there are
open areas for meetings. (These will be designated before the exercise
begins.)

Exercise

Planning Period: Each group will have 15 minutes to plan their strate-
gies, their positions on the and identify specific tasks within

their group.
78
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Flow of Exercise: Following the 15-minute planning timo, the exercise
begins with a series of 6-minute d4s followed by 2- minute evenings. The
trainers will keep close track of time and will announce the end of each
day, start and finish of each night, and the start of the next day. At

the end of each day all groups are to return to their own meeting area
unless a,group decides to have a marathon meeting with another group. In

the event of marathon meetings, each group to be involved in the marathon
must agree to continuance; otherwise all members of the groups involved
must return to their meeting places.

Newspaper

Nog has a public newspaper which will be staffed by one of the facilitators.

Anyonel,can submit news items to the reporter, which will be posted on the
newsprint in the central area so all can see it. The newspaper will not

begin operation until after the planning period.

Current Setting

The Committee is about to begin its process for this year's selection of

the outstanding Paun. The Purple Pauns have requested a meeting with the

Committee.'

After the designated meeting places have been specified, each grou,2 will

begin its planning ppriod.

41k
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Instructional Supplement 5

SELECTION OF OUTSTANDING PAUN EXERCISE

1. Ask participants to read Paper 13, "Selection of Outstanding Paun."

2. When participarts have finished reading Paper 13, ask the Overseaers
to select one representative and the Toles to select two represen
tatives to become the Committee. Ask the Committee to cake their
place in the ComMittee space.

3. Indicate (1) where the meeting places for each role group are lozated,
(2) the location of central meeting areas,,(3) the location for the
newspaper, and (4) which trainer is the reporter. In addition, name
tags or crepe paper arm bands for each group would be helpful in
identification of groups.

4. One trainer should keep close watch of the time; indicating the
beginning and end of the planning period,cthe start of each day, the
end of each day, beginning of the evening, and end of the evening.
Each day lasts six minutes and each night two minutes. It is sug
gested that the exercise run four days although an additional day
might be added depending on what's happening and the time available.

If%two or more groups are meeting at the end of a day, they may choose
to have a marathon meeting through the night as long as all groups
involved indicate they desire to marathon. Quick decisions are
required since an evening only lasts two minutes. They may continue
the marathon from evening int_ the next day, at their discretion.

5. The other trainer operates.as a reporter. As pews items are provided-
to the reporter, the reporter puts them up on the newsprint (titled:
Newspaper). The newsprint should be 1O\cated in a central area where
all can see it. (If desired, the reporter may liut up additional items
which she/he obsterves. Use of this more active reporter role depends
on the type of debriefing to be used, and whether stimulation of
certain issues in the simulation is desired.)

6. When the rounds are completed, ask participants to return to their
mcccing space and read Paper 14. They may either answer the questions
mentally in their heads or jot down their responses. Indicate that
when each individual in their group has completed Paper 14 they should
begin discussing their responses. Emphasize that they are to be
"processing" or analyzing what happened, not restating or reworkin,
the issues.

7. After about 15 minutes in their group, ask each group to select 2
individuals Co sit in the fishbowl (circle of chairs in the- middle of
the room) to discuss the power strategies they used and perceived other
groups to be using. Allow one empty chair in the fishbdwl.to be used .

as an individual wants to come in and say something and then leave.

Begin by saying THIS TS THE END OF THIS ROLE PLAY SO IT IS OK TO REVEAL
STRATEGIES. Ask for an example of d power strategy around one of the
issues (Q3 on P14).
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DISCUSSION OF "SELECTION OF PAUN" EXERCISE.

The following questions provide a focus for discussion of this exercise.
You will have about 15 minutes tg work.

1. Begin by relaiing. letting the energy and reactions stimulated by
the'exercise return to your, normal level. Then try to identify the
situations,that best it each of the following statements:

' During this exercise

I was most excited when...

I was most angry when...

I was most satisfied when...

I was most dissatisfied when...

I liked my behavior when I...

2. Identify one or two of the following types of power your group used
or attempted'to use or which you saw beingAised.by another group.
Describe the sjtuation and what was done 111 each of the ones you chose.

When and How When ar.d How Used by Another
Type of Power Used by Group Grobp (Indicate the Group)

Referent

LeLitimate

Expert

Rewards

Punishment

Information

Noncompliance

91
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Type of Power

Paper 14
Page 2 of 3

When and How , When and How Used by Ancther

'Used by Group Group"-`(Indicate the Grou

Withholding services.
.

,,,.

Sabot4e , -

History and
tradition

,

.,

Definition of
,

situation

.
.

.

.

.

,..

.

.

e

i

Creating tradeoffs

.

,,,

.

, . ,

Undermining opposi-
tion's base of
power

,,

.

' .

.

Creating own base
external and
internal to the
organization

.

-,. .

.

,
.

.

.

.

Public sympathy and
pressure

Alternative
structures

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

Violence
. ,

,

3: Another aspect of power involves what issues are focused on ,and what''

combination of groups work toward or against"certain'iSsueS. In the

exercise, the focus of the power strategies cbuld beonat least four

areas. (See below:) Of these areas which groups-chose:which, iegue?

Which were not chosen at all? Whichones,did your group igKore?

Why? Describe, how you chose to write on (one .of) the issue(s) ypu

did choose.

a. Selection of the particular individual (attempt to affect which
individual is selected, i.e., a Maize or a Purple Patin)'.

b. Membership on the committee (expand or contract the committee
membership which selects the ildividuals,e.g., include certain
other role groups, exclude certain role groups, change the
proposition of Toles to Overseaers on the Committee).
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c, Criteria for Selection (focus on the criteria used by the
Committee to select the ,Jutstandirig Paun, e:g., add or

-subtract. certain criteria).

d. Procedures (procedures-used by the Committee for selection of
the individuals for determination of criteria, for recommendations,
for advisory information from .certain role groups, etc.).

Another aspect of power involves using the decision process around
one issue, problem, or task to work.-on some other conflict issue
unrelated to it. .

Describe what you saw going,on or what your group did, to use the
Paun selection problem to try to affect decisions about other
conflicts in NOG/ What happens to the focal conflict when this
happens? What'did you gain/lose?

J

I

After you and others. -in your role group have finished these questions,
spend approximately 15 minutes quickly sharing your answers. Attempt

, to' assess which types of power were used by your group in response
`t*to,,what kind of events or happenings. Similarly assess what types
of power were used by the other groups and in response to what events.

After the role group discussions, select two individuals to sit
together in'the middle of the room to discuss the types of power
your group ;used and perceived the other groips to be using. The,
trainers dill-indicate when thegroup discussions will begin.

83
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SECOND DAY AFTERNOON SESSION

Time Activit Objective Materials Instructions to Participants Notes

1. Agenda N5 Agenda
..,

1. Review

30 2. Self-Interest Setae Introduce participants to P15 Identifying $elf- 2. a. Read P15

Concepts basic concepts of self- Interests b. Fikl out W-7

(10) Read Paper 15
(5) Fill out E-8

°, (15) Discussion

interest
W-7 Ny Ideas About Sel

Interest

c. Discussion as directed
in W-7

.

..

10 3. NOG color groups and Form NOG teams and color IS6 Formation of NOG 3. Fora groups using process . I(

teams
- -

groups (genets) Teams in Instructional
Supplement 6"

.

30 4. Read materials on NOG Briefing for NOG roles P10 HOC: A Negotiative

Exercise
H4 Private Briefing

for Overseaers

. Review PIO and read
appropriate briefing
papers, H4 and H5.
See Instructional

0
,

H5., Private Briefing

for Toles
Supplement 6.

30 5. Identification of NOG Apply concepts and identify P16 Identifying NOG . IS6.

role self-interests self-interests of both major self-interests a. Fill out P16

(15) Identify interests
using Paper 16

role groups in NOG b. Regroup in color group
and share work

.

(15) Regroup to share

100 6. Orientation to HOC Orientation and coaching sea IS7 Directions for 6. Follow IS7

(60) Review of Self- sions on NOG forms and pro- Review... 1. Each trainer works with a

Interests in NOG and cedures front each group's H6 Some Basic Themes group

relationship to Forms
(30) Walk through of

negotiation sequence
(10) Discussion, arbitra-

tion procedure

perspective in NOG Negotiation
P17 Sample Cass Studie
H7A-E Blank NOG Forms
H8 Completed Forms

' for Exercise

N6 Negotiations
Pattern

2. a. Review, H6, relate to
nelf-interests

b. Co over forms in P17
c. Pass out H7B-D. Do

sample exercise P17,
page 5.

d. Go over H7A and 117E

N7 NOG Schedule for
Negotiations

P18 Arbitration
Procedure

3. Walk through NOG with one
issue

4. Discussion, arbitration
procedure

a-,

10 7. Where Am I Now W-8 Where Am I Now . 7. Fill out W-8

(
c

)4



4,1*: SECOND DAY AFTERN041 SESSION

0'

;Self Interests (Read P15 and fill out W-7.--15 Finutes)

N5

'Pori-NOG Teams and color Groups

'Briefing for NOG Teams --p-

_,...-

Identification of NOG Team Self-Interetes (P16)

.Team Briefings for NOG 7 n

., .- J. / t.
Where Am I Now

0

96
$

et,
7
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IDENTIFYING SELF-INTERESTS

L1 self-inteigest is a preference for a specific course of action or state
of affairs that one views as necessary for ane4s self at this time, in
this place. Self-interests are preferences, often strongly felt prefer-
ences, based on our sense of who we are, and related to the roles or
subidentities which we "inhabit." As all of us live in a constantly
"changing environment, we occupy a variety of roles which change in
salience from moment to moment, and we grow and develop internally.
So, too, do our self-interests change over time and place. '

fl

Self-interests are derived from our goals and purposes; aspirations;
attitudes and values; beliefs and convictions; our biological and social
needs, wants and desires; as these have been learned_and expressed through
our various roles or subidentities'. At any one moment self-interests-may
consider only the narrow needs of a single person or group and be called
"selfish," or they may take into account our interdependence and be
called "humanistic." Self-interests in a specific situation, may be
focused on the individual with such values as privacy or personal gain,
or they may reflect values focused in groups, such as service to others
or social justice. At various times they may include needs for love,
security, creativity, rest, destruction and separateness. The' more

important the subidentity is to us (parent, lover, administrator, worker,
professional, student) and the more central the needs,,values, goals,
aspirations or beliefs, the more salient are the related self - interests.

Besides our various subidentities, within the self. there is also a center

or core, a place of integration, of harmony and possibly of tranec
dence. Operating from our core self may provide a broader perspective
than if we are focused completely in a subidentity. Viewing our various
life situations from the perspective of the c.Ire SELF may help us to
clarify our self-interests.

Self-interests express themselves throughout our lives; and we continually

attempt to satisfy them, sometimes unconsciously. Often, however, we find

it difficult to recognize and accept some of our self-interests. They may

be so much a part of us that we take them for granted, or they appear to
have negative connotations-about ourselves which we wish to deny or avoid.

But unless we can identify our self-interests, we will not be able to act
on them with awareness; nor are we likely to discover satisfactory resolu-

tions to conflicts with those whose self-interests are different.

Because the topic of self-interests represents a critical set of concepts
for this workshop, the numerous connotations and assumptions associated
with self-interests need to be explored more fully.
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Model of the Self

PUBLIC SELF

The more central the values, needs,
goals, aspirations and beliefs, the
more salient the'self-interest

FIGURE 1

Some Guidelines for Identifying Self-Interests

1. Expressing self-interests descriptively, concretely and with speci-
ficity is essential. To simply say "I'm thirsty" could get you a
glass of water, when you are longing for your favorite can of beer.
It's an obvious point, but we often fail to clearly communicate what
it is we really want, even to ourselves.

2. People make a lot of assumptions which are self-limiting or self-
destructive. Here is one to be avoided:

"It is wrong, sinful, and improper to be
self- concerned."

Many people in our society condemn those who seek to satisfy their.
self-interests. Social norms exist which frown upon self-seeking
behavior. These norms exist for good reason. Persons can define
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their sel interests so narrowly that as they are pUrsu&I other
persons can be dreadfvlly hurt. Thus, many people have been led
to believe, quite sincerely, tha: self-concern is always harmful.

On the other hand, many people admire the "self-made" individual,
ons who through his/her own efforts rises to some level of achieve-
ment or accomplishment. Obviously, such a person has acted on
her/his self-interests along the way.

Self-interests, as we use the term, reflect our self - esteem and
self-respect. It is false to say that people have no self-interests
or that they are not concerned about themselves. A person with no
self-interests or no concern for herself/himself would be considered
foolish or stupid--a person whom others can run over;and ignore.
Thus, self-interests occur regularly in daily life and can be seen
as reflecting who we are.

A major learning can be to discover more clearly not only your own
self-interests but the self-interests of others, and to accept them
as valuable. We encourage you to respect your.self-interests and
to work for them so that you can move toward your fullest potential..
We beli* that self-interest is essential for a fully -human life.

3. Another limiting assumption:

"My self-interests are defined by what society
tells me is best for me."

For example, much of our society defines- as successful those people
who make high salaries regardless of the cost to health, peace of
mind, or concern for others. You could be a loser if you acted
blindly on society's definition of success. A high salary won't
necessarily make you successful; it'all depends on what you really

' want for yourself.

Thus, a major learning from this workshop can be to discover that
yotiare successful only when you exert the power necessary to satisfy
your self-interests as you define them. Not to di9cover this can
condemn you to giving much time and energy working for power you
don't need to attain goals you don't want. Worse yet, someone may
be using 1.7,,u unwittingly to further their own self-interests. It

happens Al the time. To become more fully aware of your self-
intez.,sts and what is needed to meet, them, is a learning opportunity
available to you.

4. "I'm only doing this for your own good" is another limiting belief
that may blind one to your personal stake in the situation. Not

only does this reflect paternalism (I must do it for them since they
can't do it for themselves), but is also implies that the person
making the statement has no self-interests of her/his own--a parasite
on others' self-interests. Many times statements such as these are
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really attempts to influence or control the other person, so that
their behavior conforms to the message giver's expectations, and
therefore meets the needs of the message giver.

5. Being altruistic in this culture often is viewed as very positive
and commendable behavior. For purposes of this workshop, we will
define altruism as informed self-interest. By altruism we do not
mean either self-promoting interests disguised in an attitude of
helpfulness toward others, or a denial of self such that one's
physical or psychological welfare is needlessly threatened. Informed
self-interests, on the other hand, are those which facilitate the.
welfare of both self and others. For example, sbcial justice bene-
fits not only those against whom injustice is directed, but also can
lead to a society which benefits the indiVidual who has the self-
interest of social justice.

Since altruism generally has positive connotations, people often
attempt to give the impression of being altruistic: "I cm working
for the best interest of everyone." Two major assumptiOns, often
false, are reflected here: (1) that everyone's self-interests are
identical; and (2) that the person knows (lias direct information)
about everyone's self-interests and thus can say that they are ,

identical. Equallrproblematic is the implication of non - selfishness.
The relevant questioh is, "How do the self-interests of the person,
making the statement relate to his/her conception of everybody's
best interests?" With this type Of statement, the person is actually
disguising his/her self-interests by defining them as "everybody's,"
and thereby is free to label any who disagree as troublemakers,
selfish, rebels or sick.

A-similar statement is, "I am working for the best interests of the
organization." The question here becomes, "As defined by whom?" The
speaker implies that she/he has the omniscience to decide what is
best for "the organization." The different roles, values and perspec-
tives of organization members automatically lead to different views
of what is "best." Thus, this statement also attempts to give an
impression of altruism, but basically represents a very egocentric
view of the situation.

6. Recognizing and coping with conflicting selfrinterests. Given the
complexity of modern life and the multiplicity of, roles or subidentities
we have each developed, it is not.unus al to envision situations

1%where our various self-interests come in o conflict. Such internal
conflict is common, and leads many of us to fragiented or compart-
mentalized ways of being. As a result, we subsequently deny, repress,
or otherwise avoid acknowledging and dealng with the internal
conflicts. A first step to remedy this might be to recognize the
conflict. Once identified, th4,re are a variety of approaches available
ranging fLcm changing the environment, to changing one's response to
the environment, to changing one's inner self.
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MY IDEAS ABOUT SELF-INTERESTS,

For me, the best thing in this paper...

W-7
Page 1 of 1

I'm having trouble understanding or accepting the idea that...

. 4

Take a few minutes to think about why you came and what you really want
to get from thisworkshop. Write down one or two of these self-interests
as specifically and concretely z-'s you can.

When you have finished, find a partner and take 15 minutes to explore
and clarify the specific self-interests you have_each chosen to write._

down. Use the concepts in Paper 15 to do this.
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FORMATION OF NOG NEGOTIATING TEAMS AND COLOR GROUPS (Activity 3)

1. Explain that we are now going to form into negotiating teams and
color groups which will work together for much of the remainder of
the workshop. As much as possible, they will be allowed to choose
which role to represent, and who they will team with. However, all
groups will have to be about equal in size.

2. To form color groups:

a. With less than 25 participants

Form four color groups as follows: Divide total group into two
groups, as evenly as possible. One group will be Toles, the
other Overseaers. Next divide both groups in half, again as

, evenly as possible. (Be sure that anyone who has to be absent
during any negotiation period will be a member of a trio which
means a part of a group of 5 or 6 at this point.)

Assign one Tole group red, the other yellow. Assign one Overseaer
group blue, the other green. Distribute the appropriate color of
crepe paper bunting to make arm bands, necklaces, etc.4 to
identify color group.

b. With 25 to 30 participants

Form four color groups as follows: Divide total group into two
groups, as evenly as possible. One group will be Toles, the
other, Overseaers. Within the Toles form two color groups, one
of six persons, the remainder (from 6-9) in the other group.
Assign yellow to the group of 6, Red to the others. Within the
Overseaers, form two color groups, one of six Persons, the
remainer (from 6-9) in the other group. Assign. green to the

group of six, blue to the others. (Be sure that anyone who has
to be absent during any negotiation period is in the group of six.)

Distribute the appropriate color crepe paper bunting to make
necklaces, arm bands, etc., to identify color group.

c. With more than 30 participants

Form six color groups as follows: Divide the total group into two
groups as evenly as possible. One group will be Toles, the other,
Overseaers. Next, divide each group into thirds, as evenly as
possible.

Assign one Tole group red, one yellow, and one orange. Assign
one Overseaer group blue, one green, and one rurple. Distribute
the appropriate color crepe paper bunting to make arm bands,
necklaces, etc., to identify color group.
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6. Pass out H4 and H5 to appropriate groups. Have all groups read
appropriate briefing materials for their role, Paper 10 and H4 or H5.

7. Identification of NOG role self-interests. Each color group will
analyze their own role. Ask each person to complete P16 by themselves.

8.' In 15 minutes, -reform color groups and share work.

9. At the end of 15 minutes, explain that we are about to start a walk
through of the NOG negotiation exer9ise, the forms, calculations and
procedures. Continue with instructions on IS7.

AD
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c PRIVATF\BRIEFING FOR OVERSEAERS

Handout 4
Page 1 of 8

As an Over3eaer, you,represent the Outside. While you now live on NOG,
you expect, to return to the Outside eventually and continue your career

and life there. As a representative of the Outside, you have two broul
objectives; maintaining control of conditions to assure a quality supply
of Pauns to the OutJide and preserving the management costs. Specifically

your goals include:

1. Act for the best interests of the Outsiders

2, Maintain control over the situation for the Outside;
° especially decisions such as the quotas of Pauns to be
nurtured, purchase of Barks, control of management
costs,%etc.

3. Assure khe continuance of management coat at 20 percent
or more

4. Reduce the cost of nurturance cf Pauns

5. Where pl06ible, support coaditions favorable for the
nurturance of Pauns, especially the purple variety which

o you prefer

Barks

The number of Pauns who are sent to NOG from the Outside depends on the

available transportation on Barks. At the moment there are only five
Barks available, each with a maximum capacity of 100 Pauns, but you can

purchase additional Barks. Because of the distances involved, each Bark

can make only one trip per season. Also, Barks provide the only communi-

cation link to the Outside world. As a result, it takes almost a full

season before message's are answered. Additional Barks are expensive and

cost $1,500 each. A, purchase must come out of funds available during

the season the Bark is purchased. (No credit is extended by the Outsiders.)

Funds for NOG

Funds available for activities on NOG are based on a fee of $10 received

for each Patin shipped to NOG to be nurtured. Last season you also

received a bonus of $2 for each purple Paun nurtured and sent to the

Outside.

Increasing Funds Available on NOG

There are four ways you can directly influence funds available for NOG

activities. One way to increase the amount of money coming into NOG is
to increase the number of Pauns to be nurtured and shipped. This required

the purchase of more Barks.
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A second way funds are generated in through a bonus of 2 for each purple
Paun sent to the Outside. Obviously, the more purple Pauns sent to the

Outside, the greater the bonus received.

A.Lnird way involves the amount of the fee per Paun that is allocated by
the,Outsiders for nurturance on NOG.' On the last visit of the Barks,
you received a message that indicated that in general an increase in fee
of about 10 percent could be anticipated if the supply of nurtured Pauns
increasesto 700 or more per season. Thus, you may be able to increase
the money coming in if you can purchase two or more additional Barks',

A fourth way involves hold over of management costs to be discussed
-below.

However, note that these fees and bonuses.are based on taixes levied on \ ,
the Outsiders by.theirldtvernment, with the approval of t -thirds of the

voting Outsiders. For the past two years, government att pts to increase;the fees have been soundly rejected by the Outside voters. \Agovernment
committee is considering resubmitting the tax measure for this year, but
passage is considered very doubtful as taxes are already high\end
Outsiders are not happy ta see the costs of nurturance going up.\

.
\

Maintaining 20 Percent Management Cost Margin

In general, the Outsiders expect you to keep costs down to provide, a fit\

percent management cost margin. Although the Outsiders will tolerate sOme

deviation, you can expect to be prematurely recalled from the island and
assessed personal and professional penalties on the Outside...as a result if
the management cost drops below 20 percent for a number.of seasons. The

management cost normally* does not accumulate,,but goes each season to
the Outsiders. These management Cost funds help defray the-expenses of
the Outsiders related to nurturance of Pauns, such as Bark maintenance,
recruitment of Pauns, and so forth. Note, however, that although it has

never been done; it is possible to hold over some.of the management cost
funds for use in a following season. The Outsiders have never been too
supportive of this option, as withheld funds are not counted in computing
the management cost irate.

Costs of Nurturance of Pauns

The cost of nurturance of Pauns is dependent'on two major factors, the
number of Toles t: nurture Pauns and the compensation paid to Toles.
Generally, you will want to keep these costs as low as possible.
Traditionally Toles have bee; employed at a cost of$200 per Tole.

Extra tutoring of Pauns will produce greater nurturing, but also costs

resources. A tutoring program for purple Pauns (regardless of number of
Paunsinvolved) costs $350. A tutoring program foi'maize Pauns (regard-

less of number of Pauns involved) costs $250. (The program employs

mostly volunteers to actually tutor. Costs cover materials, necessary

facilities,administration, etc.)
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;Control -of Quotas of Pauns to be Nurtured

:and Returned to'the Outside gh
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The Overseaers are agents for the Outside'world, sent, to NOG to assure ie
adequate source of the'italued nurtured Pauns. Though they have-become

established and accepted residents of NOG, they are nevertheless members
of the Outside world and expect to return there to complete their careers.

--_Traditionally, the Overseaeis_have set the,number of each type of Faun
.that-is-to-be-nurtured-an-NOG--(quotas) .--At-the-beginning--011itia=idegon-

.you will receive information from the Outside on the number of Pauns to
be nurtured. Traditionally you announce the number of each,typePaun
to be nurtured prior to the meeting with the Tdles representatives, to
determine other issues.

It is clear to you that maintaining control of the quotas is extremely
-important for four reasons.

1. First,t represent the Outside world. Maintaining conditions
for favorable relations with the Outside-world is dmportini
to your own personal future. Insuring a steady flow of funds ,

to NOG and maintaining Conditions of successful nurturance
and tranquility on the island z.lethe same time you meet .Out-
side expectations will be to your, advantage when you compltte-
your assignment here and return to the Outside.

2.' It- allows you to more closely anticipate your expected income
- to nurture Pauns

3. It may be an important source of power in negotiations with

the Ts0

4. You can assure that a majority of Pauns are nurtured as
purpled a preference you shire with °the Outsiders

'Nurturance of Pauns

Pauns represent a very unique and cherished resource to the citizens of
-NOG. Everyone believes that all Pauns are entitled to opportunities to
be nourished to achieve their full potential. As a relative newcomer

load-the-deep-attachments,formed_between_Paun;
and the Toles. You havtbeen on the island fang enough to begin to
appreciate Toles, ways, especially their deep attachment to maize Pauns
which show unique qualities of intuition, artistry and creativity.

Personally,'you like the pimple Pauns better. Although the nurturance

of purple Pauns is a somewhat recent development,-they-are preferred on

-the-Outside too. As a result, of this preference, more purple Fauns have
been nurtured over the seasons and by now about 75 percent of the nurtured

Pauns livi on the Outside are purple. Purple Pauns, after a season of
successful nurturance, return to the Outside as competent, skilled, asser-
tive, and reliable beings.' Last season the OutSiders provided a bonus
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for each purple Paun nurtured. Pauns are nurtured in groups called PODS.
Toles claim that nurturing purple Pauns is more difficult than nurturing
the maize,, and required smaller sized PODS for the purple to get good

'results.

You have heard that a reputable University on the Outside has completed
a study, somewhat controversial in nature, on the nurturance of Pauns.
You have asked for a copy and anticipate a response when the Barks return

prioi_tg_next season.

One other factor that affects the Pauns-is the nature of food they eat.
The Outsiders developed two new seeds which their studies indicate
enhance the growth of Pauns. These seeds, Maz and-Pel, when planted on
NOG produce_tiny herbs. The herbs, if eaten immediately after harvest

aid in the nurturance of Pauns. Our studies indicate that Maz is parti-
cularly helpfuldn developing the unique qualities of the maize Pauns,
while Pel, is less potent and seems to help only the purple Penns.

One caution. Maz and Pel cannot be grown anywhere on the island during
the same growing season as the herbs from the.cross- ollinatedplants,
while Identical in appearance, are extremely _poisonous. Further tests

are -being conducted on the Outside.

Failure to Nurture Pauns

Failure to nurture any Paun is a grave moral offense and punishable by
law. Pauns are siythical beings comparable, some Outsiders saj, to

"immature" humans. The laws of NOG require that every Paun on the
island be nourished during its first season in residence. The penalty

for one found guilty of violating this law may be as severe as banishment

from the island.

The Equal Opportunity Act (EOA)

You have joist!' learned that the Outsiders have passed a law which goes

into effect next season, called the EOA. It requires that each Paun,

regardless of type, must be given equal opportunities. This includes

the rights o equal nurturance, the right to return to the Outside after
being nurtured, and basically equal treatment in other areas: However,

the EOA did, not take a clear stand on whether there ought to_beequal
niabers.ofimaite and-purple-Pauns, or on whether an equal number of
Pauns should be-nurtured as maize or purple. In response to a political

effort under maize Paun leadership, the E0A specifically guaiantees
equal opportunity to both types.

The Outsiders expect you to obey the law. There are penalties involved.

By next season they will issue guidelines for you to follow. In the

interim, yod are to see that decisions made do not conflict with the

law as best you understand it.
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Communication with the Outside

All communication with the Outside is conducted on official communication
forms in your possession only. The Outsiders will not recognize other
types of communication. All communications between NOG and the Outside
is transacted via Bark.

cation-with the Toles org_AalzgLI4mal

All-communication with the Toles Organization is conducted on official
communication forms in the possession of theoToles representatives only.
The Toles Organization will not recognize any communication except those
coming from their representatives on these official forms.

Failure to Reach Agreement

If at the end
with the TsO,

Option A

Option B

Optii5n C

Option D

9

of the negotiations period, you have not reached agreement
four options are possible.

Declare an impasse. .f.'4:- q.=.

, -,-

Allow the current agreeMOnt Isilextend foTranother season,
exactly as is. Just filtout the agreeient form that way.

Walk out or strike. For the firstIO minutes the fee for
Pauns will drop 2 percent,per minute, and the' Toles will
forfeit some portion of their compensation.

Continue to negotiate. You will be allowed a period of
10 minutes. For every minute elapsed, the fee from the
Pauns will drop 2 percent and the Toles will forfeit a
,portion of their salary. Thus, if you ,use up the full
10 minutes the fee will drop 20 percent.

With both C and DI, if no decision-is reached after the
10 minutes have passed, the situation,is declared an
IMPASSE and automatically arbitrated. Udually this will

mean reverting to the previous agreement, with the 1308Si-
bility of some change in compensation if the economic
situation warrants. Arbitratiodi W1 be handled by
the trainers.

-Role of Game Administrators (Trainers)

I. Scorekeepers: Based on the resultS of each negotiation, the admini-
strators will check the worksheets. on each group. Results will be

shared with each party. After each round, the trainers will till
out a NOG SUMMARY FORM for the next negotiation. They will attempt
to handle any other scorekeeping chores as fairly as possible, will
Attempt to answer any questions related to scorekeeping as clearly
and factually as possible.
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Communicators for Outside World: Only the Overseaers may use this
channel. In the role of "outsiders" the trainers will respond to °
the results of each round from the perspective of the self-interests
and goals which the Overseaers, as representatives of the Outsiders
are expected to work for in the negotiations. As "outsiders" the
trainers will be conservative and status quo oriented.

3. Communicators for the Toles Organization: Only the Toles representa-
tives may-use-this_channel. In the role_ofthe_Toles-Organization"
the trainers will respond to the results of each round from the
perspective of the self-interest and goals of the Toles Organization
which the Toles representatives are expected to work for in the
negotiations. As the "Toles Organization" the trainers will push-
for decisions benefiting the Toles.

4. Arbitrators: If negotiations break down, the trainers will fill
this role. As arl3itrators, they will fill this role. As arbitratord,
they will usually accept any partial agreement reached, They shill
attempt to be as status quo orientatio as posSible 'Consistentwith the
learning goals.

,Independence of Negotiation Units

For the duration of this exercise, consider yourselves-the only
"representatives" of the TOles or Overseaers on yoUr island of NOG.
Although there may be up.to six negotiations being conducted Simultane-
ously, each is independent and self-contained. Interchanges_ of

resources are out of bounds;

0
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The n er of Fauns available to be nurtured depends on .the available Barks.

Barks transport Fauns to and from Outside. They, make_only one roundtrip
per season. Each Bark carries 100 Pauns.

Barks cost $1500. Are purchased froe'the Outsideoby the,Overseaers. They
; cannot be bought on credit, installments,, etc.

ECONOMICS

FUnds. to nurture Pauns, purchase Barks, come from the Outside. A ,basic
fee is provided for each Paun.sent, a bonus msy.be received for each.purple-
Paun nurtured and sent back to the Outside.

OP

Shipmentsof over 700 Pauns will increase the fee by °1O percent.

Overseaers are expected to maintain a management cost rate each season,
;.after expenses, of 20 percent of gross hinds. This management cost goes
to-the Outsiders each Season.

Overseaers, may withhold a portion of the management cost to be used in a
`--'511'iubsequent Season.

FAUN NURTURANCE

Pauns can be raised as either maize or purple. The Overseaers decide the
Auotas of maizes and purple to be nurtured.

Maize Pauns are preferred by Toles and other NOG residents because of their
unique qualities and they form strong attachments to them.

Maize Pauns are intuitive, artistic and creative. They are easier for Toles
to nurture.

Purple Pauns are skilled and competent, assertive and responsible. They
are more difficult for Toles to nurture.

Purple Pauns are preferred by Overseaers and Outsiders. They also form.
,wari relationships to Toles

Toles are essential to nurture Pauns.

o
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The numberiof Toles employed on NOG is mutually decided by Toles and
OVerseaers.

Traditionally purple Pauns are nurtured in Pods of 24 Pauns by one Tole.

'Traditionally maize Pauns are nurtured in Pods of 32 Pauns by one Tole.

Toles decide which Toles will work with maize Pods, which will work with
2

All Pauns must be

A research study has been conducted to determine the optimum Pod size for
purple and maize.

Maz.is an herb that helps nurture maize Pauns.

,Pel is an herb that helps nurture purple Pauns.
0

Both Maz and Pel cannot be raised in the same season. Cross fertiliza-
tion produces a poison for PatIns.

o f;

-Special tutoring complements and enhanCes the quality of"nurturance
available. It costs a blanket fee of $350-for all purple, and $250 for
allInaize; and is mutually negotiable.

Toles receive compensation for raising Pauns. By tradition this rate has
been $200. The rate is mutually negotiable.

0

EOA

Outsiders have passed a law called the Equal Opportunity Act (E00. Each
Paun, regardless of type, must be given an equal opportunity. This includes
rights to nurturance to remain on NOG or return to the Outside, etc.

The EOA is not cler on equal right to be one type or other of Paun. It

does net specifically insist, nor does it deny, that there ought to be
equal numbers'of maize and-purple Pauns nurtured.

The Outsiders expect Overseaers to enforce the EOA, and have issued
guidelines and penalties for violations.

COMMUNICATION/OUTSIDE

All communication to the Outside goes on Barks, on official forms provided
to Overseaers.

All communication to the Toles Organization must be on official forms
provided to the Tole representatives.
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As repreientatives of the Toles Organization (Ts0); you have two broad
objectives, quality nurturance of Pauni and adequate'compensation and

_working conditions for Toles. Specifically, your goals include:

r

-1., Act tin the best intereats2Of the Toles and Pauns ,there
\.

possible ''-\

2. Increase compensation to Toles fat their nurturance

3. Increase the number of Toles to nurture Pauns to more
optimum conditions

4. Support conditions: favorable to the nurturance of Pauns, -
especially the maize variety which you prefer

5. Attempt to influence the quotas of each variety of Pauns
nurtured and returnel to the Outside .

sr

Barks

The number of Pauns, shipped tu NOG depends of -the number of Barks available,

currently five. Barks are vehicles of communication'and conveyance. liaufis

reach the Outside only 'on Barks. Messages to, and from the Outside also must
be conveyed on Barks. Barks make only one trip to the Outside each season,
leaving after the negotiations are concluded and Pauns nurtured, and
returning prior to the negotiations for the nest season. Each Bark can
accommodate a maximum of 100 Pauns.

Funds for NOG

'Funds available for activities on NOG are based on. a feeof $10 received
for each Paun shipped to NOG to be nurtured. Lastseason you also received
a bonus of $2 for each purple Paun nurtured and sent to the Outside.

Note that these fees and bonuses are based on Taxes levied on the Outsiders
by their government with the approVal of two-thirds of the voting Outsiders. -
For the past two years government attempts to increase the fees have been
soundly rejected by the OUtside voters. A government committee is consider-
ing resubmitting the tax measure for this year, but passage is considered
very doubtful as taxes are already high and Outsiders are not happy to see
the coats of nurturance going up.

Compensation for Toles

Toles have averaged about $200 per season in mythical NOG as compensation
for their services. Everyone agrees that their services are essential.
Recently, however, the costs of living have increased and compensation has
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not. The Toles feel that a 10 percent increase is now justified. The cost
of living increase compared.to 5 seasons ago has been over 20 percent.
Last season alone the cost of living rose 8 percent. In general, the Toles
expect you to increase salaries to keep pace with the level of cost of
living increases. If this does not occur each season (with some deviation,
if justifiable), you can expect that the Toles Organization might replace
you (your team) -with others.

Note that the money allocated to Toles for compensation cannot be used by
the Ts0 for other purposes. This money belongs to individual Toles for
their individual disposition-.

-Number of Toles to Nurture Pauns

The total number of Toles used to nurture Pauns is jointly decided by you
and the OVerseaers. However, by tradition the Toles themselves decide how
many of the total, number will work with maize and hOw many with purple Paun.

. _

You have heard that a recent study conducted at a reputable UOttrsity-on
the Outside suggested that the optimum number of Toles to nuriuie Pauns
was far higher than currently believed. You tend not to pay too much atten-
tion to the Outside world, but this matter of POD size has implications for
you. It is possible that the Overseaers might have more information, or
possibly the results of the study itself.

Nurturance of Pauns .

Toles are essential to nurture Pauns. While there are always enough Toles
available to do the nurturance, skilled Toles develop only over time with

experience. Thus each season there are only a few additibnal skilled Toles
,,available to be used. 1-

Pauns represent a very unique and cherished resource to the citizens,of NOG-
Everyone believes that 41 Pauns are entitled to opportunities to be nour-
ished to achieve their full potential. However,'some groups feel'differently,

,
about the two types of Pauns.

The purple Pauns`, although more are now commonly raised, are somewhat newer
to the island, and are not as highly regarded as the more anciea maize
Pauns.' Tfie purple Pauns are more difficult to nurture, and onejTole must
work with a smaller pod in comparison with the maize. After a season of
successful nurturance, purple Pauni)are ready to return' to the Outside as
competent and skilled, assertive and reliable beings. However, roles do
not usually find them as challenging and interesting to nurture as they do
the maize.

The maize Pauns are deeply loved and form deep attachments to the residents
of NOG, especially to Toles. Their unique qualities, (intuitive, artistic?
creative) which require great skill and attention to develop, are highly

valued on NOG. Yet, because of the natural ability and temperament of the
Toles, they find it easier to nurturelmaize Pauns in larger Pods. At the

end of each nurturance season a festival is held in honor of those Pauns

which are especially gifted. Usually the most gifted are maize.

1.13
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It appears that the high opinion of the maize Pauns held by the Toles and
other NOG residents is not shared by others on the Outside. For some

reason the purple Pauns are more highly valued, and the Overseaers appear
to be partial to them as well.

Extra tutoring of Pauhs will also produce greater nurturance, but also
costs retources. A tutoring program for purple Pauns (regardless of
number of Pauns involved) costs $350. A tutoring program for Laize Pauns
(regardless of number of Pauns involved) costs $250. (Thc Program employs
mostly volunteers to_actually_tutorCosts-owertisterials-inecetiary
tacilIEies, administrative, etc.)

`Ma

One other factor, that affects the Pauns Is the nature of the food they
eat. The Outsiders developed two new seeds which their studies indicate
enhance the growth of Pauns. These seeds Maz and Pel, when planted on
NOG produce tiny herbs. The herbs, only if eaten immediately after harvest
aid in the nurturance of Pauns. Our studies indicate that Ma;,is parti.
cularly helpful in developing the unique qualities of the mare Pauns,
while Pel, is less potent and seems to help only the purple PFuns.

One caution. Mau and Pel cannot be _grown anywhere on the island-dbring
the same'growing season as the herbs from the drosspollinated plantt,,

awhile identical in appearance are extremely poisonous. Further tests are
being conducted on the Outside.

Quotas of Pauns to be Nurtured

The Overtdaers are agents for the Outside world, sent toNOGto_assure
an adequate source of the valued Pauns. While they have become established.,
and!accepted'residents of NOG, they are nevertheless outsiders and expect
to return to the Outside, to complete their careers. Traditionally, the
Overseaers have set the numbers of each type of Paun'that is nurtured on
NOG (quotas). The Overseaers traditionally announce the quotas of maize
and purple Pauns to be nurtured prior to the beginning of the season.

' The proportion of maize ani purple varies, but overall in recent years,
more purple have been nurtured. On the Outside approximately 75 percent
of the nurtured Pauns alive today are purple, the rest maize.

The Tbles Organization recently has tried to influence theOverseaers to
give more Pauns the opportunity to be nurtured as maize, but so far it has
not been successful.

FailureNto Nurture Pauns

Failure to nurture any Paun is a grave moral offense and-punishable by
law. -Pauns are-mythical beings comparable, some Outsiders say, to

"immature" humans. The laws of NOG require that every Paun on the island
be nourished during its first season in residence. The penalty for one
found guilty of violating this law may be as seve_ as banishment from
the island.
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You have just learned that the Outsiders have passed a law which goes rnto
effect next season, called the EGA, It requires tha each,Paun, reordless
of tte, must be given equal opportunities. TI,!.3 includes the rights to

otqual nurturance, the right to return to the Outside, and basically equal
treatment in other areas. However, the EOA did not take a clear stand on
whether there ought to be equal numbers of maize and purple_Pauns, or on
whether an equal number of Pauns should be AuTture_cLas_maize_c-__._purple
In response to a political effort under maize Paun leadership, the EOA
only specifically guarantees equal opportunity to both types.

You are expected, by the Outsiders, to comply with the law, but this is
NOG and you have your own thoughts. Next season the Overseaers will
receive guidelines, that they are to follow.

Communication with the Outside

All communication with'the Outside is conducted on official communication
forms in the Overseaer's possession. The Outsiders will not recognize
other types of communication. All communications between NOG and the
Outside is transacted via Bark.

Communication with the Toles Organization

All communication with the Toles Organization is conducted on official
communication forms in your possession. Your organization expects you to
keep them informed of your strategies and to explain deviations from the
position they have taken with regard to compensation, employment:of Toles, .

and in the nurturance of Pauns. You will receive their responseS,to the
decidions you make in the form of written communication at the start of

. each negotiation round.

Failure to Reach Agreement

If at the end-of the negotiations period,. you have not reached agreement
with the Overseaers, four options are possible,

Option A Declare an Impasse.

Option B Allow the current agreement to extend for another
season, exactly as is.. Just fill out the agreement
form that way.

Option C Walk out or strike. the first 10 minutes the fee
for Pauns will drop somewhat, and the Toles will forfeit
per minute elapsed 1 percent of their salary up to 10

o percent for the full 10 minutes.

Option D Continue to negotiate. You will be allowed a period

of 10 minutes. For every minute elapsed, the fee from
the Pauns will drop somewhat and the Toles will lose.
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1 percent of their salary. Thus, if you use up the full
10 minutes to attempt to reach an agreement, the Toles
will forfeit 10 percent of their salary for that season.

With both C and D, if no decision is reached after 10
minutes have passed, the situation is declared an IMPASSE
and automatically arbitrated. lisually_thi.

to the previous agreement, wfth the possibility to
some change in compensation if the economic situation warrants.

Arbitrations will be handled by the trainers.

Role of Game Administrators (Trainers)

1. Scorekeepers: Based on the results of each negotiationsthe_admini-
strators will check the workshieii-olveach'group. Results will bes
shared with each party._ After each round, the trainers will fill
out a NOG DATA:SHEET for the next negotiation. They will attempt to
handle-any other scorekeeping chores as fairly as possible, will
attempt to answer any questions related to scorekeeping as clearly
and factually as possible.

2.T Communicators for Outside World: Only the-Overseaers may use this
channel.. In the role of "Outsiders"'the trainers will respond to
t1)12 results of each round from the perspective of the self-interests
aid goals which the Overseaers, as representatives of the Outsiders
are expected to work for in the negotiations. As "Outsiders" xhe
trainers will be conservative and status quo oriented.

3. Communicators for the Toles Organization: Only the Toles represents:-
tives may use this channel. In the role of the "Toles Organization"
the trainers will respond to the results of,each round from the
perspective of the self-interesti and goals of the Toles Organization

. which the Tolea,representatives are expected to work for in the
negotiations. As the "Toles OrganiFation" the trainers will push
for decisions benefiting_the Toles:

4. Arbitrators: If negotiations break down, the trainea will fill

'this role. As arbitrator,,they will usually accept any partial
agreements reached, and revert to the previous agreement or custom as
a'basis for others. They shall attempt to be as staiUs:quo oriented
as possible consistent with the learning goals.'

Independence of Negotiation Units

For the duration of this exercise, Consider yourselves the only
"representatives" of the Toles or Overseaers on your island of NOG.
Although:there may be up to six negotiations being conducted simultane-
'ously,. each is independent and self-contaified, Interchanges of resources
are out of bounds.
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BARKS

The number of Pauns available to be nurtured depends on the available
Barks.

-Barks transport Pauns to and from Outside. They make only one round-trip
per'season. Each Bark carries 100 Pauns.

ECONOMICS

Funds to nurture Pauns, purchase Barks, come from the Outside. A basic
,fee-is provided for each Paun sent, a bonus may be received for each
purple Paun nurtured and sent back to the Outside..

Outsiders, whom the Overseaers represent, expect them to maintain a .

management cost rate each season, after expenses, of 20 Rercent of-gross---
funds. Thismanagement cost goe3 to the Outsiders each season.

The Toles Organization, whom the Toles represent, expect them to increase
\employment, compensation and nurturance.

PAUN NURTURANdE

a Pauns can be raised as either maize or purple. The Overseaers decide the
quotas of maize and purple to be nurtured.

Maize Pauns are preferred by Toles and other NOG residents because of
their unique qualities and they form strong attachments to them.

Maize pauns are intuitive, artistic and creative. They axe easier for
Toles to nurture.

Purple Pauns are skilled and competent, assertive and responsible: They
art' more difficult for toles co nurture.

Purple Paups are preferred by Overseaers and Outsiders. They also form-
immn.relationships to Toles.

Toles are essential to nurture Pauns.
a

Skilled Toles take time to develop. They are scarce, but a few additional
skilled Toles are,available on NOG each year.'

The number of Toles employed on NOG is mutually decided' by Toles and
Overseaers.
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Traditionally ;purple Pauns are nurtured in Pods of 24 Pauns by one Tole.

T aditionally maize Pauns are nurtured in Pods of 32 Pawns by one Tole.

Tilies decide which Toles will work with maize Pods, which will work with
p,rple Pods.

1 Pauns must be nurtured.

research study has been conducted to determine the optimum Pod size for
urple and maize.

z is an herb that helps nurture maize Pauns.

Pel is an herb that helps nurture purple Pauns.
I .

both Maz and'Pel cannot be raised simultaneously. Cross-fertilization
produces a poison for Pauns.

Special tutoring complements and enhances thequality of nurturance
available. It costs a blanket fee of $350 for all purple, and $250 for
all maize; and is mutually negotiable.

oles receive compensation for raising Pauns. By tradition this rate has

een $200. The rate is mutually negotiable.

ompensation should stay at least equal to cost-of-living increases.

EOA

Outsiders have passed a law called the Equal Opportunity Act
Paun, regardless of type, must be given an equal opportunity.
includes rights to nurturance, to remain on NOG or return to
and so on:

The EOA is not clear on equal rights to be one type or other of Paun. It

does-not specifically insist, nor does it deny, that there ought to be
equal numbers'of maize and purple Pauns nurtured.

(EOA). Each
This

the Outside,

COMMUNICATION

All communication to Outside goes on Barks, on official forms provided
to Overseaers.

All communication to the Toles Organization must be on official forms
provided to the Tole representatives.
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IDENTIFYING NOG SELF-INTERESTS FORM

Consider the role'you are working on and the information you have about
its constraints, needs and issues:

1. What-a e:major goals of this group as you understand them to be?

. 2. What would someone acting with strength and power on these goals be
doing and feeling?
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3. Read'Over the following list and select one or two "value positions"
which most affect your perspective in dealing with conflicts such
as those in NOG.

Status quo--what is, is known, tested, it works
Strong leadership--clear lines of authority; personal
accountability
Control against potential abuses
.Innovation--experimenting and supporting new ideas
Professipnalism--responsibility to ethics or codes of own
group, know more than lay groups
Involvement--community control, lessening hierarchy, decisions
made by those affected; participation
Paternalism-,-taking cart of and, protecting the younger, weaker,
disadvantaged from harm
Rationalism--logic and reason provide best solutions
Earmony--keep things sttooth, calm, Unruffled, unjarred
Materialismacquisition and possession oethe best materials,
equipment, programs, pride in having or offering advantages
Diversity--supporting multiple sets mr outcomes, pluralism'
Individualization--respect for and development of the
uniqueneis of the individual
Self-actualization; personal growth--focus on the, complete
development of each persOnis potential
:Efficiency=a tightehipfrugal-use-orYiirOUrces and
persons; cost-efZective
Respect for authority (law'and order)--obedience '

legitimately constituted authority
Due process-focus on fair and equitable prodesses for the
redress of grievancts'

_Social justice and equity--fair, humane and affirmative
treatment and opportunity for all persons
Other
Other

;

Describe how the value positions you selected influence the potitions
you would take, the goals you would work for, the Compromises you
can't make on one of the issues for the role you are wor'...ing on.

4. What are the major (three or four) self-interests of this role ai
you see them now?

120
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Instructional Supplemen
Page 1 of 2

2."

IT,ECTIONS,,FOR REVIEW OF FORMS AND COACHING SESSION FOR NOG

1. Each trainer will work with one of the role groups at different ends
of the room. Allow groups to relocate if necessary.

(60 min) 2. The purpose of this period is to familiarize participants with the
procedures and forms to be used in the NOG simulation and to relate
these to the self- interests and values built into each of the roles
of Tole and Overseaer.

a. Begin with a review 'of the self-interests of the role. Handout 6
provides one way of organizing some of these. Spend some time
relating the appropriate OVs and Ts0 position on each of the
items in all columns to the self-interests they have described
and identified. Get them to describe what they want to happen,
but MY TO AVOID GETTING LOCKED INTO ONE COURSE OF ACTION, ONE
ALTERNATIVE, ONEABEST WAY. Within the basic framework-of the
,exercise legitimize alternative ways of thinking about, and
approaching the situation. However, discourage attempts to
avoid or get around the built-in conflicts. The purpose of this
workshop is to learn and experiment with ways of dealing with
conflict. Relate questions or misinformation back to basic infor-
mation provided in the briefings. Relate discussion to analogies
in the real world--the power being able to understand and mani-
pulate budgets; the community as "outsiders" in school issues, etc.

b. When they've "got" the idea, and you have covered Handout 6, go
on to Paper 17. Go through each case step by step, relating the
numbers to the themes and self-interes s of their own role group.
After each one letthem take over more of the interpretive work,
locating information, describing what happcned, etc.

c. Next ask participants to fill out forms using the sample informa-
tion on page'5 of Paper 17. Pass out Handouts 7B-7D. Have them
fill the forms out for their role group. Reinforce who fills out
which forms, etc. Pass out Handout 8 to check their work. Answer
questions.

d. Pass out Handout 7A. Explain that this is a fOrm they will receive
at the start of each round. The messages to each group, written
by the trainers, will be different, reflecting the different needs,
values and self-interests of Toles or Overseaers. Emphasize that
the messages are designed to be responsive to what is happening
in each negotiations and to simulate the "real world" of intergroup
conflict.

Pass out Handout 7E. This is a worksheet available in quantity to
help during planning periods and negotiation sessions. Handout 7E
is never turned in to the trainers. The back of Handout 7B has
the "official" worksheet which covers the results of negotiations
in any round.
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Instructional Supplement 7
Page 2 of 2-\

(30 min) 3. Valk through a round of NOG. Review-Newsprints 6 and 7. Explain
that each color gr6up will further divide itself into negotiating
teams of two or three persons. If there are 25-30 participants,
some color groups (red and blue) will form into three teams. Be
sure that any person who will not be present for portions of the
negotiations (there may be someone who could not change a
committee) is a member of a trio.

Chose rne -issue. Take 8 minutes to PLAN. Allf* two 8-minute
NEGOTIATION periods with a one-minute break. Five minutes to fill
out FORMS.

(10 min) 4. Discussion of NOG walk through. Get reports of what happened from
teams. Answer questions, review process. Go over arbitration,
procedure (Paper 18).

-4;
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SOME BASIC THEMES IN NOG NEGOTIATIONS

r

Handout 6
Page 1 of 1

0

°Below we have listed f3ur basic themes in NOG: Compensation and Working
Conditions of- Toles, Control of Ciitical Decisions; Costs and Nun-Ur-ante.
gichrolegroup had self-interests related to all four themes, but those
.self- interests - differ. Dade.: each theme we bive listed some of the major
components of NOG 'as they relate to these four themes. The trainers will
discuss thissvith_you further.

Compensation and
Working Conditions

,

Control Costs Nurturance

Barks Negotiated Jointly. -Bark E0Ar

Compensation .

Compensation Herbs: Maz -Pel Compensation .Herbs: Maz-Pel
Number of Toles

Number of Toles Tutor Pauns Management Pod Size
Employed Cost

Pod Size
OVs Control ,

Number of
Quota

.,

Bark Purchase
Holdover Toles Tutoring

.Quotas Quota
Message to Quotas

Outside .

Tutoring
Ts0 Control

Tole Distribu-
tion

Messages to
Toles

,

,

.

.

Both Ts0 and OVs
,

Affect
Pod Size
Management Cost

r

,
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.SAMPLE CASE STUDIES

Paper 17
Page 1 of 5

T e

Introducti

On the following pages we have provided three case studies to familiarize
you with the NOG form calculations and some idea of the options,available

to you. The trainers will work with you to interpret them.
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NEGOTIATIONS

Handout 71

Page 1 of 2

Penalty Time

AGREEMENT TORN

We hereby agree to the following:

a) The number of Toles to

(List any afiditional conditions.)

nurture Pauns

b) The compensation rata for Toles
shill be

(List any additional conditions.)

c) We agree to conduct

(circle appropriate

Maize Pauns

g ADO

a tutoring program for:

item(s)]

Purple Pauns

ICEED
d) Hero to be used in food for Pam journey to Outside

Mar

Pal )(

a) Other agreements
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Otis COMMICATtOn MIX

avow 280.12644d,
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Curran Rated _y__

&Mout IC

Type at Decision

I Tss0-1 OVe Ief. or Joint ITO Inf. !Oro
TOO VIM iliegociated 'Ova With! 1

Tree Wsio round we wide_
the following decisional

1. Quotas of Pavan to 1 2 7 tiJ 7

the *mils shall hes

limos 2
Purple 37(

2. We v1.11 purchase

larks 1 51.500

2. We will Sold Oros from 1 2

the Mot ""

1 2 V 5
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3 4

Ts0 COMMUNICATION FOSS

Greupes Ts0 CaeW,44;e:

ova _flip'
Current Sound y

1. The pusher of Toles
working with: .

Purple _tie_

-Typo of Decision

aa...4011110.

Handout 70

TO With I Negotiated' OVe With

1201 OVS Iof. or Joint Te0 Inf. 1014

2. Nottaago to this TOlee Organisations

3 4 5

Ole Ova control and sake decision with or without is0 .11;put.
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Iron Ts0.
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Page 1 of 2
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J:licbsin I Round, 2
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-0%4 CASE A)

NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMMT FORM

, We hereby agree to the following:

a) The number of Toles to nurture Pauns e24)

(List any additional conditions.)

b) The compensation rata for Toles
shall be

(List any additional conditions.)

c) We agree to conduct a tutoring program for:

[circle appropriate itam(s)]

Maize Pauns
8 250

Yu Pauns

d) Her to be used in food for Paun journey to Outside

Has

Pal

e) Other agreements

Signed by Ts0
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0Vs COMMUNICATION FORM

Czaupst Ts0 R1%0

aye ,6*44/./

Current Round .4

Pros this round we node

the following decisions:

1. Quotas of ?suns to
the Outside shall be.

Maize Mir

Purple 37i"

2. Ha will purchase

0

Type of Decision*

Handout 7C

Ta0 Wit 'Negtiatewo Wit
I Ta0

I

OVs Int .

h

or

o
Joint

d I
TS° taf

h
1 OVs

1

2 3

0
Barks N $1.500

2. We will Hold Over from 1 2 3

the Net 400

4. Message to Outside:

TO COMMUNICATION FORM

Groups: Ts0 RED

ova &teteit)
Current Round 2-

Me number of Toles
working with:

Maize e
Purple /1_

Type of Decision*

LI*01Ts0 With

OVS Inf.

1

() 5

4 5

O 5

Handout 7D

Negeti:197: With I
or Joint Ts0 Inf. I OVs

2 0 4 5

2. Message to the Toles Organization:

*OVs OVs control and sake decision with or without Ts0 input.OVe With Teo Influence OVe control and make doclolun with Influencenow Tau.
Negotiated or Joint

Decision is jointly node or negotiated. Both control.TsO.Witb OVs Influence TIO control and make declaidn with influencegm oft.
TOO_coutrol sad asks decision with or without OVs Input.
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Round ),

Croups: Ts0 Td541 00

OVs flitPLr

4

Handout 7
Page of 2

Penalty rime

NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENT FORM

We hereby agree to the flowing:

e-a) The number of Toles to nurture Pauns .2 S

(List any additional conditions.)

b) The compensation rate for Toles
shall be

N'aist any additional conditions.)

$ a - A r 1).4rdad

cl.Ve agree to conduct a ring program for:

(circle appropriate items)j

Maize Pauns Purple Palms

250 @ 350

d) Herb to be used in fob' for Paun Journey to Outside

,Maz

Pei

e) Other agreements

Signed by TO
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Handout 70

2.0 COMUNICATION POLY

tOveupsr Ts0 Ye/40t4A

Ots 9.044
0/Mot Sound y

1. The somber of Toles
working with:

melso

Purple 17

Type of Decision.

To0 With I Negotiated I OVa With

Ts0 I OTS Tut.

I

or Solar TOO tot. OVs

2. Message to the Tolu Organisation:

3 4 5

0Va Ws control and make decision with or without Ta0 input.

OVe With Tso Influance OVs control and make decision with influence

from TaO.
Negotiated or Joint Decision is joint). sada or negotiated. loch Central..
Tel With OVe influence Ts0 control and sake decision with influence

from OVs.

Ts0 Ts0 control and rake decision with or without OVa input.
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SAMPLE EXERCISE, (To he explained by trainers.)

Round 2
Quotas Round 1 400 P 100 M

Barks = 6
Holdover of $600

Agreement: 22 Toles hired
220 Compensation
Tutor Maize
Herbs Pel

Overseaers Decide: Quotas 450 P 150 M

1 Bark
Holdover $100

Toles Decide: 5 toles to Maize, 17 to Purple

r

137
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(To be filled out by Trainers prior to each session.)

NOG SUMMARY FORM

Summary of Round for use in Round

Groups: Ts0

ovs

At beginning of Round : Bonus for Purple Pauna Received X2

Number of Barks at Beginning of Round

X 100

Number of Pauns X 10 (Fee) Incoming Funds +

Number of
Toles Used

Barks. Available

Q*.otas

Gross Income

Last Season's Hold Over +

Working Funds

X Compensation I U Tole Costs

Number of New Barks X 1,500 Bark Cost +

Tutors (circle) 250 M + 350 P Tutor Costs +

Working Funds Total Costs Net

I JM
Toles Distributed M

Pod Size

Herbs: Mar

Holdover

(Management Cost Sent Outside) Balance

Management Cost Rar.o: Bal. t Gross Income

Cost of Living: Past Round

Message fron:

I 1

Pal

Outsiders

p Set By:

P Set By:

Other Control Changes:

Current Round

138

Toles Organization

Handout 7A',

LEAVE COLUMN BLANK

Agreement Y N S A

Penalty Min.

P
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Round

Groups: Ts0

OVs

Handout 7B

Page 1 of 2

Penalty Time

NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENT FORM

We hereby agree to the following:

a) The number of Toles to nurture Pauns

(List any additional conditions.)

b) The compensation rate for Toles'
shall be

(List any additional conditions.)

c) We agree to Conduct a tutoring program for:

[circle' appropriate item(s)]

Maize Pauns
-@ 250

Purple Pains

@ 350

d) Herb to be used in food for Paun jclurney to Outside

Maz

Pel

e) Other agreements

'139

Signed by Ts0

OVs
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NOG DATA SHEET

Groups: Ts0

OVs

Current Round:

`Previous Round

Purple Pauns Shipped Previous Season

Current Round Bonus for Purple Pauns Shipped

Total Barks at Start of Round

X 100

Number of nuns X 10 (Fee) Incoming Funds +

Number of X Compensation Tole Costs
Toles Used

Gross Income

Last Season's Hold Over +

111111111111111

1F-11

Working Funds

Quotas

120

u Number of New Barks X Bark Cost + I

Tutors (circle) 250 H + 350 P Tutor Costs +

Total Costs

Working Funds Total Costs -Het

Holdover

(Management Costs Sent Outside) Balance

Overhead Ratio: Bal. + Gross Income

P

1 4 0

Signed by
OVs

Handout 73
Pate 2 of 2 --

Leave Column Elmira

Penalty Min.

P
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'Groups: Ts0

OVs

CurrentoRound

Handout 7C

OVs COMMUNICATION FORM

Type of Decision*

Ts0 With Negotiated OVs With
Ts0 '0Vs Inf. or Joint I Ts0 Inf. I OVs

From this round we made
the following decisions:

1. Quotas of Pauns to,
the Outsideshall be:

1 2 3 4 5

Maize

Purple

2. We will purchase 1 2 3 4 5

Barks @ $1,500

2. We will HoldOver from

the Net

1 2 3 4 5

4. Message to Outside:

*OVs = OVs control and make decision with or without Ts0 input.
OVs With Ts0 Influence = OVs control and make decision with influence

from Ts0.
Negotiated or Joint = Decision is jointly made or negotiated. Both control:

Ts0 With-Ms-ItirdetiEd-=-TiOCOntrol and make decisicn with influence

from_OVs.
Ts0 = Ts0 control and make decision with or without OVs input.

141 121



Groups: Ts0

.OVs

Current Round

1. The number of Toles
working with;

Maize

Purple

Handout 7D

Ts0 COMMUNICATION FORM

Type b4-Decision*

'Ts0 With Negotiated OVs With
Ts0' OVS, Inf. or Joint Ts0 Inf. 10Vs

1 2

2. Message to the Toles Organization:

4 C

*OVs = OVs control and make decision with ^r without Ts0 input.
OVs With Tso Influence = OVs control and make decision with influence

from Ts0.
Negotiated or Joint = Decision is jointly made or negotiatel. Both control.
Ts0 With OVs Influence = Ts0 control and make decision with influence

from OVs.
Ts0 = Ts0 control and make decision with or without OVs input.
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3

Current Round:

NOG WORKSHEET

Previous Round

Purple Fauns Shipped Previous Season

ele

'Current Round Bonus for Purple Pauns Shipped

Total Barks

X 100
-

Number,of Fauns X 10 (Fee) Incoming Funds +

at Start of Round

Number of
Toles Used

Quotas

Gross Income

Last Seasca's Hold Over +

X Compensation

Number of New Barks X

4'

Handout 7E

X2

Working Funds

Tole Costs

Bark Cost +

Tutors (circle) 25G M + 350 P Tutor Costs +

Total Costs

Working Funds Total Costs 'Net

Holdover

(Management COsts Sent Outside) Balance

Overhead Ratio: Bal. $ Gross Income

143

OD

111111111111111111111
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ARBITRATION RESULTS FORM

Groups: Ts0

. OVs

Round:

--.
Issues in which both parties were substantial agreement:

,),

Issues in dispute were:

Arbitrator's decision(s) and rationale:

Handout 7F.

123a
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ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

Paper 18
Page 1 of 1

1. Each team has 5 minutes to prepare their position. This position

should indicate the areas of agreement with the other side,' and areas

k of disagreement including final offer or current position.

2. Each team will have three minutes to present its position

to the arbitrator.

3. Only the arbitrator may ask questions or comment to the team.

4. Following the presentations, each team will have one minute

co add or clarify their position or rebut issues raised by

the other side.

5. Order of presentation: A coin will be flipped. The group

winning the coin toss can decide whether ii presents first

or second.

The order of rebuttals is the reverse of the order of

presentation

Summary:

5 minutes - each side prepares its position

3 minutes - for each presentation

1 minute - for each rebuttal
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WHERE AM I NOW

Of all the day's experiences, I go the most out of...

i It was hardest for me to...

I was surprised...

What I found out about myself that stands out for me right now...

When you have finisehd, find a-pdrtner to share your writing and

feelings about the day's events with.

128
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THIRD DAY MORNING _SESSION

line Activity Objective Materials Instructions to Participants Notes'

'

1. Agenda NB 1. Review agenda

140 2. NOG Round 1
(40) Planning

Practice NPS process,
apply concepts in action

P19 Planning Guide,
Round 1

2. a. Refer to N6 to remind them who

negotiates with whom and restate
(40) Negotiation
(10) Break
(40) Negotioclon and

completing forms,
(10) Arbitration, if

H7A-E NOG Forms , ground rules 6 procedures (time
allowed, break, use of caucus,
etc.).

b. Tell them to use P19 in
planning.

needed .
.

.-...

c. Hand out H7A-E with H7A filled
in.

d. Give time schedule, N7.
e. Keep time.

f. Do arbitration as needed.

20 3. Review Round 1 Individual review of \W-9 Round 1 Review 3. Have participants couple W-9
Questions events and process \ Questions (3 pages).

Part I/Part II

50 4. Diagnosing conflict
(15) Read Paper 20
(10) Diagnosing conflict

Diagnose power, resources,
policies and procedures,
and meaning in conflict

P20 Diagnosing
Conflict

P21. Diagnosing

4. Read Paper 20 and complete Paper
21. When finished, share and
continuo diagnostic work in your

activity Paper 21 situations Conflict Activity team as directed on Paper 21.

41-
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20

50

Nog Round 1 P19

Review Questions .14-9

'Diagnosing Conflict P20
P21
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Paper 19
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,ROUND I PLANNING GUIDE

During the next 40 minutes you have an opportunity to prepare for the

coming negotiations. If you feel a little overwhelmed by the complexity
of your task, it may help to realize that you needet behave as an
e.cpert negotiator the first time. Use this round to test the waters

and familiarize yourself with the issues.

We have outlined some activities to help you use the work you have
already done in the negotiation round. Try them out and see if they
help you get your positions and strategies clear.

-1. Make a quick list of the major issues you want to deal with this
round and summarize your position on each issue.
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2. Take a blank NOG worksheet (Handout 7E, yellow). Using your list,

what would the figures on here look like if you got everything you
wanted. Don't worry about the other side right now. Just put it
down the way you'd like it to come out to meet your own self-interests

only.

3. Now go babk to your list of issues. What are your opponents- -the
Other team--most likely to want? Take another blank NOG worksheet
(Handout 7E) and fill out the figures the way you think the other
team would most want them to come out like.

4. Take a look at the differences in the two forms. Where do you have
control right now to get what you want? Where do they have control?
Where are you going to have to get them to make concessions? What

concessions are you willing to make? How will those concessions
affect your side in the long run?

5. Given your present understanding of NOG, what's going on in NOG?
At what point would you go to arbitration, settle for the status
quo, or see a strike rather than agree to something less than
satisfactory?

154
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Paper W-9

Page 1 of 3

ROUND 1 REVIEW QUESTIONS

Part I

The rules and the parameters of the NOG simulatit.m are the source of
some of the conditions you have to cope with in your negotiations.
Here, as anywhere else, there are at least four ways to think About
conditions that are essentially out of your control. Stated in the
extreme, these limits (whether here in this workshop or in the classroom,
organization, etc.) can be seen as:

a.) Arbitrary unreasonable infringements on personal action

b.) Rules and expectations accepted, as "right"

c.) Obstacles to your goals that can be ignored, subverted,
neutralized

d.) Constraints to experiement within and learn from

Try to describe your behavicr and feelings during this round in terms
of some combination of these four perspectives.

133
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Round 1

Part II

This section is intended to provide questions which will help you
organize and sort out the experiences and begin to build connections
between the events, your reactions, and the workshop concepts.

First: Choose the decision that was most difficult to reach or that
you failed to reach, leaving it at the status quo or going to arbitration.

a. What did your team want?

b. What did the other team want?

c. What made it difficult to reach a settlement both sides could
live with for this round?

d. How did the attitudes and feelings you and the others had about
the simulation limits help or hinder your getting to a

satisfactory settlement?

134
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2. In your opinion, are both the teams working toward me best
solution for all?

Yes; what is it and how will it (or would it) meet both team's
self-interests? What won't it satisfy?
No; what are the key conflicting self-interests or values that
indicate there are a number of different satisfying "solutions"
possible.

3. What indications do you have that the other team, is .trying to take
care of your interests for you? How are you trying to take care of
theirs for them? Why is this happening (or not happening) and how
dos it feel to you?

4. How were your resources used in your team to get the job done? What
would you like to see done differently next round to use more of
each member's resources?

5. Forgetting about the substantive issues for a moment, what did your
dislike most about the negotiating process? What are you willing to
Zo-t6 feel more satisfied next time?

When you have finished, take a few minutes to share your answers with
your team.

135
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DIAGNOSING CONFLICT

Earlier we spent time becoming more aware of our own attitudes, feelings
and styles associated with conflict. Understanding what we bring to
situations which involve conflict is one part of being able to diagnose
conflict, since what we bring affects and screens what we perceive.
Equally relevant is understanding various elements affecting the context
in which the conflict occurs. This paper preSents concepts that facili-
tate diagnosing and understanding conflict as a general phenomenon in
organizat4ons and groups.

Organizational Context

In any organization regardless of size, four elements describe the system:
power, resources, policies and practices, and meaning. While these four
can contribute to conflict or represent what the conflict surrounds, they
also serve as the organizing concepts for analyzing a conflict situation.
In other words, they provide the context in which conflict plays out.

Power. In the previous paper on power, we defined power as "the ability
to accomplish individual and/or group goals within an organizational

context over time." Usually this translates into the decision making
structure or the authority Structure in an organization, where certain
roles are ass':ned or encompass the authority to make certain deci'slions.

Two distinctions are important with this definition of power. The first
is the distinction between power and influence which was discussed
previously. As a reminder, influence or personal power invol.ves con-
vincing another of your positior or point of view and genera ', occurs
within a one-to-one context; whereas power or organizational power is
tied to the organizational context generally in the form of roles and
is not dependent on the particular individual who wields the powers.

Second, the style of using power is different from having power. An
administrator may have "selection of new teachers" as one of her/his
role responsibilities, thus the person occupying this role has the power
to decide which teachers are hired. The fact that the person seeks
advice from others, does not share information about the process, acts
in an authoritarian way, or selects only a certain type of teacher does
not change the fact that this role has the power to make the decision,
but only represents different styles of using the power.

In terms of diagnosing conflict, power often serves as the backdrop or
fabric on which conflicts play out--it represents the boundaries or
limits within which the conflict occurs. At other times, power or
particular boundaries or limits, represent what the conflict is about.

136
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The following questions provide a handle for assessing power in a
particular situation.

Who has the power to formulate/acquire/obtain, distribute/
allocate/disseminate, and enforce/manage/control:

1. The polici's and procedures which individuals are expected
to follow 4

2. The financial resources of the organization

3. The responsibilities and authority attached to different
roles in the Organization A

4. The outputs of the organization (services, goods, etc:)

S. The physical resources (land, buildings, equipment,
materials, supplies)

6. The people who make up the organization (recruiting,;
hiring, evaluating, promoting, firing)

7 Any ether facets which are distributed differentially in
the organization

Resources. Resources represent the material goods like equipment, and
money or valued aspects like status that can be distributed among people,
The issue of "who distributes" represents power, the "what is distributed"
represents resources. Generally, certain resources are housed within
certain roles or role groups. For exampledifferent administrative roles
have different budgets with thich to accomplish their tasks. Or teachers

have a certain professional status attached to being a teacher,

Conflicts often occur around questions of "how much" of a parAcular
resource is allocked to which role or role group, This is particularly

. true when a scarcity of that resource occurs. Recently, many conflicts
are arising over how much money is allocated in a tight budget to meet

whose needs.

Various resources which may be distr-Louted within an organization are
listed below. The questions which often underlies this list is "Who
receives these resources?" and "How much do they receive?"

1. Positions of power, or responsibility

2. Rewards of the system (salary, promotion, training,
special benefit)

3. Punishments of the system (disciplinary actions,
termination, docked Lime)

!3*
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4. Money, time or space

5. Outputs of the organization (services, goods, etc.)

6. Material resources (supplies, equipment, materials,
buildings)

Policies and Practices. Institutional policies and practices are the
mechanisms that structure and regulate how task's get performed. Policies
often represent the written procedures* bylaws or policy manuals, while
practices are theginformal and usually unwritten "rules" which individuals
are expected to follow. Some of these policies and practices apply to
everyone,in the organization while others may apply only to certain toles
or role groups. Whereas the underlying question in power is "who has"
and in resources "what is," the underlying question in policies and
practices is "HOW are the tasks structured and regulated?".

Many conflicts in organizations resolve around the way tpihgs art done.
Examples of conflicts in areas involving policies and practices are: till

criteria for selection and evaluation of teachers or administrators,
majority vote o- consensus decision making in a meeting, how discipline
gets applied, how power is used, how resources are allocated; and so forth.
Of particular importance for this workshop are the policies and practices
which govern or affect "how conflicts are resolved." There may be grievance
procedures, and as well informal ptactices, about certain conflicts being
handled on a one-to-one basis, others to be ignored or denied, and others
to be taken to a Particular group in the organization. Thus, policies ,
and practices not only affect "what the conflict is about" but often
"what is the appropriate means for resolving it?"

As a summary, some areas which represent policy and practice issues are
listed below..

1. Criteria for selection, evaluation, promotion or termination
(i.e., membership in the organization)

2. Selection of textbooks

3. HoW resources are allocated

4. Educational divLeions among students (traeclog, spacial
educativn)

5. How decisions are made

u. How is dissent handled

7. How power is used or organized

8. How conflict is handled

, t 160 4)
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Meaning. By meaning, we refer to the set of values, meanings, purposes
or assumptions pervading the culture of the organization that people draw
on to make sense out of their experience. The underlying question is
"Why?' and this question is informed by the values, purposes, or meaning
of the action or situation in the organization.

Some of these values and operating assumptions are taken for granted
(unquestioned) or operate almost in a subconscious way while others are
chosen and intentional. For example, the assumption that education is
"good"`is generally taken for granted whereas different values inform
what goes into making education good or bad, thus leading to different
positions on what a particular school should do. Or, there may be a
shared asL=mption in the organization about the appropriate way to dis-
cuss a conflict such as "only in a logical and unemotional way." When
an individual raises her/his voice, the assumption prescribes the meaning
attached to the individual--usually a label that has negative connotations
in the system.

Often it is the Culture of the organization that informs many of the con-
flicts that this workshop addresses. Differences in the meaning and
purposes affect and interpret each of the other areas discussed--power,
resources, policies and practices. These differences not only affect the
content of the conflict, but often the style and behavior for dealing
with it as well.'

Diagnosing Conflict,.

In diagnosing any conflict situation, it is important to account for the
organizational context-in terms of: who has the power, what resources
are involved that affect the conflict, what policies and practices affect
the conflict, and what are the values, meanings and assumptions which
define what the conflict is about? While the conflict may focus on any
one or more of the elements, such "whether teachers:or administrators

. should hire new teachers," the diagnosis still needs to account for each
of the elements.

As an example of how diagnosing conflict facilitates the selection of the
appropriate approach to conflict--collaborative, negotiat:Lve and win-lose,
we will use a situation which might have happened in your Nog neogitations.
The Toles want to increase the number of Toles hired from 20 to 22 and
raise the compensation to $220, whereas the Overseaers want to keep the
compensation and toles hired at, a similar level to that of the preceding
round ($203 for 20 Toles) so that they can increase their holdover. The
conflict surround the number of Toles to be hired and the level of their
compensation.

Power is the first element to diagnose in this example. This involves4the
question of "who"?. The power of both groups, the Overseaers and Toles,
needs to be analyzed. While the Overseaers control (decide) the amount of
holdover for each round, holdover is related to other factors such as
the amount of compensation paid for the number of Toles hired and the
amounc of funds available. Similarly, the Toles control how the Toles
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hired are distributed to maize or purple pauns, but the number which can

be distributed is not decided by them alone. In terms of the conflict
around compensation and number of Toles neither the Overseaers nor the
Toles have control. They both must agree on the decision. Or stated

another way, each side can prevent the other side from achieving its
goals since neither group can attain its goals unilaterally.

Other forms of power available in this conflict depend on the dynamics
of the situation. For example, the Toles may threaten a strike (with
holding services) unless they get the increases they desire, or they
may indicate that they will favor the Maize pauns completely in the
distribution unless the increases are what they desire (possibly setting
the stage for creating a tradeoff if the Toles are willing to relinquish
some of their control over distribution, or if they are willing to give
up some of the control the threat could represent punishment).

Similarly, the Overseaers might provide or withhold "information" on
the EOA as a basis for keeping\the number of Toles low or they might
attempt to "define the situation" such that the selfinterests of the
Overseaers are seen as helpful to the Toles in the long run ("unless we
have a big holdover now, then you will not get any increases in the
future because there won't be enough funds"). Each of these strategies
by the Toles or the Overseaers attempts to secure more power for one's
own side.

In diagnosing the resources which each group has access to, the implied
question of "what"? needs to be answered. Each group has some resources
of power if they choose to use them. In addition, the Overseaers control
a portion of she funds available by determining the quotas of purple
pauns. This extra or additional money serves as a resource the Over
seaers can use to affect the conflict over compensation. The Toles have
the resource of "deternining the output of the system" i.e., raising
the pauns, which they can use to favor one type of paun over the other.

Policies and practices involve the underlying question of "how are the
tasks regulated and structured"? In this conflict, policies and practices
includes the procedures by which the decision on compensation and
number of Toles hired gets made. Some of these procedures are built
into the simulation- -the decision must be agreed on by buth parties, the
time allowed for making the decision is limited, arbitration is used in
circumstances where agreement has not been reached. Other policies
and procedures arise from the parties themselves: the criteria
considered legitimate for determining compensation and the dumber-of
Toles to be hired; the amount of politeness and "being nice" used in
discussion of the differences; the tolerance for conflict and differences
in positions; which members of each side really determine when agreement
is reached, which side or members of a side do the calculations and
which doing the "talking or discussing"; and to what extent previous
agreements are considered as the framework for the current decision.
Each of these policies and procedures set certain boundaries for the
process of the decision and the conflict itself.
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The meaning of the conflict involves the values, assumptions and meanings.
affected by the situation. For the Toles increased compensation may
involve financial security, decent livelihood, or retribution for previous
unfair wages given the rise in cost of living. Hirihg more Toles may
signify the value of nurturance of the Fauns, being good supportive Toles
with the Pauns, allowing for smaller pod size, or decreasing unemployment
of their own--the Toles. Similarly, dis4 Dements by the Overseaers on
these issues may lead to categorizations ol the Overseaers as money
hungry, concerned only with quantity not quality, and slave-drivers.

For the Overseaers decreased compensation may represent controlling
costs, managing in an efficient.and sound manner, availability of funds
for future purchase of a bark, or avoiding welfare systems; while keeping
the number of Toles hired at a minimum may signify values of frugality,
keeping the Toles productive and working, facilitating fiscal responsibility
and maintenance of a sound system. Disagreements by the Toles on these
conflicts may demonstrate to the Overseaers that the Toles are money
hungry, exploiting the Pauns for their own benefit, irresponsible
regarding finances, or unrealistic about the resources of the Outside.

With this diagnosis of the four elements, one can begin to interpret
the diagnosis as to which of the three approaches might be appropriate
or relevant to use. Table 3 in Paper 7, "Three Approaches to Conflict,"
will be used for this discussion.

Basis of Conflict

While both the Overseaers and Toles have different positions on the
conflict, it is certainly true that more information will not solve
the differences. The basis of the conflict over compensation and number
of Toles hired is not due to misunderstanding--each knows the position
of the other, thus attempts at collaboration will not resolve the conflict.
While the orientation of one side being right and the other being wrong
may be appealing to some in this situation, it is not the basis of the
conflict.. Both sides can win something and thus it is not really a
win-lose situation.

The differences in this conflict involve legitimate but diverse self-
interests, needs or values. The Toles have clear self-interests toward
increasing their compensation and the number of toles hired while the
Overseaers self-Interests argue fir decreasing compensation and keeping
the number of Toles hired at a minimum. These differences in position
based on clear differences in the self-interests of the Toles and of
the Overseaers indicate that the basis of the conflict represents a
negotiative approach.

Nature of Outcomes

A compensation rate and an exact number of Toles hired must be specified
at the end of negotiations (or arbitration). The issue for Nature of
Outcomes is-whether this rate can represent a "best way," only one winner,
or a pluralistic outcome where each side benefits same. A collaborative

141
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approach would indicate that a creative joint outcome is possible which
would be best for both the Toles and Overseaers. While some individuals
may like to view their position as "best for everyone," the nature of
this conflict indicates that no creative best solution will meet the
self-interests of both sides equally--one cannot have a $203 and $220
compensation at the same time, nor can 20 and 22 Toles be hired at the
same time. Thus collaboration is not possible with this conflict.

A win-lose solution is possible, but only if one side agrees to give up
their self-interests entirely or if one side essentially switches to the
other's self-interests intenr4onally or unintentially. Since it is very
unlikely that compensation and number of Toles hired would reduce to zero,
this conflict does not represent an either/or solution (either we have
compensation or we don't).

Again this conflict lends itself to a negotiative approach since the
solution or outcome will most likely meet some interests of the Toles
and some of the Overseaers. It is pluralistic to the extent that agree-
ment will range somewhere between the highest and lowest preferences of
each side.

Power

Since each side must agree to the decision and thus can prevent the other
side from attaining its prcrerences in compensation and hiring of Toles,
this distribution of power clearly argues for a negotiative approach.
Only if one side could unilaterally decide in its favor (such as where
the Toles control the distribution of Toles to form pod sizes) would
this lend itself to a win-lose approach. Although other forms of power
may be used to strengthen one's position in the decision, this still is
not win-lose but rather an attempt to create more leverage in the
negotiations. Similarly, this conflict does not represent collaboration.
Power in this situation arises from who is included in the decision, not
in the knowledge or expertise of those deciding.

Aspect of Social Environment Which Supports Each Approach

The roles of Overseaers and Toles in this conflict are clearly inter-
dependent--they each affect what the other can do. Thus a win-lose
approach which reflects hierarchically organized role groups becomes
irrelevant. The key issue here is whether these roles are organized
to achieve consensually supported goals or have incompatible self-interests
and available alternatives to satisfy the legitimate diverse needs.
While some individuals may attempt to create and get agreement on some
overriding goals; given the nature and basis of this conflict, those
"overriding" goals most likely serve one group's self-interests fa- more
than the other's self-interests. And even when there appears to be
goals toward which both the Overseaers and Toles agree to work, they
often serve other purposes such as avoiding the conflict rather than
providi,, a basis for deciding the actual compensation rate or number
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of Toles to be hired. ThuJ-again, the social environment suggests that

a negotiative approach be utilized.

As can be seen with this conflict, a negotiative approach is most suitable.
But other factors in the situation may tend to move the conflict into a
win-lose or collaborative approach instead. These other factors include:

one's comfort with conflict, the policies and practices which support or
hinder negotiation, the resources available to each side for use in foster-
ing negotiation rather than win-lose or collaboration, and the meaning
of the conflict to each party.

The diagnosis of the conflict in terms,of power, resources, policies and
practices, and meaning serves several purposes. Initially it provides

the framework for deciding which approach is most apprbpriate to the

conflict. In this situation', one of negotiation. Second, knowledge of

tne power, resources, policies and practices, and meaning of the conflict
take one through part of the steps in the negotiative problem solving
process, particularly Step One: Identifying the Conflicts, part of Step

Two: Diagnosis, and the basis for Step Three: Preparation and Mobilization.

Third, the same four elements can be used to diagnose the other side's
situation and position, such that a dynamic picture of the conflict is

available. This rounds out Step Two: Diagnosis of the NPS process and

provides_a sound basis for Step Three: Preparation and Mobilization.

Of course, this diagnosis using the four elements would continually be
refined and modified as more information on the other party becomes

available.

Some Common Traps in Diagnosing Conflict

Often in attempting to diagnose conflict, we fall into a variety of

assumptions which determine what we perceive. The assumptions serve many
personal and organizational needs ranging from avoiding what appears to
be negative associations with conflict to maintaining what appears on the

surface to be "harmony." While each assumption may be useful in different
situations, it becomes a trap when used as a window through which every

situation is viewed. Several common assumptions which can become traps

are discussed below.

Everything is influence or personal power is a trap when all or most all
situations which involve organizational power are viewed as personal power

or influence. Examples of statements indicating this trap are: "Mr. X.

is my friend so I can get him to let us off/change the decision/decide

in our favor"; I know Y, and since she/he is a "good soul," I know she/he

will side with us against her/his supervisor"; "Because John is so popular,

he has power." Each of these statements makes the assumption that the
personal characteristics of the individual represents organizational power.

"The best way" trap makes the assumption that one best way exists as

the resolution to the conflict. In other words, if we just keep working

long enough, a best way or perfect solution will emerge. This trap ignores
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particularly value and self-interest conflicts where the best way is
defined by each party's own values and thus is different erom the other
party's best way. Long searches for the "one" best way are likely to

be frustrating and fruitless.

A variation of the best way trap is the ideal way trap. In this trap,
the assumption of-an ideal outc,me or order to things provides the
direction toward which the solution should aim. While it is generally
recognized that the "ideal" will not be realized--thereby different from
the best way tiap, which is assumed to be possible; the ideal often
assumes that no conflict would be present if the ideal were readied.
Thus, any solutions which move toward the ideal tend to focus on the
elimination or denial of conflict. In this way, the ideal way and the

best way traps represent a similar intention.

Let's find our similarities represents a general orientation that focuses
on and searches diligently for any similarities that might exist between
the parties. The trap inherent is that the differences that are present
get ignored, denied or pushed out-:of-sight, out-of-mind. This Orien-
tation is not a trap when parties identify both their Similarities and
their differences; 'Jut is a trap only when the similarities are used to
exclude the differences involved.

Another trap occurs when One assumes that the differences result from
the other party being unreasonable, belligerent, misinformed, militant,
rigid and so fdtth. This blame the other trap implies that the conflict

would disappear if the "other"'weren't sich a problem. In other words,

the conflict and the differences involved are not only illegitimate and
nct to be accepted or respected, but also a product of a flaw in the
other's character or psychological makeup.

The reverse of the blame the other trap is the blame myself trap. With

this trap, any differences that "appear" to be present must be because
"I am confused, misinformed, rude, and so forth." This'approach functions

as a trap when it is used to explain any, and often all, differences away
or to eliminate the possibility of any conflict. Similar to the blame
the other trap, it makes the assumption that the conflict is located in
the psychological makeup of the individual rather than in the roles,

values or self-interests in the situation.

All of these traps function to maintain a certain view of conflict
situations. The common themes in this view are:

1. Differences are bad

2. People can't have legitimate values and self-interests
that are different
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3. Conflicts should be avoided by whatever means works

Please turn to the Diagnosing Conflict Activity on the, next page and
privately complete page 1.
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After you have finished diagnosing the conflict you selected, meet with
your negotiating team -.o share your work. Attempt to add to the
diagnosis of each conflict as this will be helpful to future rounds of
NOG.

When you finish discussing each conflict and its diagnosis refer to
Table 3 from Paper 7, "Three Approaches to Conflict." Using the
diagnosis of each conflict, assess which approach--collaborative,
negotiative or win-lose--fits each conflict most appropriately.

16S
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THIRD DAY AFTERNOON SESSION

Time

50

140

,20

169

Activity

1. Agenda

2. Read Paper 22 Assertive-
ness. Complete activity

at end of paper, write
responses, discuss in
trio.

3. NOG Round II
(40) Plan

(40) Negotiate
(10) Break

(40) Negotiate
i Complete forms

(40) Arbitration as
needed

4. Review questions
W-10, Round 2

Objective Materials Instructions to Participants Notes

Differentiation of non-
assertiveness, assertiveness
and aggression, Ways of
presenting self-interests.

Continue NPS practice

Individual review of
events and process

N8 Agenda '

P22 Assertiveness

P23 Planning Guide,
Round II

H7A-E

H9 Memorandum to
Overseaers from
Outsiders

1110 Comoliance Guide-

lines for EOA

W-10 Round II Review
Questions

1. Review agenda

2. Read P22
Follow instructions at end
of paper
a. Write respones to

situation'
, b. Meet with team as

directed to work on
responses

3. Tell thtm to use P23 in theii,

planning and
a. Give time schedule for

round, hand out OA
filled out

b. Distribute H9
c. Keep time

d. Do arbitration as needed

4. Complete W-10
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ASSERTIVENESS

People have different connotations to being aggressive'or nonaggressive.
Some people consider aggressivenesi as bad; and many times when agres
siveness,hurts others, it can be negative. On the other hand, being
aggressive is viewed by some people as standing up for your rights and
thus is positive. But aggressiveness and nonaggressiveness are not the
only choice; one can also act assertively. Before reading further reflect
on the behaviors of those in your NOG negotiations. How would you
characterize the behavior of those on your team and those on the other
team in terms of aggressive, assertive, or nonassertive? How would you
describe your own behavior in NOG so far? As you finish reading this
paper, reconsider th behaviors you have identified to see whether they
still represent the types of categorizations you gave them.

The key issue in differentiating among aggressive, assertive and non
assertive behaviors in a situation is the interpersonal rights of the
people involved, including your own. The type of interpersonal rights
that you can allow to be violated or stand up for are basic human ones
like the right to refuse a request without feeling guilty, put down or
unliked; the right to make choices about how you use your time or what
you will commit yourself to; the right to defend yourself when unfairly
attacked; or the right to tell someone else what your needs and wants
are. .These rights are involved in most everyday occurrences with family,
friends, sales and service people, and colleagues.

These interpersonal rights are different from "rights" in the Constitution,
Declaration of Independence or legal system. While they may at times
include legal rights, interpersonal rights, in general, could not be taken

to court. Instead, they have to do with interpersonal relationships where
guilt inducement, intimidation and taking advantage of another are the
issues.

Aggressive, assertive and nonassertive behaviors generally represent ways
of responding to an interpersonal situation, but they also caa represent
how one might initiate or introduce an issue. The distinctions among

them are explained below.

Nonassertive behavior allows your rights to be violated. It can occur in

two ways: (1) you can,violate your own rights by ignoring or denying the
rights you have in the situation, thus you do it to yourself; and (2) you
permit others to infringe on yofilr rights. Most of us use these responses
to alleviate or avoid unpleasant situations and conflicts. Often we pay

the price of having our feelings hurt, feeling resentful, feeling less
worthy or less powerful than others in the situation or suffering from
`physical symptoms of tension like headaches.

When we act nonassertively, we often do so because we believe that in that
situation we do not have a right to our feelings, beliefs, opinions and

needs. In other words, we believe that others' opinions, needs, wants or

1.50
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demanes are more important and more appropriate than our own, or that
those with power, expertise, position, educatiOn or on whom we are
emotionally dependent, really know what is best for us.

Assertive behavior's are those in which you stand up for'your rights i,L
such a way that the rights of the other person(s) are ' violated or

infringed upon. Assertive behavior is direct, honest al,- an appropriate

expression of your feelings, -wants anc beliefs. As assertive behaviors

develop, empathy, which demonstrates consideration but not deference
toward the other(s), is apparent. Thus, the person using assertiveness
would respond to another's request in a way that would show understanding
of that person's feelings or rights, yet would maintain, her/his own rights.

Aggressive behavior allows you to protect your rights, but violates the
other person(s) rights. Sometimes the purpose, and almost always the
effect, of his behavior is to dominate, humiliate, hurt or "put the other
person down." We often respond aggressively when we believe the other

ri person does not have the right to her/his opinions, beliefs, needs or
wants in that situation.,

,
These three choices become ,very important in conflict situations and
negotiative problem solving because they provide different ways to repre-

Nisent your self-interests. Self-interests are being expressed continually
by every person as wants, desires, values and rights. How we express
these self-interests affects not only ourselves but the others in the

/

si uation as well. If we act nonassertively, our self-interests aren't

me because we didn't express them. If we act aggessively, our self-
interests may not be met because of the reaction pfoduced in the others.
Assertive behavior, on the other hand, allows us to express our self-
interests while not running over the other's self-interests. Thus
assertive behavior fosters the expression of self-interests, while not
itself harming or hurting the others in the situation.

Take this example: "Your department head continually asks you to do

extra work and favors for her/him. She's/He's standing at your desk now
asking you to give her/him a ride home from the office." What inter-

personal rights are involved? What is a nonassertive, an aggressive and
an assertive response to the department head? What must you think about

in,formulating an assertive response?

Rights: The right to say no to requests which go beyond the regular
expectations involved in the working relationship. Right to use your

car and after-office hours as you 'desire. Right to organize your time

to do tt3,e work you need .to do.

Non ssertive response: "Sure "I'll be glad to give you a ride

home .(again)." "When would you like to leave?" "How much time

before we should leave?"

Aggressive response: "I'm sick and tired to taking you home all
the time plus I won't do any extra work for you EVER." "I'll
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take you to buy a cat so you won't ask me again, but I won't
take you home ever again." "Why don't you ever take responsi-
bility for yourself-rather than using other people to serve
you all the time!" "Not a chance."

Assertiveness Issues to Consider

o How can you let her /him know that you recognize her/his need
for a ride while directly stating that you resent her/his
assuming you will always take her/him home?,

o How can you negotiate an arrangement that you feel is fair if
you continue to take her/him home or do extra work? (Compensation,

other privileges, etc.?)

o How can you 'ret her/him know that you know she/he needs extra
help now and then while protecting your right to use your time
as you desire? .

Assertive responses:'''."I have an appointment at the doctor's office
right after work so 14on't be able to take you" (used if it is true).
"I'm willing to 'tare',you home tonight since I have0to other commitment
but I want to discuss on the way home what is a fair'sway to handle youf

need for rides home so often." "I recognize your nerd for a ridelhome
and the extra work you ask me to do. However, it makes it very diffi-
cult for me to organize my time and get the work-done I need to do.
Let's discuss what other options are available and,plan What needs to
be scheduled."

Activity

Below are several situations you might experience. Foreach one, write
the resnonse that is most representative of what you might say. When
each person of your negotiating team is finished, share the responses.
One at a time, one person of the team will state her/his response to
one of the situations on the next page. The other Individuals then
`ask questions to help the first person to identify:

4

,1. What interpersonal rights are involved in the situation?

2. What type of response was used: aggressive, assertive

Aor nonassertive?

. If an assertive response was not chosen, what factors
affected the type of response chosen (emotional reactions,
previcus'experiences, particular needs or fears, etc.).

Attempt to., help the individual assess these factors or

begin to reduce'them if deSired,

dividuals of the tea.; will switch roles through the discussion time.

174 132
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Please indicate your most representative response to each of the
following.

Situations

1. Someone cuts in fron of you in line.
.

2. The repairman has gone ahead and replaced the distributor cap and
filter in your car even though you only asked for an oil change.
As you pick up the car, he acts superior and contemptuous toward
you. 4

3. One of your friends asks you to help with the mailing for one day.
(- Even though it is a worthy cause which you respect, you'd rather

not do it.

The apparent spokesperson for the other negotiating team has taken
up the first 20 minutes of the negotiations by presenting that
teat's positions, arguments, analysis and ridiculing the possible
poSttions which she/he thinks your team might have. Throughout
the monologue, your team has not had a chance to.get a word in

edgewise.

1 75
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5. You have become aware that your team's self-interests in the
negotiations are not getting met in the previous rounds and have
decided to change the way you present your most important position.
Indicate how you will present this position.

6. A person on the opposite negotiating team has just become aware
that your team's self-interests in the negotiations are not
getting met in the previous rounds and have decided to change the
way you present your most important position. Indicate how you
will present this position.

7. In a meeting with the staff, assignments are being split up for
people to take care of. You, as chairperson, have three tasks
left to assign and two people plus yourself without tasks. As
you ask the others which tasks they would like to do, one of them
Very passively says for you to take ca:e of them since you are the
chairperson.

8. One of the members of your team expects you to do all the calculations
during the negotiations while she/he does all the presentation of
your positions. You are not only not able to keep up with the
discussion but this person is often presenting his/her own point of
view rather than what the team agreed on.

9. You have already told Mr. Brown that you do not want to serve as
a sponsor for the new club in the school, but he is at your desk
again asking you to be the sponsor.
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ROUND 2 PLANNING GUIDE

1. Go back to your diagnosis of the conflict in NOG and your review of
Round 1. What do the results of Round 1 and the messages you got.
from your group of constituents indicate you havetotake into
account in your strategy for this round?

2. Take a blank NOG worksheet (Handout 7E) and fill out the figures
the way you most want them to come out from your own point of view
only.

3. What concessions will your opponents have to make for you to get
close to that outcome? What are they going to want you to
concede in return?

,

4. How are you going to justify the concession you are thinking of to
the group you represent? How far are you willing to go in risking

their displeasure? What do you need to do to insure that your
concessions payy off for your side?

5. Given your experience in Round 1, how do you expect the other team
to respond if you:

Take a "take it or leave it" approach?

Take a "here's the way to take care of all cur interests" approach?

Take-a "we're trying for the best deal for our side as we can get"
approach?

Which approach do you expect them to use toward you? What will you

do about it?
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6. How can you best use your own and each others' resources to your

team's best advantage in this round.

r
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TO: Overseaers

FROM: autsiders

Handout 9
Page 1 of 1

A recent study conducted at a reputable university suggested that the
optimum number of Toles to nurture Pauns is far higher than has been
believed. They fotmd that for purple Pauns (the most difficult to
nurture), the ideal Pod size was about fifteen Pauns to one Tole. At
this ratio, the most subtle and truly unique characteristics of the
purple Pauns developed more fully in most cases. Higher ratios resulted
in dramatic decrease in development. The current ratio appears to allow
for only 25 percent development of the unique purple qualities. The
data for the maize Pauns were Lot as striking, although the ideal Pod
size appeared to be closer to 25. At the Pod size of 30 less than\75
percent of the unique qualities of the maize. Pauns is developed.

Percent of
Developed
Qualities
for Purple
Pauns

Percent of
Developed
Qualities
for Maize
Pauns

100

75

50

25

0

5 10 15 20 25 30 40

100

75

50

25

0

5 10 15 20 25 30 40
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Overseaers

FROM: Outsiders

RE: Compliance Guidelines for EOA

The Outsiders passed a law called the Equal Opportunity Act (FOA). The
law requires that each Paun, regardless of type, must be provided with
equal educational opportunities. This includes rights to nurturance,
rights to return to Outside or stay on NOG, etc.

The EOA takes no position on the right to be one type or another of Pauns.
Nor does it specifically insist, or deny, that there be equal members of
maize. Pauns :rom the Outside have been lobbying for a clearer statement
and-it appears they will get a fayorable ruling. At the same time, these
groups are also putting pressure on Outsider mandgement to develop affirma-
tive action programs. We anticipate increased pressure to a) nurture more
maize Pauns and b) reduce Pod size for maize Pauns. Perhaps you can take
some initiative in this area for the organization.

Proposed Penalty (to be in effect Round 3)

AlthoUgh the law takes no position on ele right to be one Paun type or
another, it is clear that practices of gross bias toward either group is
unacceptable. The guidelines state that quotas of Pauns of either type
in excess of 80% will result in a penalty in the next round of loss of
bonus and 10% reduction in fee.

Also efforts must be taken to assume that Pod size does not, unduly arfect
either type of Paun. This guideline will probably have to be tested in
court for a more definite ruling.
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ROUND II REVIEW QUESTIONS

Part I

As you begin your -eview of what happened and what you experienced and
found out in this round:take some time to describe for yourself the

. things that Stand out in your mind. Use the space below and start with
the first word or phrase that comes to mind. Write quickly without
worrying about grammar, continuity, or "making sense" to someone else.

When you stop to grope for something else to say, start editing or
trying to get analytical about the experience, turn to the next page
and answer the questions you'find there.

What stands out for me right now:
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ROUND 2

Part II

This section is intended to provide questions which will help you
organize and sort out the epxeriences and begin to build connections
between the events, your reactions, and the workshop ,:oncepts.

First. Describe a decision where both teams had to yield something
they wanted in order to reach an agreement each could live with for

this round.

1. a. In agreeing to this decision, what did your team have to give

up or'compromise on? What has happened for you to "make up
the difference" in subsequent rounds, if anything?

b. What self-interests or values did the other team have to give

up or compromise on to agree to this decision? What has to

happen for them to "make up' the difference," if anything?

2. a. What reservations do you have about the way this negotiative
round went or about this decision in particular?

3. Where in this round would you say you were working for a "one oest

solution" for everyone? How can it won( against you?

4. Where in this round would you say you were working to get the bgst

conditions for your team as you could. Why did you choose not to

use a collaborative or win-lose approach at this time?
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5. Where are you now in your thinking about conflict and ways of
approaching differences in self-interest and values?

JNts.

When you have finished, join your team and take a few millutes to share

your answers. A

183
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FOURTH DAY MORNING SESSION

184

Time Activit Objective Materials Instructions to Participantfo Notes

1. Agenda N10 Agenda .1. Review agenda

10 2. Designed self - interest Review results in comparison Nil Designed self- 2. Ask each team to look at Nil

20

and results of Rounds

1 and 2

3. Bargaining processes

to self-interests

Content on bargaining and

inter sts in NOG
N12 Resafts of Rounds

1 and 2

IS8

and N12
a. Where they are in compar-

ison to the self-interests
designed into NOG

b. What they want to work on.,

3. IS8

P24 and M. discussion P24 Bargaining a. Read papers and discuss

(35) Read and discuss Practice setting minimum Prodesses b. Give directions for skill

(5) N12, Bargaining and target objectives; P25 Good Faith Bargain. practice during round 3.

skill practice ascettaining opponent
minimum -

N13 Bargaining Skill
Practice

.- N13.

140 4. NOG round 3
(40) Plan
(4(0) Negotiate

(10) Break
(40) Negotiate
(10) Complete forms

Continue NPS practice P26 Planning Cuide,
Round 3

117A-E

4. IS8
a. Directions for skill

practice

b. Use P26 during Planning
c. At break finish filling out

blank paper on positions

d. Keep time
e. Arbitrate as needed

20 5. Exchange bargaining
skill practice data
with opponents and
discuss

i

Bargaining skills review N13 Bargaining Skill

Practice

5. IS8
a. Trade target and minimum

position
h. Discuss in your own team

20 6. Review'
W-11 Review questions

Individual review of
events and process

W-I1 Review Questions
for round 3

6. Complete W-11

for tound 3

f ,
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AGENDA: FOURTH DAY MORNING SESSION

10. Review Results of Round 1 and 2

20 Bargaining Processes

140 NOG Round 3

20 Exchange and DisCuss Bargaining Data

20 Review

0

i

P24 & P25

W-11

/

:2,

49

186 .
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DESIGNED SELF-INTERESTS IN NOG

N11\
.)

Decision Issues.
,

.

OVs
.

Toles

Number of Toles

Compleation

Tutohng

MAx-Pel ,

,

:

.

Quota .

Barks
..

Management Cost Ratio

Holdover

Pod Size
.

4

i
, ..

. /

/

'40.

i

1 Favo,f

Purple
1

/

P

P

Pt

t

,

.

,1-

.

!'Favor

Maize
.

I

t

M

M

MI

?

v.,,

Control Issues

.

4

Keep

Joint -

Keep.

Joint

Keep

Keep

Keep

.

Joint

Keep

Joint

Keep

Joint

'6

Joint

Joint

Quota Decision

Tole Distribution .

Communication to Outside

Communication to Tole Organization

Purchase of Barks

Hold Over .

Management Cost Ratio
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SUMMARY OF4NOG*

Round 2

Red
Purple

Red
Blue

Orange
Blue

Orange
Green

Yellow
Green

Yellow
Purple

,

AgreiMent ()Yes Yes Arbit. Yes Yes Yes

Number of Toles 21 ,20 21 20 2; 18

Compensation 220.5 220 220 200 -215\ 225.5

Tutor M M \

Maz-Pel Pel z Pel Pel ' Pel \
. ,..

MAI

Quotas .M
P

,115

385
10

400
100
400

, 100
400

155
445

100
400

Barks Purchased 1(6) 1(6) OM(5) 1(6) 0 (6) 1(6)

Management Cost Ratio .028 .095 0.180 .002 .183 .030

Hold Over 0 0 200 0 750
--7

Pod Size M
,, P

(4) .19

(17)23
(4) 25

(16)25

(4) 25
(17)24

(3) 34
(17)24

(n) :31

(16)28
oy 34
(15)27

Control Issues

OVs --- OVs Vs ?

i

OVsQuotas

Tole Distribution Ts0 Ts0 ? Ts0 Tsn

Communication with
Outside

OVs OVs OVs

..

OVs OVs OVs

Communication with
Toles

Ts0 Ts0 Ts0 Ts0 Ts0

i

Ts0

Bark ;' OVs OVs OVs
\

Joint

Hold Over OVs

Management Cost Ratio OVs

* Sampe newsprint; use actual data.
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1. Tell participants, to read Papers 24 and 25.

Discuss in teams as time allows.

2. At the end of 15 minutes post N13. Have each team take a sheet

of blank paper and divide it into 3 sections, as on N13. During

planning period: a) They are to review Nll Designed Self-Interests

in NOG. Consider one issues for the following. Decide on their
minimum and target positions and write them on the top 1/3 of the

paper. b) They are to use Papers 24'and 25 to plan questions and

strategies to find out their opponents' minimum positions.

3. Ask them to use Paper 26, planning guide for Round 3; hand out

H7A filled in.

4. At the break, ask each team to: a) Reassess their own minimum
and target positions, b) Predict their opponents minimum positions.
c) Record these in the second and third sections of their paper.

5. Complete negotiations, then: a) Tell.each team to give their
opponents the paper they filled outtpn their own minimum target
positions and their estimates of the other teams' minimum,
b) Discuss this data in your own team.

6. After 20 minutes turn to W-11. Review Questions for Round 3, and

complete it.
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BARGAINING PROCESSES

During negotiations one is likely'to encounter at least two kinds of
issues: those that lend themselves to quantitative analysis, and those
that do not. The first type includes economic and quasi-economic issues
such as salaries, fringe benefits, medical and dental 'packages, class
size, salary schedules, maternity leaves, or where and how to spend the
family vacation (if cost is a major factor), purchasing a house, and so
forth. The second type includes many issues of values, policy, programs,
procedures that are not quantifiable: open classroom versus traditional
classroom; letter grading versus pass/fail; /teacher participation in ,
school policy setting; local control of schdols; educational vouchers.

In the fist part of this paper we shall consider some ideas concerning
bargaining on quantitative issues. In a later part, we shall consider
bargaining on nonquantitative issues.

Overview of the Face-To-Face Bargaining Process 1)

Some observers (see Ann Douglas, 1957)1 suggest that ihg bargaining
process tends to move through three relatively discreet phases:

Phase I: Establishing the Bargaining Range
Phase II: Reconnoitering the Range
Phase III:, Precipitating the Decision

Phase I: Establishing the Bargaining Range

During this initial period each side is setting out the boundaries of the
bargaining field. This.may be dine by each side presenting an initial
package that embodies its "target" or ideal objectives. Sometimes, however,
only one"side presents a set of demands and the other side presents reac-
tions or a counter proposal. At any rate, the focus is upon differences,
with an initial testing of ,strength. Presentations during this initial
phase are often very emotional confrontations with strongly worded parti-
san statements extplling the strength and virtues and justice of one's own
position and attacking and undermining the position of the other side. '.

Compiemeilting,the, dramatic, intuitive, strength displaying and climate
setting aip.etts.of this initial phase is the presentation of one's target
position,qn-each"Issue. A position statement consists of four parts:

1. The content of the position (we want higher and more
adequate-compensation for Toles)

1
Douglas, Ann, "The Peaceful Settlement of Industrial and Intergroup
Disputes,"'..Tourrial of Conflict Resolution, 1957, 1(1), 69-81.
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2. The deg e of commitment to the position (Firm: We cannot
accept any less than a 10 percent increase. Flexible: The
membership demands $115 compensation,...but we will care-
fully consider the Overseaers' counter offer.)

3. The degree of specificity (General: We want higher compen-
sation. Specific: We want $110 compensation per Tole.)

4. The course of actions if not granted (...or we shall strike,
shall mit go along with your reqqest on issue Y.)...or we

After each side's presentation, we can diagram the situation` as follows

OVs Tlrget

1 1 I I I

100 110 120

Ts0 Lget

Issue: Compensation of Toles

and we might assume that the bargaining range is $20 (the difference
between the two target positions). However, it is seldom he case that
the bargaining range is so broad. This is usually because each side
also ha6\a minimum position.

A minimum position is that point beyond which you will strike, break off
negotiations or otherwise accept no agreement rather than settle. Suppose
that'pverseaers will not go above,$110 as a minimum position, and that
the Toles Organization will not go below $105.' Then we have the following
situation:

OVs Target OVs Minimum

1 1

100 105 110 115 120

Ts0 Minimum Ts0 Target

Issue: Compensation of Toles
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As a result the actual bargaining range is actually $5, since anything
above $110 will leAd'the OVs to break off.negotiations and below $105
will result in a Ts0 strike. Your best outcome will be to settle ss
close to your opponent's minimum position as possible. Strategically,

you will want to try to ascertain, youropponent's minimum position and
end with a final settlement at that point, while kedPing information
about your own minimum position as vague as possible. This will be the
'subject of the discussion of the next phase.

However, one other situation neeis to be diagrammed. This is"the'
situation in which there is no overlap of minimum positions.

OVs Target
`0Vs Minimum

t

100 105 110 115 120

Ts0 Minimum
Ts0 r2arget

Suppose that Overseaers will end negotiations rather than go above $105,
and that the Toles Organization minimum position is $110. In such a

situation reaching an agreement is extremely difficult as either side
would prefer no agreement to the other side's minimum kition. Unless

one or both sides changes minimum position, impasse is a very probable
outcome.

Phase II: Reconnoitering the Range

The objectives of each side during this phase are to gather as much
information about the other side's positions, strengths and weaknesses
as possible, while revealing only what one desires about one's own

minimum position.

During this phase both parties probe each oaer, testing for areas of
agreement, pursuing alternative solutions, exploring options, and in
the process learning as much as possible about the other side. For

both parties this phase ranges between the poles of clarifying data

and creating ambiguity,

CLARIFYING CREATING

DATA 111,- AMBIGUITY
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At least four basic skills are involved in this process: questioning
skills, observing skills, listening and paraphrasing skills and
responding skills.

Questioning skills: Questions control the negotiation process. There
are at least five functions that questions can play during negotiations.
There are to:

1. Gain information

2. Give information

3. Stimulato thinking

4. Narrow options

5. End the proceSs

Observing skills: In any face-to-face communication proces, only a
part of the meaning is conveyed verbally. A significant portion is
conveyed nonverbally by means of gestures, body position, eye contact,
voice tone or quality0 breathing rate, and so on. Observing and learning
to interpret these nonverbal signals from the other side are valuable
skills to develop.

Listening and paraphrasing skills: These communication skills are
extremely important in conflict situations. We all have tendencies to
distort what we hear in ways that (a) meet our expectations, (b) confirm
our best and/or worst fantasies, and (c) favor our own goals and
objectives. Accurate communication is necessary to avoid misjudgments
and unnecessary difficulties. Unintended misunderstandings can utilize
a great deal of energy that may make dealing with real conflict even
more difficult. Use of the paraphrasing technique can be,a powerful
tool in developing active and accurate communication.

Responding skills: In many cases there is a gap between our intentions
and how we actually behays. Developing the ability to behave congruently
with one's intentions is obviously important to a good negotiator.
Whether in making a confrontation or responding to a question, being
able to respond on verbal, emotional, and behavioral dimensions as one
intends increases one's ability to consciously control the process.

Phase III: Precipitating the Decision

The objective of this phase is convergence, e.g., to reach agreement on,
the substantive issues leading to public, documented statements of the
current resolution of the conflict. Generally it is a process of closing
off alternatives and narrowing down options, until a decision point is
pre,:ipitated.
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Concessions: Making concessions is a natural and necessary aspect of
this phase. Tim4mg, however, is critical. When appropriately timed,
concessions are not a sign of weakness, but an indication of willingness
to negotiate a settlement. Normally concessions from one side result in
a recirrocated concession frOm the other side. Sometimes a concession on
one issue will strengthen a party's overall position on other issues.
However, a poorly timed concession may a) be premature and not treated
as a concession, but as either a bogus concession (i.e., indicating a
false ctarget or minimum position) or a sign of weakness or b) be too
late and be regarded as inadequate or no longer credible or relevant.

Exhausting a topic: When not otherwise constrained by such outside
factors as deadlines, there comes a point in the negotiations when the
relevant set of options has been probed, and the issue has been exhausted.'
Further conversation takes. on a redundant character, each side has
explored theterrain about as fully as possible. The decision making
crisis is precipitated. At this point, one side, or both sides take
initiative to close off any remaining alternatives, then proposes an
agreement. Barring miscalculations or misunderstandings the agreement
is affirmed by both sides, at least in principle because through the
process of negotiation all other alternatives-have been eliminated for
the here and, now.

Nonquantitative Issues

Phase I: E _ablishing the Bargaining Range

Supppose, however, that the issue in conflict is not subject to a simple
one-dimensional quantitative analysis. For example, in NOG, whether to
use Maz or Pel, whether Overseaers or Toles should control the purchase
of Barks are examples that do not lend themselves to uni-dimensional
analysis.

Ts0 Position OVs Position

Maz, it helps Maize Pauns Pel, it helps Purple Pauns

These positions, however, do not stand in isolation, but are linked to
a set of value positions and self-interests. For each group this might
look as follows:

DIAGRAM A
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In Diag am A we show that the Toles organization (groups of persons shown
in circl s) has a ;positive attitude toward Maz, a negative attitude
toward Pe , and Miz and Pel are negatively related (they are incompatible).
In addition, choosing Maz is related to the Ts0 self - interest of nurturing
(since it prevents seasickness). Also Maz benefits Maize Pauns who are
liked by the Toles.

_ In Diagram B we sLow that.Overseaers have positive attitudes toward Pel,
a negative attitude toward Max thd two, Maz-Pel being incompatible. In

addition, choosing Pel benefits the purple Pauns which are likeed by the
,OVs, and the purge Pauns also produce increased income (bonus)' meeting

. .

one of the OVs serf-interests.
re

During the critical phase of establishing the range; a set of issues is
identified and articulated in terms of defining a set of self- interestg
on one side opposed to .a set of self-interests of the other side. In this
example, the Toles might support using Maz in terms of the more sensitive'
and artistic nature of maize Pauns, or the maize Pauns reluctance to leave
NOG and endure the hardship of lark travel. Overseaers.might point to
the increased financial values of healthy purple Pauns, and the large
numbers of them. Again, initial positions may appear quite stereotyped
and extreme.

Given this type of nonquantitative conflict of self-interest, v,a shall
consider three possible types of outcomes:

1. Change an attitude, value or self-interest
2. Create alternatives and force trade-offs
3. Find a both/and solution

Phase II: Reconnoitering the Range

The objectives during this phase are to gather as much information about
the other side's position, while revealing only what one desires about
one's own minimum positron.

Specifically, during this phase of the negotiation, one may attempt to
establish or discover conditions that will lead to changing attitudes,
creating trade-offs or finding both/and solutions.

Changing Attitudes, Values, Self-Interests-

This way is extremely difficult, and not likely in the short run.
Attitudes, values and self-interests can be relatively enduring traits,
not easily changed. For example, it is not likely chat one is going to
change the Overseaers attitudes toward profit or toward the purple Pauns.
However, if the Ts0 played out this strategy, and attempt to change the
Overseaers attitudes toward Purple Pauns, they might focus on the purple
Pauns. For example, they might persuade the purple Pauns that the
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Overseaers were .exploiting them attempting to create a less positive
attitude toward the Overseaers in the minds of the purple Pauns. If

they succeeded, the purple Pauns might reject the Overseaers, and the
Ovs, in turn, might be less inclined to support using Pel.

weaken Pel ]

positive
relation

Creating Trade-Offs

Purple
Pauns

leads to

DIAGRAM C

This approach is more likely to work in the short, run than the previous
approach. The objective is to introduce another-outcome of about the
same overall importance to your opponent, and of apparent importance to
you and offer to trade your concession ion one for their concession on
the original issue. For example, the Overseaers might introduce TUTORING
of maize Pauns and offer it as a:trade-off for Pel, conceding the less
expensive tutoring program in return for use of Pel. See Diagram D.

concede
+ gain

Tutor
Purple

DIAGRAM D

In creating trade-offs it is also possible to introduce a nonquantitative
'issue'to gain a more favorable position on a quantitative issue. Thus,
the Toles'might concede on Maz in return for lower "Pod" size or higher
salaries. The reverse is also possible--yielding on salary in return
for tutoring or use of Maz.

Finding Both/And Solutions

Almost as rare Pa the goose that layt the golden egg, but equally alluring,
finding both/and solutions to apparent win-lose situations can be an
extremely satisfying experience. Unfortunately, they are not easily
attained. A both /and solution enables both parties to meet their self-
interests without compromise or loss of integrity. However, we are not
including solutions that merely disguise or avoid the original conflicts.
Usually both/and solutions require long time period and a creative act
which produces a change in the limits defining the situations. For

example, researchers might discover a new herb which combines the beneficial
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effects of both Maz and Pel, while eliminating the negative effects.

Since this workshop focuses on working with conflict, we do not
emphasize finding both/and solutions.

Phase III: Precipitating the Solutions

The process for nonquantitative items is simnel to that previously
.discussed.

173
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BARGAINING TECHNIQUES

"Good Faith" Bargaining

There are certain bargaining rules or norms that represent "good faith"
bargaining or,proper conduct during negotiations.'

Evidence of "good faith" bargaining includes:

1. Consideration of proposals- and the making of counter-proposals,
which must be reasoned, arguments and must befeasible as a basis
for agreement, reciprocity

2. Answering concessions with counter-concessions

3. Adherence to an agreed agenda

4: Sticking to agreed solutions to cdiponent parts of a larger
disputed issue, unless compelling reasons intervene

5. Evidencing an open-door and open-mind attitude

6. Being careful not to unduly delay negotiations

Evidence of failure to bargain in good faith includes:

1. Introducing insincere or frivolous demands

2. Refusal to make counter-proposals and counter-concessions

3. A take-it-or-leave-it attitude

4. Refusal to consider-compromise positions

5. Failure to assign a negotiator with power to act

6. Giving the other party the run-around
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Some Bargaining Techniques

Some participants are initially "put off" by the suggestions to use
fake or sham positions, or the use ofthreats. We do not advocate that
yOu use such techniques, only that you consider their use, and that you
consider how you will respcnd if you encounter your opponents.using
them.

--Establish and be clear about your group's "minimum, position," the
least favorable terms at which your group would prefer agreement to
no agreement.

--Try'to discover your opponents' minimum positions so that you gain .an
idea of the bargaining range: Remember that parties will advance their
initial positions which may or may not be the same as their true
minimum positions, or in other words they may start off demanding a
great deal more than they really expect to get.

--Try to estimate the probable outcome of nertiationa with
your opponents; what will they expect to get? What do you think you
can get? -How will it turn out?

--Try to improve the terms for your group in cne or more of the following
ways:

1. Alter the situation on which your opponent's minimum
positions are based (e.g., threats that make the situation
more urgent and make your opponents willing to settle for
less than they.originally thought).

2. Point out the advantages and minimize the disadvantages of
your proposal to your opponents.

3. Convey to your opponents your actual or faked estimate of
their minimum positions, which might lead them to change
their predictions about outcomes.

4. Convince opponents to adhere to
follow intrinsic development of
"I've made many concessions and
which might cause them to alter

"good faith" bargaining And
the negotiations (e.g:,

you should reciprocate."),
their minimum positions.

5. Altar the actual situation on which your opponent's estimate
of your minimum position is based, e.g., if you convincingly
commit yourself to a prediction that you will obtain certain
terms in the negotiations, your opponent may be misled to
believe that these terms constitute your minimum position.

6. Convince opponents that it would be disastrous or impossible
to agree to less than your proposed terms (e.g., "It's
illegal for me to agree to your terms.").

7. Portray coolness or unwillingness to discuss proposals that

are below your actual or fake minimum position.
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-- Consider the pros and cons of using a fake or sham bargaining position
with your opponents:

1. Use of it enables you to disLover more accurately what
your opponent's minimum position really is--opponent may
accept more than you thought she/he would.

2. You may be able to modify your opponent's minimum position.

3. Use of it enables you to appear flexible and - willing to
make concessions without jeopardizing your minimum position;
shows "good faith" bargaining.

4. Makes it more difficult fer opponent to estimate your
mlnimum position; it's advantageous to know his/her without
Nim/her really knowing yours.

5. May be used when no agreement is desired but there is an
interest in pretending that efforts are being made to reach
an agreement.

--On the negative side:

6. It might be difficult to muster support from your group for
a sham position.

7. It may cause opponent to think either that there is no
actual bargaining range, or that you are simply unwilling
to conclude an agreement at this time.

8. Sham positions may delay negotiations, and delays may be
costly.

9. You might get sham concessions in response.

--Try to take the offensive with an initial demand rather than defend the
status quo. In the latter case your initial bargaining position is
identical to your minimal position and thus you are at a disadvantage
since the only way to movc,(and follow bargaining norms) is to erode
your own minimum ,,osition.

--Use of threaL or coercion: This is a delicate matter since it can
either work for you or against you. When both parties of the negotiation
have threat power (bilateral threat), conflict escalation may result.
In such instances threat is met with resistance to intimidation and a
contest for supremacy ending in negotiation breakdown. This condition,

of bilateral threat strengthens the competitive motive of the partiei
and is less conducive to agreement. Further, once the threat is
issued you have tp provide a face-saving way for your opponent, to back
down. since yielding under duress is viewed in negotiations as a loss
of esteem. Also, you need to keep in mind the importance of your
reputation for future negotiations.
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--Use:I/recesses to cool things off, to regain control, to change the
peed, or to confer witlyconstituency or interest group.

--Try to induce a spirit of trust, cooperation and not cause resentment
or loss of face in opponent.

--Try to be aware of interpersonal dynamics and use them to your advantage
(rationiliteiotionality, power and threat, trust-distrust, credibility,
.cooperation- competition, self-esteem, etc.).

--Present a,pnified,front to the opponent; build a position, rationale,
and stick to it, knowing when to yield (timing), how much, and for

what end.

--Be aware of the need to convince your constituency as well as your
opponent of your position or compromises.

--Rally continued support from your constituency, and try tos.generate
support from other groups, form coalitions, etc.

"Think in terms of both short -term and long-term strategies (e.g., to
secure the support of one group at terms less than satisfactory in
orae,. to have clout with a more Influential group later on).
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BARGAINING SKILL PRACTICE

Divide a piece of paper,in three sections

N13

0

own at start
own at break
other at break

° 2. DeCide oe,target and minimum positions. Write your position in

3. During first negotiations period use strategy to obtain other
side's minimum position.

4. During break:

a. Reassess own minimum and target. Record in second seceion
of the paper.

b. Predict minimum and target of other_side. Record in
third sictfon of the paper.

5. Complete negotiations.

6. At the end of the second negotiations period give the page
with your targets and minimums to your opponent, get their
page from them. Discuss this information in your own team
together with- what happened during the round. What surprises
you?

11- 0
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ROUND 3 PLANNING GUIDE

1. That are your target and minimum positions for the quantitative

issues in this round?-

a.) Take a blank NOG worksheet (H7E) and make it out to represent
--your- target position for the quantitative issues_for_this

round.

b.) Fill out another worksheet to represent your minimum positions.

2. List the non-quantitative issues you want to deal with (don't forget
control issues, etc.). What are your target positions for these?
What are your minimums?

3. Make an estimate of the other team's- minimum positions. -Fill-out
a blank worksheet to represent that position.

4. Looking at all worksheets you just made up, where are the key items

to be negotiated? When do the non-qualitative items fit in? What

strategy are you going to use to get a settlement above your own
minimum on all issue:?

5. 'How are you going to divide'if the work' you need to do so each
member of your team's resources are used and everyone has something
important to do? If you aren't going to divide it up, how are
you, going to work together to maximize your team's advantages?
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ROUND 3 REVIEW QUESTIONS

Part I

Paper W-11
Page 1 if 3

As you see it, what was the best and what was the worst thing that
happened in this round? How did it come about?
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Part II

1. How did you do in getting to a settlement above-, or at least not below,
the minimums you set during the planning period? Why were you

successful or unsuccessful?

2. How did setting targets and minimums for yourself and estimating
those of the other team affect the way you worked in this round
compared to the previous rounds? If it had no effect, say why this
is the case.

3. What have you found out about the way power gets used in what
actually goes on when you sit down to work through your differences

with someone else?
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4. How have the decisions or agreements you made, or the approach you
took in previous rounds limit (or left open) what you could do in

this round?

5. What hava you found out from this round-that yotf can use in your

own daily life?

When you are finished, share your responses with the other.members of

your team.
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Founit DAY AtTERNOON

20

Time - Activity Objective Materials Instructions to Participants Notes

50

1. Agenda

2.-Results of Rounds 1, 2 Return to self-interest

N14 Agenda

N15 Results of Rounds

1. Review agenda

2. a. Ask each team to look at H15

and 3. issues, elaborate and 1-3 (See N12 for ex.) results of all teams over

(15) Review self-interests

,.
and complete P27

(35) Total role group
.

discussion

compare process

/

Nil Designed self-
interests in HOC

P27 Preparing for
role group meeting

the 3 rounds in comparison
to their team's pelf-
interests. Part Nil and use
P27 to get ready for whole
group meetinP

b. Have 'all Toles meet in one
part of room, all Ovs in
another. Use P27 to focus
work.

40 3. NOG round 4 Continue NPS practice P28 Planning Guide for 3. a. Important; Remind partici-

(45) Plan
(40) Negotiate

(10) Break
(40) Negotiate,

complete forms

'

,.

Round 4
H7A-E

pants that while this is
their lasf",seascn as nego-

tiators for 140G, another team
will take theirlace next

. season. NOG goes-an, so it

(10) Arbitration as needed

v
,

.

-

..

is in your role groups self-
interest to get the best
possible agreement as you
can.

b. Tell them to use P28 in their
planning; Hand out H7A,
filled in.

c. Give time schedule
d. Keep time
e. Arbitrate as needed

20 4. Review
W-12 Review Questions
for Round 4

W -12 Review Questions
for Round 4

4, Complete W -12

Remind participants to write
on sheets separately.

_

,

208
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AGENDA: FOURTH DAY AFTERNOON SESSION

50 Review and Discussion of Results of Roundel, 2 and 3 (P27)

140 NOG Round 4
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PREPARING FOR ROLE GROUP MEETING

In a'few minutes you will be meeting with all the other teams of your
rol.e group. Looking at the results of all .-:e negotiations in Rounds 1,

2 and 3, and at your team's self-interests!

1. Write dow two or three things you want to find out from other, teams

a. Team color . I want to know...

b. Team color : I want to know..,

c. Team color : I want to know...

2. Write down two or three things you wane to tell other teams about
what happened in your negotiations.

a.

b.

c.

210
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ROUND 4-PLANNING GUIDE

1. What did you find out from your sharing-with afemather_teams in the
previous activity? How can you use this to get what you want in--
the coming round?

2. What do the results of the previous rounds and the messages you've
received from your constituent group indicates you have to work on
this round?

h, Fill out blank worksheets (Handout 7E) for your target and minimum ,

positions for this round.

4. Set targets and minimums for the nonquantitative issues.

5. What concessions are you going to neeed from the other team? What
are you ready to concede in return?

6. What strategies are you willing to try in this round?
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ROUND 4 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How was this round the same, and how was it different from the previous
rounds of NOG negotiations? What do you think account for the
differences?

-2. When were you most dissatisfied with what you did or what was going
on in the negotiations this round? Describe below what you did and
what happened that you were dissatisfied with. Make as complete a
statement as you.tan.

3. In what way is this experience similar to and different from. your
experience with conflict in your daily life?
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4. Realistically, what are you willing to do next time you find yourself
in a similar situation so that you would feel more satisfied?

a

5. What did you learn or gain from this experience that makes your
dissatisfaction worth the price? If you.didn't learn or gain
anything say why you believe this to be the case?

When you are finished, join your team or share your responses with eacl,
other.
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FIFTH DAY MORNING SESSION

-Time- Activit Objective Materials Instructions to Participants Notes

t- .

Before
opening

5

30

JO

20

40

415

21

1. Agenda and results of all
4 rounds

2. Guided reflection,
feelings about and ,

analysis of opposing
team relationships and
negotiating events

1. Write feedback to the
whole team ,

4. Exchange team feedback

5, Own team analysis of
process

6. Cross team report of
analysis and checking
similarities, dissimi- ..
larities, prepa:ation for
fishbowl, P29.

7. Fishbowl, all teams

-

,

,

Preparation for review of N
experience and focus setting

Describes perceptions of
opponents and process

.

Analysis of process

In team, analyze events
and application of concepts

hocking compatibility,
preparation for fishbowl

Analyslcof negotiation
strategics and processes

N16 Agenda
N17 Round 4-results

(See N12 for
example)

1S9

W -13 Feedback to the

Opposing Team

--,..

ISIO

W -13

W-14 Team Worksheet'
\

P 29 Cross-team
Preparation for

, Fishbowl

'

Rules for use of
empty chair

.

2. See Instructional
Supplement 9

3. 1S9

4. ISIO -- a. Exchange
b. Own team read
c. Review and clarify

5. ISIO a. Teams separate
and work alone

b. Turn to W-14
c. Work for 20 min.

6.1S10
.

a. Join opponent team
b. Turn to P29
c. 45 min. to prepare

.7.1S10 .

,
.

.,,
S

215
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Instructional Supplement 9

DAY 5 - A.M.

Agenda -on Newsprint

Round 4 Result on Newsprint

1. As people come in tell them to look at Round 4 result and chat
informally about the comparisons of different groups' results.

2. When all have arrived and are settled, interrupt.

We are going to begin this morning with a shott'reflection period
to set the stage for' the work you will be doing in reviewing and
analyzing your experiences in NOG.

I want you to, get comfortable and relaxed. You may use the floor
if you'like. If you aren't.willing to close your eyes, try to keep
them focused on one spot on the wall or ceiling. Now, take a deep

breath and let it out slowly and completely, let yourself go limp
and relaxed. Think back to yesterdaycas you completed your last
round of the NOG negotiations--how were,you feeling?

What has happened in this round that was different from the
preceeding rounds? What seemed to you to be just the same?

How were you feeling about your own team? About the opposing team?
What had you been trying to do differently in this round? How did

it work? What was the other team,trying to do? How well did they

succeed? Think back through your experiences with the other team-
as you negotiated with them? What did you like best about how they
worked with you? What did you dislike?

Picture in your mind the different members of the team that you
negotiated with--how was each one different from the others in their
approaCh and styles? Activity level? Use of the ideas and concepts

of the workshop? What observations have you made about them as a
team? What would you most like to tell them about what you observed?

When you are ready, slowly open your eyes, it up and get ready.

Turn to Paper W-13 in your materials and complete it.
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FEEDBACK TO THE :TEAM WE WERE

TOTIATING
WITH IN NOG

t
Some of these questions may not seem to fit what happened in your
negotiations. If so, briefly note why and go on.

Thinking back through all four rounds of negotiating with you:

An examplesof a time when I thought your team presented your self-
interests clearly and assertively was...

An example of a time when I thought your team didn't seem clear about
yo 4r self-interests or values was....

I thought you were able to use to farce us to
(a, type or form of power)

change our position when...

I thought you didn't use the power available to you when...

I thought your team was using a negotiations strategy particularly well
when...

I thought you were using a win-lose strategy when...

192
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I thought you were using a collaborative strategy when...

I,was most surprised when you.:.

I think we got more than we prepared to get when...

'I thought our negotiations broke down when...

...because...

Your team seemed to me tobe fragmented and working at cross purposes
when...

What I most appreciated about your team's stance and strategies was...

What I found most frustrating or disconcerting in negotiating wiLh your
team...

When you have finished, the trainer will give you the next directions.
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Instructional Supplement, 10

1. When most individuals have finished W-13, ask each team to meet with
the team they negotiated with. Exchange their original copies of
Paper W-13, feedback to the whole team.

2. Have each team subgroup for about five minutes to read and collate
the data from different individuals. Ask them to:

"As you read through the feedback from different
individuals, keep track of similarities and differ-
ences and jot down or make notes on specific questions
or areas you will ask for clarification or more
examples of. Try to keep your focus on understanding
and clarifying what was going on in the negotiations."

In about five minutes regroup with the other team to share and expand
your analysis of what was gOing on in the negotiations.

3. When they have regrouped, repeat the focus.

"Your task together is to analyze what was going on-in
your negotiations. If you are tempted to continue
arguing about what was true in the NOG situation or
how to get something in the simulation, try to change,
your approach to--'What was,going on that kept us locked
in and unable to reach a satisfactory outcome.

4. At the end of 30 minutes, ask each team to regroup to work by
themselves. Turn to Paper W-14. This is a worksheet for your team
to use the information you have received from and givsen to the other
team to analyze the negotiation process in your NOG activities. You
will have 20'minutes to work. At the end of that time, you will meet
again with your opponent team.

5. At the end of 20 minutes, ask teams to again regroup with their
opposing team and turn to Paper 29. You, may find it helpful in this
work to refer to the NPS steps at the end of Paper 9.

You will have 40 minutes to get prepared for the fishbowl.

6. At the end of 40 minutes, give directions for the fishbowl. Each
team selects one member to represent their team. Representatives
of each team meet in center with empty chair, the rest are on the
outside. Post rules for using the empty chair (from Outstanding
Patin Exercise). Share,and discuss responses to Paper 29.

2/30
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TEAM WORKSHEET: Analyzing our NOG Negotiations Process

Some of the following questiong may not seem to fit what happened for,
you,very well. If so, briefly note why this is the case and go on.
Answer only part(a) OR part(b) of Questions 1 and 2 unless you have
time to do both.

Think back through the four rounds of NOG and:

1. (a) Describe a specific instance when you used the diagnosing
conflict material to your advantage.

OR

(b) Describe a specific instance when you did not use or had
trouble using the diagnosing conflict material to establish your
strategies, priorities, approaches.

2. (a) Describe a specific instance when you used the power to define
the situation to your adv,-..ntage. If you didn't do this, say why
`not.

(b) Describe a specific instance when your opponents used the power
to define the situation to their advantage. If they didn't do

this, say why you think this was so.

'Describe what was going on in a specific instance when you were, or
are now, clear that the conditions for negotiations weren't in place.
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4. Describe a specific example of thee conditions under which your team
used a-win-lose approach. According to,Paper 7,-how appropriate
was your choice of that strategy in that instance? What do you
think about it? If you never used win-lose, say why this was so.

5. Describe a specific example of the conditions under which your team
used a collaborative approach. According to Paper 7, how appropriate
was this choice in that instance? What do you think about it? If

you never used collaboration, say why this Was so.

6. Describe what you did when you were most effective in using a
negotiative approach. If you avoided or had trouble using a
negotiative strategy. say why..

222
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.

7. Describe a specific example of a time when you had difficulty
accepting and acknowledging the other team's self7intefesE(s)
as legitimate.

(1,

8. Describe an example' of a time-when the other team had difficulty'
accepting and acknowledging your team's self-interests as leg.Ltymate.

-

9. Select a specific example of a time when your team was unable to
get clear about your self-interests; or when you were unable to
present your self-interests effeCtively. What was the difficulty
and what happened as a result?
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9

Cross-Team Preparation for Fishbowl Analysis

Use the work each team has done in describing and analyzing specific
event.: in your negotiations to complete the following sentence stems.
This material will serve as the focug for a total workshop fishbowi
discussion to folkow.

Answer either (a) or (b) for each item. If you have time or decide "-
you are willing to split up the work yog may answer both,a and b.

1. a. An example which illustrates what happens when one or both
-groups haven't done enough work on identifying the conflict

OR b. An example which illustrates how a good job of identifying
the conflict helps you get to an agreement you can live with

2. a. An example from our experience of how not paying attention to
a diagnosis of the other side's self-interest, resources,
power, etc., get you into trouble is...

OR b. An example from our experience of how a careful diagnosis of
your own and the other side's self-interests, resources, power,
approaches, etc., makes a difference in. getting something you
want is...

3. a. An'example from our experience of a ,time when one or both teams
prepared for the negotiations ima way that helped us reach a
mutually'satisfying agreement...

OR b. An example from our experience that illustrates how inadequate
preparation by one or both teams for a negotiation could make
it difficult to arrive at a mutually satisfying agreement...
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A% a. A self-interest cf one team that we never dealt with
satisfactorily was...beCause...

OR b. We were able to deal satisfactorily with all the self-interests
of both teams because...

O

5. a. An example from our experience of a time when one or both teams
used an effecti4e bargaining strategy to meet their self-interests...

OR 13'. An example from our experience of a time when one c.- both teams
bargained ineffectively for their self-interests...
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Fri-m.1M AITERNOON SESSION

ActivityTime

50

25

10

20

10

301

226

1. Agenda.

2. Individual personal review
ol workshop events

a. Workshop Concepts
b, Best and worst things

. about events and
activities

3. Collage on the experience
with conflict in tie
workshop.

4. Write description of the
collage/drawing

5. Share collage and
descriptions in groups
of 4-8

6. Complete final
questionnaire

7. Total group summing up
and closing activities

Ob12ctive

Bringing order to and
integrating the total
experience

Summarize and compare their
perceptions, fcelinga,
"ideas" as a result of the
workshop experience

Verbaliie what they have
done and what it means

Hake public their work
and 'earnings

Standard data collection

Bring closure, transition
to daily life, saying
good-bye

Naterfuls

NIB Agenda

P30 Instructions for
Personal Review

W -15 Workshop Concept

and Review of
Workshop
Experiences

Collage materials
IS11

IS11

W-I6

IS11

Final Questionnaire

Instructions to Participants

1. Review agenda

2. Tell them instructions for
first part of afternoon are
on P30. .hist before end of
50 minutes or when a few par-
ticipants start rustling around,

---14141_1 em to bring their work
to a close in - m res-------
When finished pick up the
materials they want to use in
making a collage or drawing.
Ask them to do this trying
not to interrupt those who
are still working

3. On IS11 prepare for drawing

4. On IS11 direct them to W-16

5. On IS11

Farm groups, focus sharing

0. :ass out Final Questionnaire,
ask them to fill it out before
we all get together as a total
group to summarize and share

7. a. Ask them to assemble in

large eirclelater they turn
in Final Questionnaire).

b. Ask those who are willing to
share their most important
learning or their still un-
answered questions or their
favorite "pet peeVe."
Respond to statements and
questions. When this winds
down- -

c. Ask them to take a minute or
two to quietly reflect on
things they want to say to

individual members of the
group before they leave.

d. Participants move around

saying what they need to say.
c. Say good-bye and leave.

Notes ,
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Individual Review of,Norkshop

_Conflict Collage
e

Shaie'Conflict Collage

10 final Queitionnaire (optIonan

30 Summing Up and ClOsing

3

ti
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Paper 30
Page ,1 of 1

IYSTRUCTIONS FOR PERSONAL REVIEW

To begin the final activities of this workshop, we are asking you to take
about 50 minutes to review and bring order for yourself out of the experi-

,00ences you have had this week: Turn to Paper W-15.- These pages provide a
,-guide and worksheet for your review. The work you do is first and fore-

...

most for yourself. Firk,.iry to write out for yourself your 'own
definitions of the major concepts. The first two pages, Workshop Concept,
provide some key questions for doing this.

When you have finished those, go on to the next two pages, Individual
Review of Workshop Experiences. For this task you will need the written
worksheets,:you,filled out throughout the workshop. As you look back
'through these materials and remember what happened in each activity, try
to focus on completing the follOwing idea:

"The best thing about this particular activity for
me and the worst thing about it for me..."

4.
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W-15
Page 1 of

WORKSHOP CONCEPTS

Considering your experiences and what you have found out from the
analysis you've just completed, what would you now say about the
following: (Write a short paragraph, 2-5 sentences, for each item)

1. The most important thing I found out about the Negotiative Problem
Solving Process presented in this workshop...

2. As I see it now, compared to a win-lose strategy, a negotiative
approach...

3. Compared to a collaborative strategy, a negotiative approach...

4. For me, the most important thing in diagnosing a conflict situation...

5. I found out that power...

6. I found out that, for me, bargaining...
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W-15
Page 2 of 4

,7. I found that I treat my own self-interests...

8. I found that when I'm clear and assertive in working on my own
or my group's self-interest.,.

9. I found that taking the other person's or group's self-interests
seriously...

10. Describe the most importnt ideas or concept in this 'workshop for
you and say what it means to you.

A

When you have finished, go back through the worksheets you completed
during and after the various activities of4the workshop and answer the
questions on the next two pages.
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'INDIVIDUAL REVIEW"OF WORKSHOP EXPERIENCES

As I look back through the materials, my writings and remember what happened:

Workshop I

Activity l

The best thing about this //Ann
experience for me was...

The worst thing about this
experience for me was... -,

My Collage/Drawing;
W -1

. -
-

The First Yoth
Role Play; W-2

_

Paper 4, 5, 6 and W-3
Conflict Styles
Questionnaire

.
_
_ ,

Yota Role Play II;
W-4

_
, _

Introduction to NOG
& Fantasy; W-6

. _
___

Paper 11, Basic Con-
cepts of Power

P12, Applications of
Power and Discussion

_
_
_
_
_

..'
.

0,tstanding Paun
E' -cise

.....

-
_

Choosing, to be a Tole
or Overseaer, Forming
a Team, Working on
Self-Interests for the
Negotiations

_

_
_
_

p -\
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INDIVIDUALREVIEW OF WORKSHOP 'EXPERIENCES

.Workshop
Activity

The best thing about this
experience for me was...

/ /AND // The worst thing about this
experience for me was...

Learning to Use thd
NOG Forms; H7A-E

_

Assertiveness Exercise;
Paper 22 .

.

Bargaining With YoLr
Opponents

Role Group Review and
Discussion of Rounds 1,
2, and 3; Paper 27

,

The Four Round of NOG

This morning's
activities (Cross-
Team Analysis)
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Instructional Supplement 11
Page 1 ef 2

DAY 5 AFTERNOON

1. At the end of 50 minutes of work on the Personal Review using
Paper 30, ask those who haven't done so, to pick up their art
materials.

2. Ask them to find a space where they will be most comfortable. while
drawing or making the college. Tell them to keep their notebook
of materials handy.

3. When everyone is settled, tell them:

"To draw a closute'to your individual work on reviewing
their experiences, I want you to spend the next few
minutes silently summarizing your experiences with
and reactions to conflict during the workshop.

Consider the conflicts,-you have had overtly or covertly
with your opponents in the NOG negotiations, within
your own team, with other members of the workshop during
the activities, with the trainers and our materials,
directions and so forth...

How have these experiences been different from one
another? How have you respondeds'Ind felt?

When you are ready, without talking or otherwise
breaking your train of thought% take the supplies
you selected and make a collage or drawing that
symbolizes for you your experiences with conflict
during this workshop. You will have about 25 minutes.

4. As individuals draw to a close in their drawing or construction
and before chatter beings,

"When you have finished your wofkl. before showing
it to anyone or talking about it, turn to W-16
in your notebook and complete it.

If some are still working after about 23-24 minutes,

"Take another minute to finish up, then complete W-16."

5. After 8 or 9 minutes or when cross talk begins to ripple,

"When you have finished your writing, Join together in
groups of 6-8 with others you want to share with. Show
your collage/drawing to the others and read or say what
you wrote in your description. You'll have about 20 minutes
so be sure each person in your group gets his/her fair share
of the time."
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Instructional Supplement 11\
Page 2 of 2

6. After 20 minutes pass out Final Questionnaire and ask everyone to
complete it. ,(Optional)

7. After 10 minutes or when most are through, ask everyone to join
together in a big circle. Give those not done another minute to

finish. Ask them to begin to share their answers to Question 1
of the Final Questionnaire and say anything else that they want
others to know about or any question they want to ask.
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W-16

DESCRIPTION OF MY COLLAGE/DRAWING SYMBOLIZING MY
CONFLICT EXPERIENCES IN THIS WORKSHOP

1. My collage/drawing shows...

-..

2. I was surprised by...

3. Compared to my first collage/draWing, this one:..

4. Right now, I would sum up my feelings or ideas about conflict...

When you have finished, form a group of six to eight to share your
collage/drawing and read or say what it means to you.
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